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287.171 Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Chisi Ndjurisiye Sichyajunga (c.1870- )} “in the Biza country, for we are
Chawa [Chewa?]”, northern Malawi (F) 2
My home was in the Biza counry, for we are Chawa. I do not know my family, for enemies carried me off
when I was still a child. The name of my father was Sichyajunga, and the name of my mother was Ntundu.
I can just remember the death of my mother. I was a very little child and sat be side her before the door of our
hut. My mother fed the baby with gruel while I held its hands.
Suddenly a lion sprang upon us, seized my mother and tore her with its teeth, and scratched my leg with its
claws. People drove off the lion and rescued my mother, but she died of her wounds. Near our home there were
many lions. The lion which killed my mother had also killed two of my mother’s sisters, my aunts.
After my mother's death we were alone with my father, who looked after us. My grandmother cared for the
baby.
My older sister, Nsigwa, lived with her husband in another village. She sent a mes senger to my father who
said,
“Your daughter wishes you to know that she is with child.” When my father heard this he called my brother
and told him to go and see how my sister was. Then I began to cry and said,
“Father, let me go, too.” But my father replied,
“No, you cannot walk so far. You must stay here. Your brother shall go alone.” I screamed,
“I will go with him.” At last my father said,
“Go, if you must.”
My brother and I set out. Part of the way he carried me, part of the way I walked. When we came to the village
where my sister lived we found it was as the messenger had said. My brother did not spend the night there, but set
out for home the same day, and I stayed with my sister.
*
Our land lies near the borders of the Bemba country, and the Bemba are our enemies. They are always making
war on our land. That very night, as dawn was breaking while I lay asleep with my sister in her hut, the Bemba
attacked the village.
There had been a beer drink the day before, so that everyone was drunk. The enemy killed all the men; not one
escaped. Then they cut off their heads, put them in baskets, and carried them off to their own land to show to their
chief.
Two of the enemy burst into our hut, seized my sister and me, and set out with us for luBemba. We spent the
night on the way, and during the night my sister gave birth to twins, both girls.
The next morning my sister could not walk. The man who had taken her said to his companion,
“What shall I do now?” His companion replied,
“You dare not kill her, for the chief has forbidden the killing of women. If you are going to leave her behind,
leave her alive.” But the man said,
“No, I will not leave her behind, for I have no other wife at home. I will look after her, and when she is better
she will be my wife. Let the girl stay behind with me, too, so that she can look after her sister, and later I will give
her back to you.”
The other agreed to this and went on alone, leaving me with my sister. We camped in that place for one more
night. The next day at dawn the man said to my sister,
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“Come along. We shall travel slowly and I will care for you.”
My sister set out, carrying one of the children, while the man carried the other. We traveled very slowly and
spent ten nights on the way. At last we reached luBemba with both children safe and well. In luBemba the chief
said to my captor,
“This is the first person you have taken in a raid, so she belongs to me, for it is the cus tom that the first person
taken belongs to the chief.”
So it came to pass that my sister stayed in the hut of the man who had stolen her and became his wife, but that
I was given to the chief.
*
I stayed in luBemba for three years until I was ten or eleven years old. I must have been seven or eight years of
age when I was stolen by the enemy. Then four coast people, an Arab and three black men, came to luBemba.
After the chief had spoken with them in secret he brought them to the hut where I was and said,
“Chisi, these men are my relations. You are to go home with them and stay with them. You shall return with me
after a time when I go to visit them.” Then he gave me meat and fish saying,
“Eat this while you are with my relations.”
I wept bitterly, but it was of no avail. The coast people took me to their hut, and there I met four boys and two
girls. The coast people put food before me. I would not eat, but screamed and cried.
At sunset we started our journey and traveled by night, for the moon was shining. We went toward
wiNamwanga and were a long time on the way.
In wiNamwanga the Arab became so ill that he could not travel, and we stayed there for two and a half years.
When the Arab was somewhat better we set out once more and reached the village of Chief Zambi in uSafwa.
We stayed there for three days. There the coast people said to one of the girls who was about my age,
“You are to stay here with our relations until we come back and fetch you.” But we found ivory in the hut and
exclaimed,
“Where did that come from? That was not here before! You have sold your sister for ivory!”
We left Zambi and traveled toward Intente. When we got there it was raining heavily and we were numb with
cold. The coast people sat down and ate some honey. They said to my companion and me,
“Go on, we shall catch up with you.” The boys stayed with the men.
*
As we walked on, the other girl, who was bigger than I, said,
“Child, let us run away and hide in the tall grass, for these coast people will kill us. One of us has already been
left behind in Zambi. She has been sold for the ivory they are carrying. They will sell us, too. Come along, let us
hide in the grass and later we will make our way home.” I answered,
“It is all very well for you, my friend, for you are big and can run faster than I. You will go ahead and leave me
behind, for I am small and very cold.” But she said,
“No, I promise not to leave you. Come on, let us be off.”
She put down the Arab's cooking pot which she carried and we plunged into the high grass and fled. My com panion ran quickly and I soon fell behind, so I turned aside and went down to the stream and hid in a cave in the
bank. I heard my companion call,
“Hurry up, child, come to me.” But I did not want to follow her, and stayed in the cave.
The coast people came along the road and found the cooking pot. They followed our tracks through the grass,
but they lost mine where I had turned aside to the stream. They followed the other girl, and I have never heard
whether they caught her or not.
The water began to rise in the cave where I was hidden, for much rain had fallen that day. I crawled out and
looked around. Nearby were fields of the Safwa of Itende. I went toward the fields and came on some boys who
had been weeding and taken shelter, from the rain. I stood still and thought,
“The Safwa will find me in their fields and will call out, ‘Thief, you are stealing our maize!”
So I went on toward a hut with smoke rising from it. I was shivering with cold and thought,
“I will go to that hut and there I shall die.”
*
I went up to the hut, which belonged to Ndeye. He was not there but his sister was in the hut. She looked up
and said in Safwa
“Where do you come from?”
But I did not understand Safwa and the woman could not speak Biza. I tried to explain with signs an other girl
and I had run away from the coast people, but I did not know where she was. Then the woman signaled come to
the fire, and I drew near and warmed myself. Ndeye’s wife came in and found me there and asked,
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“Where does this girl come from?” Ndeye’s sister answered,
“Just think, she was traveling with the coast people and she had run away from them with another girl. Where
the other is I know not. This one came into the hut suddenly.” The wife of Ndeye went to the chief and said,
“A girl has come to my hut. She says she was traveling with the coast people and ran away from them.” When
the chief heard this he said,
“Do not let her leave the hut. Keep her hidden there until Ndeye comes back.” When Ndeye came back and
heard the whole story, he said,
“It is well; my ancestors have sent this girl to my hut.”
So I stayed in the hut of Ndeye. After a year the chief sent for Ndeye and said to him,
“Bring the girl to me. I want to see her.” Ndeye led me before the chief, who said,
“Look after the girl as though she were your own child. Let men woo her, and he who wants her must work for
her.” But Ndeye replied:
“Not so, O Chief, if I keep this girl she shall be my wife.”
So I stayed in the hut of Ndeye and grew up there. After four y4ears, when I was fully grown, I became the
wife of Ndeye and bore him a son, Mbindijeriye.
201.94 Excerpt from Strike A Blow And Die: The Story Of The Chilembwe Rising\fn{by George Simeon Mwase
(c.1880-1962)} Tongaland, perhaps at Chipayika, “near Chinteche, in the modern Nkhata Bay District,” Northern
Region, Malawi (M) 9\fn{In what follows, my footnotes are as usual in these brackets: { }. Robert I. Rotberg, the editor of Mr.
Mwase’s book, embraces his footnotes in these brackets: ( ).H}
As I have written already about finding the place where John Chilembwe\fn{ 1871-1915} was born. His birth
place is Tsanga-no hill in the vicinity of Chiradzulu hill and district in the Protectorate.\fn{ Originally the “Nyasaland
Districts Protectorate,” between 1893-1907 it was called the “British Central Africa Protectorate,” and thereafter the “Protectorate of
Nyasaland”} Most of our people know this place Tsangano! He was born by a man, called Chilembwe by name, of

the Yao, Phiri tribe, by his wife Nyangu, a woman of the Chewa tribe.
Nyangu was originally great granddaughter of the family of Royal blood, of a great chief called Kalonga
Mphiri, whose power of control was over all the Protectorate, Northern Rhodesia, half portion of Southern Rhodesia, even half or less of Portuguese East Africa in the southern portion, and so in the east as well up to southern
portion of Tanganyika Territory. This great man, Kalonga,\fn{ The first king of the Malawi confederation, in about the 17 th
century} is known by all the tribes in the Protectorate including the places I have mentioned above. This great man,
at the arrival of all the tribes from far north, was with them, but at that time, he was not greater than the others,
and he did not bear that name of Kalonga even, he succeeded the greatness through leading others to explore
some lands. He was a cunning fox, and very clever in his dealings, by that he won the greatness above his
tribesmen and all, yet, he was called differently, and not Kalonga.
I will roughly explain, how he became to be called Kalonga. I am very sorry to explain that as it stands very far
of my reach, but, I am able to explain it in the way it was recorded in the heads of our old fathers and others who
also, I understand, received such informations from their fathers and their fathers from their great grandfathers.
Now I want to expound slightly how this great man owned this name of Kalonga only, and not his second
(clan) name “Mphiri,” I will explain his second name separately. As I have already said, that this man was so great
above others, and all. He then begun to wage wars against other people and defeat them. And after he had killed a
lot of people lying dead in the field, he then began to cut the heads off the dead people and pack them in baskets,
bringing them to his village. So he kept doing that all his time when even he has killed some people either at the
war or at any other time. When the people saw this often being done by him the people then called him Kalonga.
That bears the meaning of packing. They meant to say that his name was Packer. One who packs heads of people
into baskets. In this way, he owned the name of “Kalonga.”
Now following his second name (Mphiri). This explains as under written. When these people\fn{ The Malawi}
came from the far north, probably from the Ugogo, near Mombasa, they were led by an Arab. That, I may say, it
was some centuries ago. I may suggest that may be about 300 to 350 years ago. Less or more I am not sure, of
course about the time. They arrived first at Henga, near Ekwendeni in the Mombera District. (This was named
Mombera District afterwards.) There they camped near the hill called Choma in the same district. At that place
their leader, the Arab, died, and they were left, by themselves; Kalonga then, moved his village from the level
place, and built it on the top of that hill called Choma, leaving the rest on the plain. Immediately then, the people
who were still on the plain place, called Kalonga and all his people with him, on the hill, to be Aphiri. That
obviously means, that people who dwell or live on the top of a hill. Phiri means, hill or mountain, either or both
bear the same name Phiri. Kalonga and his people then called the people who were still on the plain, to be,
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Abanda. That means level or plain. There from one tribe they begun to be two different tribes.
I do not like to go on beyond the limit of my memory, I mean with regard the tribes how they burst out, from
one to two, and then to hundreds as they are now. Someone will, I am sure, go on with it sooner or later. Further, I
say that before these people came from Ugogo Mombasa, this country was occupied by the dwarf people—so
called Abatwa who were then driven away by the Wankhoma. Abatwa are now in the Congo Belge, still called
Abatwa. Wankhoma was another tribe which occupied the whole of the Protectorate, from the Abatwa.
Afterwards, these Wankhoma were defeated by great man, Kalonga, and were all annihilated and subdued. No big
chiefs of these Wankhoma were then left to rule, up to this time in the Protectorate and the near vicinity.
This explain, that John was not a man from another country, but that he belonged to this country. As I have
already said, John was “Mphiri,” a descendant of Kalonga the great, but I cannot explain, and nobody else will tell
whether he was really of Kalonga’s own family or out of the descendants of Kalonga’s people who went to live
with him on the top of a hill, for they were all called Aphiri, inclusively.
These people when they left Ugogo, I suppose they were not expanded into many. Besides that, they had no
Pfuko, or Mfunda, they were like Europeans who have no Pfuko or Mfunda, but only the Surname, the family
name of their grandfathers and so forth.\fn{ Pfuko means clan or tribe in the Cinyanja language, and Mfunda refers to kinship or a
bloodship relationship} This tells out that when these people were coming from the north they were of one tribe, but
who will tell what tribe they were? They may be Wagogo or the like—none can tell. I have gone far beyond the
limit of my experience in touching the old history of our centuries past grandfathers and so forth.
I wish to touch John severely of his tribe first. Many people mistakenly think that he was a Chipeta and others
say an Angum. I say he was neither of both, nay, he was never an Chipeta nor an Angum, even any other tribe.
Who was he? He was a Phiri, born out by the people who dwelt on the Choma Hill with Kalonga or by Kalonga’s
own family, nobody can tell. I say he was not a Chipeta; why? I will certainly tell, why he is not a Chipeta. The
Chipeta does not apply to any people, but it applies to country, land of Chipeta; which means land of long and
thick grass. Therefore, no person can belong to the family of long grass, or thick grass, whatever it may be called.
The people in that thick or long grass country are the Aphiri and the Abanda respectively. They are the offspring
of the Aphiri and the Abanda generally—the two are cousins at the first place. So to call John an Angum is totally
wrong.
He was born by a woman called Nyangu. This name, Nyangu, applies to high birth of either the Aphiri
descendants or the Abanda. Whether this name Nyangu has come from Ugogo or further I cannot say. What I can
describe about this very name, is that the whole tribes in the Protectorate and all the adjourned (adjoining)
countries have kept this name given to one, who supposed to have been born out of high family. By this time, of
course, any other people may have opportunity of taking it for themselves. As it has been done to the name of a
great man, Kalonga, now anyone uses it at any time he likes, for he knows there will be no queries from anyone or
anywhere.
This woman Nyangu is a Mphiri of the descendant of Kalonga the great or out of the Kalonga’s people who
dwelt on the hill Choma. This name Nyangu applies also to mother of Chief Undi, who is the nephew to Kalonga
the great and who was also given a full control by his uncle Kalonga of the whole northern portion of all the
Portuguese East Africa and the eastern portion of Northern Rhodesia as well.
This clears out the doubts that John was not of any other tribe, but that he was born out of a woman who
indeed had some connection—which, (with) the family of that great man, either of his (the great man’s) own
family or by great man’s people, I cannot exactly say, and no one else will.
As I said above, that his father was also a Mphiri whom later on was tribed to Yao. There is no tribe Yao, as far
as I can recollect, but I find, there is a hill called Yao, in the Portuguese East Africa near the boundary of
Portuguese East Africa and the late German East Africa now Tanganyika Territory.\fn{ The Germans lost their overseas
colonial empire after their defeat in World War I:H } I do not like to go on so deep about his father origin. I roughly say, he
was an Mphiri, who, from the information obtained broke out from the great man and strayed over that country
which lies near the hill called Yao. It is there then they owned the tribe of Yao as you see it exist up to this time.
Secondly, I do not like to go further with John’s father, for he was not an inheritor of the father, but mother; for
that is the custom ruling in the Protectorate and many other countries in the adjoining vicinity, with the exception
of the Angoni (Zulu) who broke out from the tyrant Chaka and his successor Dingani, and who are the only tribe
in the Protectorate whose inheritance is from their fathers, although other tribes are gradually adopting it, but not
so very many of them do so. I might say, it is the best scheme than the other.
John after being born at Tsangano came to live at the Michiru in the Blantyre District (formerly called
Kukabula) with his mother and father as well. This woman Nyangu was previously married to another man while
she was still at Msinja or somewhere in the Dedza District or at Mawereanyangu in the Ncheu District. This
husband had three children by her, one of her three children is Mpinganjila, a chief or a Government Councillor,
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in the Fort Johnston District. His village lies southward of Fort Johnston boma,\fn{Administrative headquarters} it is
near the boma itself. The present Mpinganjila is the nephew of the predecessor, who was a real son of this woman,
Nyangu, the mother of John. Chief Mpinganjila of Fort Johnston was her second son, after Chimpere, who was
her first son by the first husband; the first husband’s name I cannot possibly mention now. He died after giving her
three children. Two sons Chimpere and Mpinganjila and one daughter. After first husband had died, Chilembwe
married her and had two children by her, John and his sister; altogether she had five children.
Nyangu first lived with the late senior chief Kuntaja after she left Tsangano hill, together with her second
husband and children, at a place where Blantyre boma is built. Kuntaja was asked to move that site by the
Government for the purpose of building a boma there, so he moved to Michiru. Nyangu and her husband with
children all removed together with Kuntaja to Michiru.
I trust I have explained far enough about John’s place of birth, and of what tribe he was, even where he
originally came from and all his ancestors and the like. In the position of all the evidence and informations
obtained, I am apt to expose the whole story and nothing will be kept enigma.
2
Now I am replying to the question about John’s education.
John at the first place was a scholar of the Church of Scotland Mission School, Blantyre.\fn{ About 1890} There
he gained the knowledge of reading and writing as well, and was also a member of that Church as a Catechumen,
but was not baptised then. Later on, it was heard that at Mandala outside their premises, has camped another
whiteman\fn{Mwase always makes this one word:H } from Europe with the intention of opening other Schools and
Churches. John then went there to see if that was true. There he saw one adult European with his young girl.\fn{ I.
e., with his (Booth’s) daughter:H } The whiteman told him that he was Joseph Booth,\fn{ The first Baptist missionary in this
part of the country} from Europe, with the intention of opening Schools and Churches in the country. He told John
that on his way coming was accompanied by his wife and the child, and that, his wife had died on the way somewhere, and that he has reached with the young girl only. Mr. Joseph Booth then asked John if he could take work
as a nurse to his daughter. This job John agreed to at the same time, and started it straightway.
While he was doing this work, as a nurse, he was also working as a house boy, and all the time he attended the
Church sermonies (ceremonies? sermons?) of Mr. Booth, and afterwards was baptised by him. This time, there
came to Mr. Booth one Golden Mataka, who was also baptised and was also one of Mr. Booth’s men.\fn{ In 1893}
After that he gathered a lot of people.
Some time after, Mr. Booth put John on teaching work and John was a teacher and a preacher as well. When
Mr. Booth was forming the Zambezi Industrial Mission, N. I. (Nyasa Industrial) Mission, B. I. (Baptist Industrial)
Mission, and the Seventh Day Adventist mission which is now known as Malamulo Mission,\fn{ Which they bought
in 1901} John was with Mr. Booth. Later, I cannot say how many years after, he was a teacher at Mitsidi.
Mr. Booth sent John to take charge of a river boat in the Chikwawa District which was carrying loads from
Chindio (Chinde) to Thema for Mr. Booth. John carried this work for some time probably, for some years, I cannot tell how many, till Mr. Booth was compelled to leave the Protectorate, under what circumstances I cannot
explain.\fn{A note says that he fled the country in 1899 “as a result of governmental hostility”. Joseph Booth (1851-1932) believed,
preached and practiced complete equality between the races of mankind, and this, of course, ran counter to the (overwhelmingly) prevalent
notion that the colonial power and its white servants was in every way superior to the people over which they ruled, and that there could
never be any real equality between ruler and ruled. }

Mr. Booth left the Protectorate, took the route towards where John was with the boat; and asked John to
accompany him further. John then accompanied Mr. Booth, who took him on to America and handed him over to
Rev. Mr. Jordan\fn{Lewis Garnett Jordan, then Secretary of the National Baptist Convention, the most powerful American black religious organization at that time} of the Providence Industrial Mission in America. This is a pure Negroes Industrial Mission there, and it is controlled by pure Negroes of America. John was then put into the Negroes’ College in
America.
Mr. Booth left him there and returned back to South Africa. I cannot go on with what was done by Mr. Booth
with regard to the education of John while in America. John after passing his theology courses was ordained to be
a Minister of the Providence Industrial Mission. I do not say how many years he remained in America before or
after he was ordained to a Ministership. Pastor John (as he was then called) was asked to return back home into
this Protectorate to open a branch of that Mission.
He agreed to do so, and left America for Nyasaland. I cannot mention what month he left America for Nyasaland. He arrived at Chinde some time in May or June 1899. He wired to the Protectorate Government of his arrival there, and his intention of coming back into the Protectorate for the purpose of opening a Mission. The reply
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was sent to him to wait a while, until further information could be obtained. John was then detained there until
July of the same year, when he was allowed to come into the Protectorate. He arrived at Blantyre July 1899. He
stayed with his mother till September of the same year.
Some time in September 1899 John left Blantyre, Michiru, to look a place for starting his Mission. He went to
Chiradzulu and found a site, where the Mission was then erected. This place he owned (bought) it from the
Government on behalf of the Mission. It was then published (gazetted) as Mission Freehold Land. I cannot state,
how much he paid for the land to the Government.
John begun his Mission work in September 1900. He then progressed extremely. He had a great number of
attendants etc.
Afterwards, some time in 1901 Rev. L. N. Check (Landon N. Cheek) arrived from America for the purpose of
aiding John at Chiradzulu. This Pastor was sent by the head of Providence Industrial Mission in America. He was
a Coloured Negro. I do not know whether he was a Mulatto. This man, Pastor Check, afterwards, married Rachel,
the daughter of Chimpere, a uterine\fn{Brother} of John, and the first born son of Nyangu.
In 1902 a Miss E. Deloyn\fn{Emma B. DeLany} was also sent from America to take up works as a Schoolmasteress. She was a pure Negro lady, of America. She was unmarried.
The place then developed faster than it was expected at the first. There were at last a great number of School
and Church members.
In 1905 Miss DeLany left Chiradzulu some time in May and went back to America for good. Mr. Daniel S.
Malekebu\fn{Daniel Sharpe Malekebu} went after her the same year and month. Mr. Daniel (then Pastor Daniel) was
working to Miss DeLany as a house boy before she went back to America. At the same time he was also attending
the School as well.
In 1907 Pastor Check also left Chiradzulu for America. He took with him, his wife, Rachel, the daughter of
Chimpere, and two sons of one Mr. Duncan Njilima (now dead) accompanied him to America. They were Mathew Njilima and Mr. Fred Gresham Njilima. The latter is now back into Protectorate leaving the former still in
America up to this time.
John was again left alone in charge of the Chiradzulu Branch of the Providence Industrial Mission.
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John was a very good player of Limba,\fn{The kalimba, a small autoharp, an instrument “common to nearly all of tropical
that was before he became a good scholar of the Scotch Mission, but was very popular man all round. His
deportment when a Missionary at Chiradzulu was excellent. He was very kind to every man, woman old and
young. He always visited the sick in their death beds—does not matter a Christian of his Church or any other
people around the villages near him and near vicinity.
He mourned for the dead, and attended burials. He helped making coffin for the dead if timbers were available
and even to support cloths\fn{Shrouds?} for the dead person. Old men and women he helped them by clothing them
out of his own expense. He cared\fn{ Carried?, cared for?} the sick by sending them on to Blantyre Mission Hospital
on his machilla\fn{The African sedan chair, resembling “a hammock slung beneath two poles” } and provided them with his
own macherero (machillas carriers).
He paid much attention to what one said or complained. He showed hospitality to strangers. Had no idea of
sending away uneducated people and those poor in dressing before him. His benevolence was for all and not for
choosing or cull (culling?) among the people. He loved to listen to youth as well as to an old person and to a
Christian, as well as to a pagan.
He was weak to arise angry (slow to anger?) but very rigid. He was a man who waited to see that the orders
given out, must be carried out, and also must be carried in the same way he had issued it. Otherwise he became
very much worried, and would probably chide the person who was referred into it, at his private office.
Besides that, John was a very hard worker. Once work commenced, he wanted to see it done. He was not only
a good supervisor, but to do the work with his own hand also—people were well paid to their satisfactory. He collected the Church funds in the usual way, and they were deposited to the appointed Church Treasurer for the use
of Church requirements etc. Never talked ostentatiously to anybody, nor to (nor did he) deliver a vaunting speech
to the audience. He was not in habit of losing temper but on a special. reason of course, he would look like it.
I do not like to record anything regard his private character and behaviour towards his family. I am recording
only what interested the public view of the views.
John was not a very healthy man, his built was clime (slim? slight?), one eye was out of proper sight. It was
some time operated on by the Mission Doctor of Scotch Mission. His colour was jet. He was fond of wearing a
black suit; and on other occasions white and the like. He looked nice and clean. His habit was to invite friends to
Africa”}
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his table for food; he was also a very good jester to his comrades, even a socialist of both racial and social (he was
sociable with both races?).
His courtesy towards his country people was too (very?) great. He wished to see them educated and civilised
or run for such, if possible. He never despised any other Schools or Churches in his personal doctrine. His aim
was to direct his country people to go to any School for education, for that was the elementary to civilisation. He
was highly respected by the people not for being a Missionary but for his examples towards them and all around
him.
John was a good hunter of game. Whenever game was killed it was distributed to people free. He never missed
his shot, but in certain occasions he could.
He was always sober, he hated any kind of drink and abhorred the power of alcohol. He exhorted people from
keeping themselves into strong drinks, and such like, he taught adults and children to keep on work, not to lounge
about, even to advise headmen and eldermen to keep their villages nice and clean, telling them that was the key to
civilization, also the key to a good healthy life, he often said, he liked to see his country men work hard and prosper in their undertakings, also to see them smart, such as Negro fellows he had seen in America and other countries. He preached against carnalist, murderer, robber, a burglar and a thief. He warned his country men against the
habit of begging, he explained that begging was very much disgraceful system on the face of the world. People
who go out for begging do not look vogue (in good repute?).
He often said he was very much sorry to see woman—does not matter if pregnant, old woman, and the like—
tied up round their stomach with a rope or a string in a knot by the native Askari; as that was the system done in
those days by the boma Askari to arrest women for not paying hut tax. The native Askari or Police whatsoever
they were called were doing this in a very tremendous way. The Askari being pure brutes, who did not realize the
value of their own women in the country. Shook the villages and villagers terribly. So that they did not believe
that the boma did not tell these brute Askaris to worry people in the villages.
John often spoke to the brutes that the way they do was terrible. But no attention was paid to that. These
troubles molested John deeply and even some other times he could not take his food as usual through (because of)
these grievances which were put on his country and country people.
4
Now let me dig out the real cause for John’s rebellion against his local Government, and what was his personal
intention.
Before I say more, I must strongly say that John had no intention of rebelling against the Government itself,
but as the Government is the head of anything and hold (is held) responsible for any cause or reason, therefore I
say he revolted against the Government. His personal aim was to fight white Planters, Traders, and other white
settlers within the country.
From his own talk to the people. He said, the white Planters, Traders and other white settlers of the country,
who are employers of native labour, were not treating their labourers well. They were paying them much less pay,
3/- for adult, native, sometimes less, for 30 days’ ticket. They were beaten either with chikoti (whip) by the
employer, without referring the case into the boma, and for no proper reason for beating them. They were being
dismissed from the work after finishing some tickets without the employers’ paying them, and often pay them in
kind instead of cash. If he asks why, he is to be beaten and was told “Choka!” (go away) (scram!).
The Landowners returned out (evicted) natives as they liked. They were holding courts of their own. Flogging
natives on their lands, does not matter for what reason. Sending natives into the boma with a letter and write
anything true or lie. There the boma accepted anything written by a whiteman and punish the poor native without
calling the whiteman for his evidence personally.
A native was often times beaten by a whiteman if he did not take off his hat off his head some thousands yards
away, even a mile away of a whiteman. A native often met shouts of “Chotsa chipewa!” (Take off your hat) in
every corner he could go.
A native was given heavy load to carry (say from 80 lbs. to go or more sometimes) for some distance and for
very small pay. If was unable to lift it, was to be beaten. Many people died on this tenga-tenga (porterage) work.
Some were dying on the road, and some on arrival at their village.
The natives were moved by Planters etc. on their villages, telling them that he, the Planter has bought the land
from the boma without first consulting them. The natives very much astonished and know not what to do or where
to go and live comfortable.
*
Secondly, John was excited when his prayer houses were totally burnt up by a Planter after allowing them to be
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built at the first place, but he did not threaten them, he only sighed and said
“See the evil doing of these white Planters etc., in the country.”
He said if he did not like our prayer houses to be built on his land he would (should) have stopped that at the
first request, rather than to allow them to be built up and then destroy them by setting fire on them afterwards and
also without any cause or reason for burning them. This grieved his heart, of course.\fn{ A note reads: William Jervis
Livingstone, the manager of the A. Livingstone Bruce estate that adjoined Chilembwe’s Providence Industrial Mission, apparently in a
wanton manner destroyed chapels erected on the estate without warning the Chilembwists or offering to discuss the matter with them }

Was he preparing weapons this time? No, nothing at all.
There was also another bad example, which white Planters and friends were doing, in buying fowls, goats and
such like for themselves from natives, not to pay the price asked for it, but to give anything the Planter thought,
also throwing it when giving it to the native. That was also vediculous (ridiculous).
*
Thirdly, John said that the Government was quite slack and was biased to white Planters and others. He explained the reasons as follows: White Planters sent in natives with letters for punishment. The letters were used as
evidence against the natives and punishments were inflicted on them. How they believed on the words in letters
only? And that if native would denied the words, and said, no, the whiteman is, indeed, lying in his letter, this
made the Resident (the British administrative official) angry, and he would say the whiteman does not lie, why
you say he is lying? There natives wondered, why a whiteman should not lie, is he not a descendant of Adam and
Eve, from whom, every kind of evil has started from, including lying and many other sins thereto, why a whiteman should not?
Also that natives flogged by a Planter, or any other whiteman, or chased away without pay, to come and lay
their complaints at the boma, they were again sent away with a word that a whiteman cannot beat or chase you
away without a good cause, and the Resident telling them that, if I will call the whiteman and if he will come and
say that you did wrong, then you will be beaten again or put to prison.
Being in those days the boma was bias to a whiteman’s talk, the natives then returning home empty and not
knowing where to pay (make) their complaints, at last they had to lose their hope, the chotsa chipewa system was
in full force in the towns and outside, the boma did not then defend the natives from being beaten for his own
chipewa.
*
Another grievance John complained of himself was about less supervision on the native Askari. The boma
knew that the Askari were pure barbarians and would do brutality on villagers, yet allowed them to trouble the
villagers as much they could, and all the blame John put it on the Government who took no action against the
brutes, who being savages doing wrong was much more valued by them than to follow orders of their masters.
*
Another reason that grieved John, was, about the men of his country who had died in the wars, of different
countries, such as Somaliland and other countries previously, of whom the Government did not look on their
relatives even to help their wives and children, who had lost their people, who were their helpers. Their old
mothers and fathers were asked, say (nay?), forced to pay the tax, although their sons, who were giving them
money for tax, were killed at the war, which war was nothing to do with them. Many people were recruited in
1902 for Jubaland war, or another I do not know which. Very few of the recruited men returned back while the
bigger number of people only names were brought back.
*
These grievances did not, as yet, took John into a deep thought of rising in arms against anybody. He remained
quiet. As things were as I have stated, John did not threaten either the Planter nor the Government.
At last there came some rumours that war has broke out between British and the Germans. This rumour was
heard some times in August 1914. This news reached John, who, after hearing it, waited what will happen again to
his country men in regard recruiting more Askari, for the fresh war, or else they will be left alone.
Sometime in September 1914, he heard that the boma was again recruiting more men of the country for the
fresh war. Evidently he saw people being recruited for the war.\fn{ A note reads: They were recruited primarially as carriers,
not as soldiers} He then thought to write a letter which to be inserted in the paper, for the public to read. This letter
was written in English, and he sent it to the Editor, of Nyasaland Times, Blantyre, with a request of publish-ing it
for the public. The letter was written like this:
Dear friends,
As I hear that, war has broke out between you and other nations, only whitemen, I request, therefore, not to recruit
more of my country men, my brothers, who do not know the cause of your fight, who indeed, have nothing to do with it
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as they have already shed their blood in different wars when recruited by you, yet they are not regarded as men of any
value before you. It is better to recruit White Planters, Traders, Missionaries and other white settlers in the country, who
are, indeed, of much value and who also know the cause of this war, and have something to do with it. But not to recruit
a black man of this country who has nothing to do with it.

This letter was written sometime in October 1914, for insertion in the Nyasaland Times.\fn{Apparently a paraphrase of the much longer letter (full text in Shepperson and Price, Independent African, 234-236) and “published in the initial runs of the
Nyasaland Times of 26 November 1914 but deleted by the censor from all the copies of the issue that were issued to the public” } Andack,\fn{Andak Jamali} one of his Office Clerk, took the letter, on a push cycle (bicycle), to the Editor, Nyasaland
Times, Blantyre. After a day or so, Andack went again to Blantyre to see if it was inserted and to bring the paper.
The paper was brought to John at 8 a.m. The words that were written in the paper (a letter from the editor) were as
follows:
“John Chilembwe, Your letter has been refused by the Censor.”
And at the foot of same, the Editor noted something about the Dutch request, which was also refused by the
Government somewhere in South Africa, or where I cannot recollect.\fn{ This may be “a garbled reference to the South
African rebellion of 1914 that was led by Col. Salomon Maritz and General Christiaan Rudolf De Wet” } After reading this paper
sometime at 9 a.m. of the same morning, a runner came on a push cycle from Blantyre, said he was sent by the
Editor of Nyasaland Times, to whom the runner was working, to tell John “to hide the paper, (i.e., the letter) and
not to show it when boma officials come to enquire about it, and said, his master, the Editor, is arrested, for inserting words about you John.”\fn{A note says that the quotation marks “are as Mwase placed them” } The paper was then
hidden as requested.
John called the chiefs and headmen and all eldermen of Mlanje, and around the Chiradzulu, and explained to
them that was the reply to the request sent. Before John wrote this letter to the Editor, he first gathered up the
chiefs, headmen and men (elders) for their advice. They unanimously asked John to write a letter and request as it
was requested above. After receiving this paper and its words, and to learn that their request was not looked at
favorably, they were all sorry and nothing to say.
On 3rd December, a meeting was called up again to try to think what way they should do. Nothing definitely
was then concluded. They went each man his way home.
Sometime in the same month, another meeting was called up again, by John; all the chiefs etc. gathered up
again, and begun to suggest their ideas. They all came to conclusion, that by not answering us on our request,
means death on us. They all said that
“It was better for all of us to die, than to live and see all these troubles, especially, to our women and children,
whenever the husband is killed; leaving wife and children nothing in the kind of help such as pension or gratuity
is given them, and after all they look very poor and useless.”
By this time, they all said that they should hold a last meeting again, in which to decide finally, and do the
dead (deed), or else leave it for good.
*
On 3rd of January 1915 another meeting was held, and this was last of all. They all decided “to strike a blow,”
or else they should ask to be buried alive alternately. John referred to the meeting, something about one a Mr.
John Brown of America, who after losing his hope, in succeeding the request in writing, to the authority concerned, in regard slave trading he determinate to strike a blow and lose his own life, than, as he said, it was too
good for him and was “out of sight and reach.” John said, this case stands the same as that of a Mr. John Brown, I
have referred to above. “Let us then strike a blow and die,” for our blood will surely mean something at last.
They all came to a final conclusion of “Let us strike a blow and die.” Every man then went home with idea of
preparing his weapon of any kind for the dead (deed). It was arranged that letters will be sent out, from the headquarters to all branches, who were the members of that counsel (council) or conspiracy—I cannot say which of
the two—which letters will tell them the day, date and time, when the “blow” begun.
Philip Chinyama of Dzunje, Ncheu District, was also consulted. He visited the headquarters personally, in
November, and heard all about the plans. He also took a leadership for the Ncheu expedition, and went back after
staying three weeks at the headquarters, at Chiradzulu. He was told that a letter would be sent to him for
directions, the same letter will also tell him what day, date and time of “striking the blow” and then at last “die.”
Sometime, I cannot remember the date in January 1915, John sent letters out to all members around. One was
sent to Philip Chinyama by two runners. They were instructed to walk day and night and reach Chinyama’s village by Friday of that very week. The instructions in all the letters were to tell the members to strike the “blow”
on Saturday the 23rd January at 7 p.m. The same date, day and hour, was also at Mlanje, Chiradzulu and Blantyre.
He divided divisions and sections. He promoted (appointed) some Majors and Captains etc. and placed them according to their sections and so on. John himself was then a Field Marshal of the whole Campaign.
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*
The letter to Philip Chinyama of Ncheu was delivered late, as understood. He was then arrested before striking
the “blow” and was executed. Others of his forces were openly shot by a volley and killed. Philip received the
letter of instructions on Saturday the 23 rd January at 3:30 p.m. He called up a meeting of his force, on the morning
of Sunday the 24th January. They were all surrounded by the Police force, from the Ncheu boma, sent by the
Resident, who received the informations by the wire, what had happened, the previous night at Chiradzulu by
John and his force, soon the information again reached the Resident at Ncheu, that Philip was also mobilising his
force against Ncheu boma, and that they were still discussing the matter, in their Church. Some of Philip’s
members were sentenced to death, by hanging, some to life imprisonment, and others to certain number of years,
by imprisonment.
So that divisional force was dispensed, before striking the blow; John’s intention was to instruct Philip, to
mobilise his divisional force on Saturday morning, and strike the “blow” on the Ncheu boma at 7 p.m. the same
evening. Philip would lead the sectional force in Liwonde and part of Portuguese East Africa near the boundary,
of Ncheu and Portuguese East Africa. Mind you, Philip has some members (followers) in the Portuguese East
Africa also. The assault would be continued from Ncheu on to Dedza on the right wing, while the left wing would
carry their assault towards the Liwonde, with extension to Neno, and meet imperial forces of John somewhere in
the Matope, Blantyre District, while the right wing of the imperial forces was to assault the Zomba Planters and
all in vicinity. A blockade was then put on by the information immediately received at Ncheu, in regard the
instructtions received by Philip.
The other instructions issued out to other forces, I will describe them separately, as I wish to explain the whole
matter clear enough, rather than to intermix them, and then make the readers misunderstanding the points and
aims thereon. I am writing this with great care, so that the reader will follow the whole matter properly rather than
to be puzzled with it. Now I must describe how other forces were divided into sections.
First I must speak about the letter which was sent to Mlanje division. This letter was also delivered late and
nothing was then done by that divisional force. Who was the leader of Mlanje division, I cannot remember his
name, but there was also a big force formed there, for the same purpose.
The other forces were divided as follows: First Battalion was placed on Macheleni section under Johnstone
[Zilongola] as Major, Jonathan Chigwinya and Lifeyo Chekacheka as Captains. Second Battalion to Magomero
under Wilson Zimba as Major, Abraham Chimbiya as Captain. Third Battalion to Nsoni under Captain John Gray.
Scout Major Duncan Kunjilima was placed in Blantyre Town. Another battalion under David Kaduya as Major,
Stephen Mkulichi and C. Wallace Kampingo as Captains, was despatched to Blantyre specially for A.L.C.
(African Lakes Corporation) Mandala Stores, for the purpose of seizing weapons, rifles, guns, cartridges and
ammunition.
Now I take first the battalion under Jonathan Chigwinya, who begun his assault on white Planters on the upper
Mombezi river, a second battalion under Wilson Zimba begun their assault at the headquarters of the Magomero
Estates. A third battalion under Captain John Gray of Nsoni broke the promise, the Captain then shirked, and did
not do as they arranged at their headquarters, that he, John Gray, was to begin his assault on the Nsoni Planters.
He had 500 men strong. After John Gray shirked all the members of his battalion scattered away and diminished.
Now Scout Major Duncan Kunjilima, who was scout for Blantyre Township, shirked also. The instructions
given him at the headquarters was for him to wait in Blantyre Town. He had 12 Askari who were under the
Resident at the boma and who came to an arrangement that they were to fall in as soon as the battalion arrives at
Mandala and as soon as they will hear a sound of gun firing, they will come up for help. Duncan Kunjilima then,
with few men would attack the boma buildings, by setting fire to it. He was supplied 4 tins of paraffin (kerosene)
for that purpose.
Now the last battalion under David Kaduya, Stephen Mkulichi and C. Wallace Kampingo, took their directions
towards Limbe Town. After arriving at Limbe in the night, say about 9 p.m. they sat down waiting the arrival of
John Gray’s battalion, for the arrangement given to John Gray was to begin his attack on the Nsoni to go on to
Midima and then meet the battalion of David Kaduya at Limbe. As I have already said that John Gray shirked,
and made no movement.
The battalion of David Kaduya waited a great deal at Limbe and there was no sign of John Gray’s coming. At
the very late in the night, David Kaduya moved his battalion of 200 men strong on to the Blantyre town. They
arrived at Mandala General Store, there the battalion was divided into three and surrounded the building. The
native watchman, who, after explaining to him the full reason of their actions, and that they had no intention of
attacking their fellow country men, but only whitemen, he kept shouting “Nkhondo! Nkhondo!” (war war) and
was shot dead at the spot.
The store was then broke into by the front door, rifles and guns were taken out; while David himself broke the
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ammunition store and took out boxes of ammunition. One whiteman fired a shot once, he did this in his house.
Now the battalion watched to see, if Duncan Kunjilima had done as instructed. Nothing was seen. The Askari
who arranged to come up for help, some did come. This was then late in the morning, say about 4 a.m. These
Askari were afraid to fall in, went back without helping.
The battalion returned to Chiradzulu and met other battalions that of Majors Wilson Zimba and Johnstone, near
Ndirande hill. Four men of this battalion of David were caught by the boma Askari from Blantyre when following them, one of the men caught was Chimpere, a uterine of John Chilembwe. They were all killed by a volley
on the next day.
The three battalions then returned back to Chiradzulu on Sunday morning, the 24 th of January.
At the headquarters, Andack and Burnett Kadango were placed in charge, John Chilembwe and all the women
were put out from the headquarters at (on) a hill called Chilimangwanje. They were out of gun shot. Isaac Chambo, Sailes [?], Edison Chafunya and Morris Chilembwe, nephew of John, were with John and the women, at that
hill. The whole regiment promised that does not matter what will happen, we shall come to fetch you from here. If
not here, you must be at Tuchila or Machemba, or at Chisitu in the Portuguese East Africa.
*
When all battalions returned on the Sunday, John came from the hill where he was, to receive information how
far the army have fought and what was the casualty to his army’s side. He was told that white women were
brought in and children and also that certain Planters were killed, and one head cut off from a Planter was brought
in also.\fn{That of William Jervis Livingstone} He then sent some breads and other kind of food to the white women
who were kept at Harrison’s House.
He also encouraged his army to be brave enough and die intrepidly for the love of the country and country
men. He also told them about Acerrema proximorum odia.\fn{The bitter hatred of their neighbors} He meant to tell
them that among the whitemen, there are your own relatives,\fn{ Some of his followers had been born of white fathers and
African mothers} who will also fight against you, and which is more better than to be fought only by the strangers.
He also told his army that through Amor patria,\fn{Love of country} and Animo et fide,\fn{With spirit and devotion}
Fight on, fight on! Do not be discouraged by anything you see. I know you are only mean people, who have no
velocity weapons to stand against the heavy and strong army of the whitemen. I did not mean you to succeed and
defeat whitemen, no, not at all, that is not my idea even when I am standing here now. This action is only a hint to
the whitemen, that the way they treat our country men and women is to grieve the whole country, and on behalf of
all our country people, we choose to die for them.
He again reminded his army to remember his first orders, before they were sent out for actions, that they must
not touch anybody’s property of any kind, for they were not fighting for wealth but for Amor Patria.
*
At 4 p.m. he went back to the hill the same day. This was Monday the 25 th January. In the evening of same
Monday a small patrol was sent on to Nguludi Mission under Johnstone. They brought news that one French man,
of the White Fathers Mission, was grievously wounded by young men of his patrol. He said probably will die the
very night or so.
Another patrol on Saturday the 23rd January was sent to Chiradzulu boma to break into the boma, and take
some more weapons. The Resident was away to the Blantyre Town. The patrol met with some native Askari who,
although they were of the same arrangement (in agreement with the rebellion) at first, they (the Askari) were
against them and repulsed them without loss. They returned without getting any weapons from that boma.
On Monday the 25th January the white women were sent back to Chiradzulu together with their children.
Certain men were sent and carried them. After a short distance, they espied a white army coming, the men then
told the white women that they were returning back. They came back and warned their army, that they have
espied whitemen’s army coming, and will reach the headquarters soon.
As they were speaking, they looked the other side of the river. There they espied whitemen’s army coming, and
it crossed the river. This was about 8 a.m. on Monday. Soon after, fighting begun, by both armies. A little heavier
casualties were inflicted by the rebels to the whitemen’s army. The rebels having only four wounded, David
Kaduya, the Major of a battalion, was one of the wounded. The whitemen’s army was driven back, who retreated
towards Chiradzulu.
The rebels did not pursue the whitemen’s army. The whitemen’s army leaving two killed and certain of them
wounded on that particular fight. The rebels remained at their headquarters the whole day. In the afternoon they
placed some sentries around their station.
On Tuesday morning the 26th the sentries reported that they have not espied anything, and no signs of enemies
coming. This was another mistaken the sentries brought again to the headquarters. By this report from the sentries
made the rebels’ army to rely on it and stay loose. This time the whitemen’s army passed by the sentries and went
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round by the left wing. They passed between the sentries and the hill called Chilimangwanje where John
Chilembwe was.
Suddenly the rebels were attacked from the left wing. This assault by the whitemens army was severely which
(was severe. It) immediately blown out and scattered the rebels in disorderly towards Chilimangwanje hill. The
rebels after arriving there, they found John and the women were not at that place. They thought he might have
gone to Tuchila. They went there and found no sign of John or even other men. They went to Machemba and
found no trace of John also there. Then they went to Chiradzulu—another one in the Portuguese East Africa—and
then to Chisitu in the Portuguese East Africa also, that was the place they thought John might have been there,
there was no trace of John again.
Then they returned to Mausi in the Nyasaland again, that was the 1 st day of February. John was not there.
On the 2nd day of February they went to a thick forest called Pyerepyere. There also they failed to trace John’s
whereabouts. They camped on the end of this forest, looking towards Pyerepyere plain. They placed sentries other
side of the Dambo (marsh) and not behind them. They thought our enemy would never come through the thick
forest, but they may come through by crossing the Dambo. And they believed that their enemy will not trace their
whereabouts.
After camping there, they sent twelve men as scouts on to Magomero. Twelve others to Tumbwe. Both these
scout patrols were instructed to come back and report at the Camp on Thursday or Friday the same week. The
army was reduced to 50 men strong, after sending out 24 scouts on duty. They waited there for the scouts till
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday. No sign of their coming.
On Monday morning one of their Captains, Wallace Kampingo, suggested through his past night dream, that
they should abandon the Camp and retreat for safety somewhere. He said, I am sure those scouts are captured.
Majors, Wilson Zimba and others, rejected the suggestion which was from a dream by Captain Wallace Kampingo. Wallace Kampingo being a young man though promoted Captain of a battalion, was too young for the bigger
men to take his suggestion or advice.
Wallace, after he was refused of his proposals, took up a patrol across the Dambo, accompanied by one,
Andrew Mkulichi, the younger brother of Captain Stephen Mkulichi. After returning from their patrol across the
Dambo back to the Camp, about quarter or so of an hour, they were heavily fired on, from their backward, where
they did not expect their enemy to come through. It was quite unexpectedly attack on them.
They all abandoned the Camp in disorderly; none of them picked up his rifle, except Stephen Mkulichi, who
was wounded just as he ran and killed. At the Camp two were killed, Captain Stephen Mkulichi and Nelson
Nyamuliwa. Wilson Zimba was wounded. The whole army was in a full retreat towards the Dambo.
Just after crossing the Dambo, Captain Wallace was wounded left leg and crippled. His boy (servant) helped
him by tying a bandage round the leg but he was unable to walk further; was lying there. Two of his men came to
try to carry him on to the village, but were unable to do so.
Andrew Mkulichi was narrowly escaped, all his shirts he was wearing was all torn off by bullets, but did not
receive any wound in his body. These two men who were killed were left on their death places, the hyenas played
their flesh the whole night. Only the head of one, Stephen Mkulichi was found the next morning and taken into
boma. Wilson Zimba was carried into the boma by the enemy, this was the end of the whole struggle.
*
After this, most of their members were captured and brought to judgment. A great number were condemned to
death by hanging on a scaffold and others were fired upon by a volley. Certain of them were sentenced to life.
Majority to a certain number of years. Wallace Kampingo was the last Captain of them all. Those captured at the
end, who were condemned to death were all executed at the K.A.R. (King’s African Rilles).
They all died bravely, singing hymns of their Great God when they were escorted towards a scaffold for their
last time in the world. …
201.86 Excerpt from My Life And The ICU\fn{by Clements Kadelie (1896-1951)} Chifira Village, “near Bandawe
Mission Station on the west shores of Lake Nyasa,” Nihata Bay District, Northern Region, Malawi (M) 8
1
I was born at Chifira Village, near Bandawe Mission Station on the west shores of Lake Nyasa, where the first
Scottish missionaries, led by Robert Laws ef Livingstonia, began their ministerial work in East Central Africa.
The exact date of my birth is not known, but it was recorded in the mission register that I was christened on Easter
Day, 1896. My father, Musa Kadalie, was the first son of Chief Chiweyu by his first head wife. Chiweyu was then
the paramount chief of the Atonga tribe of the well-known Askari group in East Central Africa. It was customary
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for an African chief to have as many wives as possible. I was the second son of Musa Kadalie. There were three
boys (all of us eventually landed up in South Africa) and two sisters.
My grandfather, my father and mother were very fond of me. It was a crime for anyone to hit or rebuke me,
even if I were at fault. I must confess that I was very naughty when a youth, and perhaps my father spoilt me. He
did not like to be separated from me. On one occasion he had to leave home and go among the Angoni tribe,
descendants of the Zulu, who reside in a distant part of Lake Nyasa. He was engaged there in building the church
at the London Mission Station, where Dr. Donald Fraser was stationed. My father made special arrangements so
that I could be with him. When at home, my father took special interest to see that I went to school every day. I
remember one day when I absented myself from school, he looked all over the big village and found me playing
with other boys, including my elder brother, Robert. He took us both home, where he thrashed Robert until he
fainted.
My father was a determined man. No one was able to stop him, not even his own father, the paramount chief,
when he decided on a course of action. My father died in London in 1904.
*
On his death our mother, who like him was an ardent Christian, took upon herself the responsibility of looking
after the five children. Her brother was a school teacher, and was thus interested in my education, which was
jointly cared for by my other uncle, also a school teacher, on my father’s side. This uncle, Alick Banda, took great
interest in my welfare; for it was he who clothed me while I was a student at Livingstonia College. He made it
possible for me to enter the Livingstonia Missionary Institute in 1908.
During an interval in my school career I acted as private secretary to my grandfather, who once told me the
story of his first meeting with “Mzungu”—a white man, who was no other person than Dr. David Livingstone,
although he did not know him by that name at the time. He further told me of seeing a boat which sailed along the
shores of Lake Nyasa and which anchored near Bandawe. Dr. David Livingstone sent for my grandfather as he
was the leading chief.
I went to Livingstonia College for the first time in December 1906, to attend the continuation classes for a
month, but returned home thereafter. It was in the following December 1907 that I joined Livingstonia College as
a boarding student, paying 30/s school fees a year. This fee was increased to 50/s yearly. I had reached Standard
III before I came to the college. I passed two entry examinations in one single day, finding myself in Standard V.
From Standard V all our teachers were Europeans. It meant, therefore, that at Livingstonia I passed through the
hands of only Scottish teachers.
My college life was very interesting. I got on famously with nearly all the teachers of both sexes, including the
Principal, Dr. Robert Laws. In 1912 I acted as the Principal’s private secretary, and at the same time was secretary
of the YMCA. Every Sunday morning I had to go to the Principal’s house at 7 a.m. to carry Mrs. Laws’s books.
We walked together to the Sunday School class which she conducted.
In classes I was considered brighter than many of my fellow-students, and in examinations I always managed
to come first in a given subject. With the final examinations I topped the list with first-class honours. While at
college I went through a theological course, which I think has helped me since to understand the sufferings of my
fellow-men.
I was offered a bursary from Motherwell, Scotland. The bursars wrote and suggested to me that I should proceed to Scotland for higher education, but I was too young to appreciate this offer at the time, and did not go.
*
Having passed my final examinations at the end of 1912, I returned home as a fully qualified teacher. The
missionary in charge at Bandawe was confronted with a problem when schools opened in January 1913. I was too
young to be entrusted with my own school as head teacher, but I held first-class honours from Livingstonia. With
the acquiescence of my uncle, it was decided to send me to a school under an elderly master. My age at this time
was about 16 years.
Reluctantly I accepted this arrangement, but did not abide by it for long. I was of the royal blood and was
brighter than the head teacher, who belonged to an ordinary family. At our school I was more popular than the
head teacher, who consequently became jealous of me.
It was not very long before I forced the issue. I refused to take orders from the head teacher, whom I looked
upon as not my equal educationally, while inherently he belonged to an inferior class. Our dispute was brought to
the notice of the missionary in charge at Bandawe, who sent for my uncle. I stood firm, insisting that I would not
take any orders from a man who was educationally inferior to me.
I won my first strike single-handed and was later given my own two schools in a district where another uncle,
Reverend Z. Mwasi, was stationed, with a view that he would have an eye over me. Here I made my name as a
head teacher well established. The Reverend Yesaya Z. Mwasi was a brilliant scholar and also a very powerful
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emotional preacher. He had known me as a boy at the Mission Station at Bandawe, so it was fitting that he should
take care of me as I grew up. His influence over me was beneficial. With him I gained much experience as a
preacher on the pulpit.
*
After I had taught in schools for one year in Nyasaland, I left home early in 1915 in quest of a higher civilized
life. My cousin, Alexander Muwamba, now Acting Chief Chiweyu, went to join another young uncle, Isaac Clements Katongo, in the Northern Rhodesia’s civil administration. I travelled on foot with two men who were both
older than myself to a cotton estate in Portuguese East Africa. Here we were all three employed, the two men as
carpenters, making farm wagons, while I worked in the office.
We stayed only one month at this farm, for I organized my second strike there. The cotton planter, who was an
Englishman, was very cruel. He daily sjambokked\fn{Flogged} labourers for petty offences. At times he shot at the
native labourers.
I informed my friends of the danger in remaining any longer on the estate, as our turn would come to be treated
in similar manner to the local labourers. At the end of the month, after we had received our pay, we left the estate
at dead of night and trekked to Southern Rhodesia.
The two men knew the road, but I was in charge of operations. I persuaded them that in no circumstances
should we touch European settlements for fear of being arrested. After one week’s trek we reached the Shamva
Mines in Southern Rhodesia, where I got employment on the second day after our arrival.
At the Shamva Mines I worked as a clerk at first in the compound office. From there I was transferred to the
General Manager’s office to perform the same sort of work as in the compound office. It was here that I first
experienced the effect of the colour bar.
A European female typist (she must have been in her fortieth year) could not tolerate seeing me in the same
office at my desk doing the same clerical work as herself. As I had neat and good handwriting, I was given to keep
and write some registers and to do some typing. Perhaps it was the first time this European woman had met an
African doing this type of skilled work. She definitely hated me, and I was relieved when I was transferred to the
hospital, where I again encountered new experiences. In view of my good handwriting I was put in charge of the
hospital register of all patients.
After one year’s stay at the Shamva Gold Mines, I moved on to Salisbury, the capital of Southern Rhodesia. I
did not succeed in finding work to suit me there. One day I was confronted by the chief of the Southern Rhodesia
Criminal Investigation Department, who wanted me to take up police work as a detective. He promised me quick
promotion, as he reckoned that my intelligence was above that of any African he had so far seen in the Colony. I
told him that I had not acquired my education to further police work. He threatened to deport me from the Colony
if I refused to accept his offer.
As I was unable to obtain employment in Salisbury, I went to Umvuma, near Fort Victoria, where I was taken
on in the Compound Manager’s office of the Falcon Mines. Here I had another very bitter experience. Wherever I
was employed the mine authorities recognized my intelligence to be above the average of my fellow-Africans.
Thus I had some advantage over them. The compound manager here was cruel. He was a good native linguist and
also spoke Afrikaans. It was the first time that I had heard this language spoken.
This man used to get up at about 4 a.m. daily in order to send out various shifts. Every morning he sjambokked
the African miners, while his cruel dogs would come to his aid by biting his victims to death at times. The African
clerks in the compound office, too, sometimes had a dose of his sjambok. However, he took a special interest in
me, for he went out of his way to speak to me in English instead of in the native language which he used to every
African.
*
The Great War of 1914-18 was in full progress during my sojourn in Southern Rhodesia. I decided to enlist in
the army. With this object in view, I sent an application to the Nyasaland Government at Zomba for a clerical post
in the army. Zomba is the capital of the Nyasaland Government. I received a favourable reply which stated that I
should approach the nearest Native Commissioner who, in turn, would arrange for my passage to Zomba, Nyasaland.
On receipt of this letter I left this mine, but the Native Commissioner at Umvuma, after perusing my letter
from Zomba, told me to enlist in the Southern Rhodesia Native Regiment, which was badly equipped. As we
could not agree, I left Umvuma for Bulawayo, with a view in my mind to proceed farther south in order to enlist
in the army.
Having taken leave of the mines, perhaps for good, I reached Bulawayo in 1916, where I obtained employment
in the Traffic Manager’s office of the Rhodesian Railways. As fate would have it, again I became popular with the
European staff, including the heads of all departments. Wherever I was employed I was asked where I had ob15

tained my education.
After a few months’ employment on the Rhodesian Railways, I changed to an insurance office, still in the capacity of a clerk. Here I met an ideal employer who took some personal interest in me. Our clients, of course,
were mostly Europeans. In Bulawayo I organized some social activities among the African community, which
were characterized as revolutionary by many people. I remember well a great concert which I organized in conjunction with two of my countrymen in the Market Hall, situated in the heart of the town. For selling mineral
waters as refreshments without a licence during the concert, summonses were issued against us. But we were
acquitted by the court.
*
In the summer of 1917 my employer left Bulawayo for Muizenberg, Cape Town, on holiday. As our business
catered largely for Europeans, my employer asked a young European man, Mr. Knight, to take charge of the office
during his absence. Mr. Immelman, my employer, trusted me so much that he left all his keys and the boxes
containing his personal clothing, etc., in my charge.
The young gentleman who was to be my new boss moved into the building where our offices were established,
as flats were provided upstairs. I did not remain long with my new supervisor, for we soon quarrelled on the
ground that I refused to do his wife’s kitchen work. The young European lady asked me one day to buy milk for
her from a dairy. I did so on two occasions. But on the third occasion I refused, saying I was not in her employment.
This led to a quarrel between her husband and me. I demanded my wages which were paid to me. In return, I
gave Mr. Knight all the keys of my employer. I immediately sent a telegram to Mr. Immelman at Muizenberg, informing him of what had transpired. He wired back to me saying that I should remain in office until his return.
Notwithstanding this telegram, I collected all my belongings and sold two bicycles, one of which had been
given me by Mr. Immelman. Early in February of 1918 I boarded a passenger train at Bulawayo for South Africa,
with Kimberley as my first destination.
*
I spent hardly a month at Kimberley with my cousin Don Bright Mwasi. At the time the Germans were bombarding Paris with the Big Bertha gun. I reached Cape Town one afternoon. My elder brother Robert Victor
Kadalie welcomed me at the station. When we reached his house at the top of Waterkant Street, my brother’s wife,
a Coloured woman, said to him after she had shaken hands with me,
“Look here, Robert, there is something in this boy and you will see.”
Quietly I pondered over her remarks.
The next day I obtained a job as a packer and messenger with Fraser and Company, harness manufacturers in
Darling Street, where I did unskilled work. My next employment was at a handy house establishment, and during
the armistice of that year I was in the services of Jagger and Company, wholesale merchants. I worked at first as a
packer. Later I was engaged delivering parcels and goods by motor van.
I remember one Saturday afternoon we were delivering furniture in the garden suburbs of Cape Town, when I
informed the Coloured driver to return to the firm, as one o’clock had struck. I told him that since we were not
being paid for overtime work, we were to return goods which were not delivered before 1 p.m. He retuctantly
complied with my suggestion, and we returned to the firm. When I was asked by the store foreman why we had
not completed our delivery, I promptly told him that since we were not paid for overtime work it was impossible
for me to work overtime.
I left Jagger and Company to take up another good post arranged for me by Mr. A. F. Batty, who was instrumental in the formation of the ICU\fn{ The Industrial and Commercial Worker’s Union of Africa, the first African mass movement
in South Africa} at the beginning of 1919. I was employed as a clerk in a co-operative stores in which Mr. Batty had
some voice. The majority of the employees here were European girls, and it was not long before they resented
taking orders from a black man in the office; for I was responsible for keeping stock of the goods of the cooperative. In a body they demanded of the manager that I be removed from the office. This he did reluctantly. I
was transferred to a suburban branch store, back to my old job of delivering parcels.
I record this experience here just to show the reader how deep-rooted is the colour bar in our land. On leaving
this co-operative store I got employment with a firm of waterproof manufacturers, again delivering parcels. Here I
had an ideal employer, who was considerate towards me, but it turned out in the end to be my last job under a
white employer. One beautiful morning I approached my employer to allow me a few hours off to meet a friend of
mine at Cape Town Docks who was due from the coast. When I went down to the docks that morning I did not visualize what fate had in store for me.
2
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The ICU was born in this manner.
One Saturday afternoon during the influenza epidemic of 1918 I was in the company of two Nyasaland friends
in Cape Town. We were strolling in Darling Street when the Cape Argus, the afternoon daily newspaper, was out
in the streets for sale. I bought a copy of the paper, and as soon as I perused it, I began to inform my friends that
the end of the war was in sight, for Sir Douglas Haig had launched his offensive in Flanders.
Suddenly appeared a European constable, who pushed me off the pavement,\fn{ Sidewalk; the British term, of course,
is used here:H} assaulting me at the same time. I informed my friends of my intention to report the matter at police
headquarters. My two friends, who did not possess the meagre education and little courage I had at the time,
refused to accompany me there.
As I was arguing with my friends a European appeared on the scene. He must have been walking behind the
policeman. After asking us a few questions, to which I replied without hesitation, he handed me his business card,
informing me I could mention his name to the police, as he had witnessed the unprovoked assault on me.
Alone I went to the police station to lay my complaint against the constable. It was unusual at the time for an
African to report a European constable in South Africa, as I was told by the sergeant-in-charge. Instead of accepting my complaint, he hurled questions at me. Where had I come from? Where had I obtained my education? I
was probably to him unlike the ordinary African usually seen in Cape Town.
I pressed my complaint, however, brushing aside these irrelevant questions. Finally I was ordered to call again
the following day, which was a Sunday.
On the second call the sergeant-in-charge resumed cross-examining me in regard to where I had come from
and obtained my education. At last he made an apology on behalf of the constable, stating he made the assault on
me because of his mental weakness arising from overwork with the epidemic cases which were raging in the city.
Thereupon I retoned that if I were to assault European citizens and when caught give as my excuse for my action
mental suffering on my part, would such an excuse be accepted?
My logic apparently appealed to his conscience, for he raised again the question of my education and home.
He eventually promised he would thoroughly investigate the matter.
*
The following day I called on my European sympathizer in Long Street, where he was carrying on a cutlery
business. His name was A. F. Batty. When he stood for a parliamentary by-election for the Harbour constituency,
he invited me to join his election committee. We fought the election, but Batty was defeated by a small majority.
After the election Batty called me to his shop where we discussed the advisability of forming a trade union. He
informed me that he was satisfied I could be useful to my people if I could embark on trade union activities
instead of politics. I readily agreed to his suggestion, although I anticipated difficulty in getting people together.
We planned to invade the Cape Town docks, as the Harbour constituency fell in that area.
Our first meeting was staged in Excelsior Hall, Buitengracht Street, on January 17, 1919. The majority at the
meeting were Coloured men engaged at the docks. There were about half a dozen Africans, including myself.
Batty, who was a good platform speaker, presided. In his address he stressed the necessity for the non-Europeans
to help themselves instead of depending on politicians like himself. He strongly advised the formation of a trade
union, although one should not forget the fact that he wanted to solidify the non-European vote in the Harbour
constituency for the next election. By a unanimous resolution the meeting decided to form a union with the name
“Industrial and Commercial Union”.
On a motion by Batty I was unanimously elected secretary. Twenty-four members were enrolled that first
night; they each paid a shilling entrance fee, making twenty-four shillings in all, with which the first banking
account of the ICU was opened. At this first meeting it was resolved that weekly meetings of the new union
should be held.
*
Thus the ICU was born immediately after the Great War of 1914-18. The aftermath of war brought about a rise
in the cost of living throughout the country, which affected all sections of the population. The rise in the cost of
living was largely due to the fact that most essential foodstuffs were exported overseas. The question of the
exportation of foodstuffs to Europe became a public matter, and was widely discussed in the daily press here. The
Cape Federation of Labour Unions, which also considered this matter, declared that a check on the exportation of
foodstuffs to Europe was necessary. At that time it was the policy of official white trade unions to leave the semiand unskilled labourers unorganized.
But it was necessary that the dock labourers should be approached if a check on the exportation of foodstuffs
to Europe was to be brought about. Consequently the new union which catered for the docks, that is to say, the
ICU, was approached by the Federation. The ICU Executive readily agreed to tackle the job. We decided,
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however, that if a strike was to be called we should also take advantage of the situation to put in demands for a
minimum wage of six shillings per day. The National Union of Railwaymen, consisting exclusively of Europeans,
agreed to support our demands. The day for action was fixed for Wednesday, December 17, 1919.
During the first year of the ICU’s existence, I was employed in Greenmarket Square, Cape Town, with waterproof manufacturers.\fn{Manufacturers of raincoats:H} On the appointed day I was early at the factory in order to ask
for permission to be absent from work for a couple of hours. Leave was granted, and I went straight to the docks
at the East Pier where mail steamers were then berthed. Immediately on my arrival at the docks I boarded the
Norman Castle and got into touch with Joe Paulsen, a Coloured man who was the first chairman of the ICU and
who was one of the foremen of the Union Castle Company.
I ordered him to “down tools” as a signal to others. He, however, hesitated, as he was not sure whether the native workers employed by the Railways and Harbours Administration would respond to strike action. Eventually,
Paulsen ceased work and was followed by his “gang”. The Norman Castle was immediately deserted by its nonEuropean employees. I managed to borrow a bicycle and cycled throughout the docks calling on workers to down
tools and to follow me outside the dock gates. By 11 a.m. the whole vast Cape Town docks was at a standstill,
with hundreds of Coloured and African workers streaming out of it.
Outside the dock gates I addressed the huge crowd, officially inaugurating what I believe to be the first organized strike of non-European labour in South Africa. I declared that the objects of the strike were, firstly, to stop the
exportation of foodstuffs to Europe and, secondly, to demand a minimum wage of 6/s a day.
In conducting a strike I have always maintained that discipline and good behaviour by the workers are essential if public sympathy is to be obtained. The strikers were, therefore, advised not to roam about in the streets.
Two strike meetings were to be held daily, one at the Grand Parade at 11 a.m., another at the bottom of Adderley
Street (the main thoroughfare of Cape Town) at 6 p.m. The strike committee was formed, composed of nonEuropeans and Europeans. The Cape Federation of Labour Unions, which had its offices at the corner of Darling
and Plein Streets, with Robert Stuart as its secretary, permitted the ICU to conduct the strike from their offices.
*
To everyone’s amazement the strike became very effective as days passed by. Both the Cape Times and Cape
Argus gave prominent accounts of the strike. It will be remembered that the ICU had not completed a full year’s
existence when the strike took place. Consequently our funds were not sufficient to wage a long struggle. Some
European unions donated to our strike fund. From Benoni, Transvaal, we received £50 during the first week,
which was telegraphed to us by Walter Madeley, M.P., who afterwards became Minister of Labour, and Bob
Waterson, M.P. for Brakpan.
We decided to payout strike pay of ten shillings per week for Coloureds and Natives residing outside the two
locations. Most of the natives who were employed by the Railways and Harbours Administration lived in the
Ndabeni and Docks Locations. To them food, including meat, was distributed daily.
During the first week of the strike the Government declared the stoppage of exportation of foodstuffs to
Europe. We had expected, however, that the National Union of Railways and Harbours, in accordance with the
undertaking made before the strike was called, would give moral and financial backing to the strikers. Instead the
European railwaymen started scabbing on the strikers.
The Railways and Harbours Administration, who were now losing heavily financially, were infuriated by the
Natives’ effective participation in the strike. The so-called European “experts” on Native Affairs, officials from
the Johannesburg Central Pass Office and from the Transkeian Territory, were rushed to Cape Town to advise the
Natives not to be misled by the ICU and the Coloured people. A meeting was arranged in the Docks Location at 5
p.m. I managed to be present, but was afterwards ejected.
This meeting was a complete failure. An old Native man told the officials present that if they were the true
friends of the Natives they purported to be, there was no need to bring in troops to the City, since the Natives were
not rebels. After this man had thus addressed the “experts” courageously, he shouted to the audience in Xhosa,
“It is too late now. Let us go to Kadalie, our leader, at the bottom of Adderley Street!”
In an orderly body they marched through Somerset Road to the bottom of Adderley Street, where I addressed
them.
*
On the morning of that Docks Location meeting I was in my office in the Trades Hall when Dr. Haagger telephoned from Wynberg to Robert Stuart saying that a troop train was leaving there for the city. Stuart got so
excited that he came rushing into the adjoining room and told me to close the office. He left the Trades Hall in
haste.
The troops reached the city and marched through the streets down to the Docks Location. The Natives, having
refused to betray their Coloured fellow-strikers, were forcibly ejected from the Docks Location and were sent to
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Milnerton camp. We made arrangements to buy food, which was daily sent by wagons to feed the strikers. It was
during this time I came to know J. G. Gumbs, who afterwards held the position of ICU President for many years
until his death in 1929.
The meeting held in the evening at the bottom of Adderley Street on the day the military paraded the streets of
Cape Town was remarkable. On the strike committee we had a number of white supporters. As a matter of fact,
the chairman of the strike committee was a European, J. H. Dean.
This day all Europeans disappeared, as did Bob Stuart, from the streets. The meeting was a very large one. I
became the chief speaker. A powerful oration was delivered by me. The Cape Times next morning described my
speech as “sensible”. I said that the Government was unreasonable for sending in troops, as the strikers were not
rebels. General Hertzog, who was at the time the leader of the Nationalist opposition in Parliament, had just made
a violent speech at Smithfield, demanding a republic for South Africa. I suggested that the Government should
have directed the military force to Smithfield, where rebellion was openly advocated.
*
The dock strike lasted for three full weeks. The ICU had been in existence barely a year, consequently its funds
were not sufficient to carry on a long struggle. Jointly, with our own funds in the bank and from donations, we
actually paid out in strike pay £506. The Railwaymen’s Union, after the Government had announced the cessation
of food exports to Europe, withdrew its moral support from us. Our funds in the bank were depleted; outside
donations practically stopped. We had no alternative but to call the strike off. So, after a historic struggle of three
weeks, the strike was officially ended. The stevedoring employers, without any reference to our union, made some
scanty increase in the wages of the dock labourers.
Here I may mention in parenthesis that during the whole time of the strike I was on “French leave”\fn{ I.e., he
was absent without permission} from my employment in the city. On my return to work after the strike I was summarily dismissed. I never dreamt, however, that the dismissal was destined to play an important part, not only in my
own life but in the history of African trade unionism.
That strike was the beginning of a movement which spread to the four corners of South Africa. Immediately
after the dock strike was called off a general meeting of the ICU was summoned in the Excelsior Hall, early in
January, 1920. Over 400 members attended the meeting. We took stock of the strike, while at the same time the
future had to be planned. A strong executive committee was elected, with myself now as paid secretary at a salary
of two pounds per week.
It was not long before it dawned on me that I had a big part to play in the trade union movement. I therefore
decided to equip myself intellectually. At college in Nyasaland I had passed the Normal Course, which is today
equivalent to matriculation in South Africa. But this did not satisfy me. I had to do justice to my new calling. I
therefore decided to forge ahead. With this object in view I enrolled as a student with the Efficiency Institute,
especially taking lessons in the art of public speaking, for which one guinea a month was paid as fees. This school
had hitherto exclusively enrolled Europeans. I was informed later that many European public men, like J. W. Jagger, who was Minister of Railways and Harbours, were among its students.
*
In August 1920, at a special meeting of the Executive Committee of the ICU, it was unanimously resolved that
another attempt for a minimum wage in the Cape Town Docks should be launched. Letters demanding increased
wages for the dock labourers were sent out by the ICU to the various private stevedoring companies and to the
Railways and Harbours Administration. As was expected, the Railways and Harbours Administration were not
prepared to recognize the ICU. On the other hand, the stevedoring companies, led by the Union Castle Steamship
Company, who had learnt a lesson from the dock strike hardly six months before, readily agreed to meet
representatives from the Union. A letter was addressed to me as secretary, inviting the ICU to meet the employers’ representatives at the offices of the Union Castle Company in Adderley Street.
This reply came so suddenly that it was impossible to convene a special meeting of the executive committee of
the Union. But I managed, however, to get J. G. Gumbs, who at the time was the Vice-President of the union, and
S. M. Bennett Newana, who had come to visit the ICU office on that day from Zonnebloem College, where he
was a student. This man unofficially joined our delegation.
The employers received us very cordially, and their spokesman expressed the hope and desire for an amicable
settlement of our claim for increased wages. We were assured by the employers’ representatives that an early
reply would be sent to us. I was the spokesman of the delegation.
Hardly a week passed when letters poured into our office from employers, with the exception of the Railways
and Harbours Administration, offering a minimum wage of eight shillings per day for labourers; nine shillings per
day for winchmen; twelve shillings and sixpence per day for foremen (generally known in the docks in those days
as “serangs”), with double pay for overtime.
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*
The excitement of the docks victory had hardly subsided when the so-called friends of the Natives began to
plan my expulsion from South Africa. At this time relations between my elder brother, Robert Victor Kadalie, and
myself were strained. It was alleged at the time that he was approached to supply the authorities with information
regarding my birthplace. On the afternoon of November 24, 1920, I was on my way from the bank where ICU
funds were deposited when I was accosted by a European gentleman who introduced himself as a CID man. I was
placed under arrest and in less than ten minutes was standing before the Chief Immigration Officer of Cape Town.
He handed me a Deportation Order which read:
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA
The Immigrants Regulation Act, 1913
To Clements Kadalie, on board or at the Cape.
Take notice that permission to remain in the Union (or this Province) is refused to you on the grounds that you are a
Prohibited Immigrant as defined in Section 4 (a) of the Immigrants Regulation Act, 1913. You are notified that in terms
of Section 2 of the Act you may appeal to the Board of Appeal, and if you desire so to appeal a form of Notice of
Appeal will be furnished to you. Such appeal must be noted within 3 days forthwith.
(Signed)
E. BRANDE,
Principal Immigration Officer,
The Union of South Africa:
Department of the Interior.
Cape Town,
24th November, 1920

I asked for my solicitor to be sent for. A telephone message was put through to him, and he immediately joined
us. The immigration officer seemed to be quite a decent fellow and was somewhat sympathetic towards me, but
he had to carry out his official duties, however harsh some of these might be.
I was set free on my own recognizances, on condition that I reported periodically. I was also informed that I
was not to attend any ICU or public meetings while waiting for a coaster steamer which was due in a fortnight’s
time. My passage was actually already booked and paid for by the Government.
To me this was a sad blow, for my work, which was now growing in volume and promise, was to be suspendded, perhaps forever as far as I was concerned. This deportation agony was borne alone. I was a single man in my
early twenties. My own elder brother had forsaken me, for he was now pleased that my political activities were
over.
*
If the story of the contemplated deportation could be written in full, it would rank as one of the most interesting episodes in the annals of South African history. At the zenith of the ICU’s rise, parliamentarians, as well as
the daily press, discussed the cancellation of the deportation order. In these pages it is impossible and inappropriate to disclose the secret drama that was responsible for the cancellation of the deportation order. While the
deportation order was hanging like the sword of Damocles over my head, the General Election of 1921 was
pending.
My solicitors, Messrs. Dichmont and Dichmont, who belonged to a well-known Cape family and Advocate
Will Stuart, who was then an M.P. for the Tembuland constituency in the Union Parliament and who belonged to
the Schreiner family, put up a magnificent defence before the Immigration Board. The Minister of the Interior at
the time, the late Sir Patrick Duncan, K.C., who afterwards became the Governor-General, was a Scotsman. It will
be recalled that my education was obtained from the Scottish missionaries of the famous Livingstonia College in
British Nyasaland.
In short, the fight for cancellation of the deportation order was conducted through various channels. The Scottish Church took some share in it, while, politically, the late Dr. A. Abdurahman, although we did not see eye to
eye in politics, also exerted pressure on influential members of the Unionist Party. ICU meetings passed resolutions calling on the Government to cancel the order.
Early in January 1921 the order was cancelled and I became as free a citizen as anyone could wish. Thus
political pressure, plus early association with the Scottish missionaries, were responsible for bringing me
unconditional freedom.
I should like to close this chapter on the birth of the ICU by quoting a passage from Dr. Donald Fraser’s book,
The New Africa. He wrote:
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Once when I was on my way home I was accompanied to the docks at Cape Town by one of the local ministers. As
we walked along he said that he had asked us to meet there an African lad who was secretary to the Native Industrial
Union, and had just brought off a strike peaceably and successfully. To everyone’s amazement he had combined
members of tribes that were very suspicious of one another, and had obtained better conditions and pay for the workers.
As we rounded the wharf to which the steamer was tied, two handsome young Africans came forward to greet us.
One was secretary of the Native Industrial Union, the other had arrived from Europe where he had been serving in
Flanders. They were immaculately dressed, and, as they lifted their hats and addressed me, my eyes opened in
amazement as I recognized that they were both natives of Nyasaland. While we spoke together my mind flew to the
land in Central Africa from which they had come, with its recent emergence from primitive conditions, and tried to
pierce the future. One thing was plain, that the old days of exploitation of helpless people by slavers or the ruthless
foreigners were gone, and that the present generation is stretching out its hand in new demands undreamed of by their
fathers.
These lads whom I had just met represented the product of education, but not of mission schools alone. In school
they had received their literary education, and their emancipation from their old faith. But since they left Nyasaland an
intensive education had been given them in Flanders and in Cape Town. The things they had seen, the treatment they
had received, and the men and women they had met with, had led them a long way, and has led them further still since
that day in Cape Town. The Scottish Missionary who had taught the Trade Union Secretary would possibly have been
shocked at the idea of Native workmen combining to make demands. But, this clever lad had gone to another school,
and other teachers had been educating him since he was a pupil in a mission school.

270.173 Who Are The True Nationalists?\fn{by Dr. Hastings Kamuzu Banda (1899-1998)} Kasungu, Kasungu District,
Central Region, Malawi (M) 3
I will not bore the House by describing in minute detail what Vietnam is, where it is, why there is war there
now. Enough to say that Vietnam is what was formerly known as French Indo-China and it is one of the countries
in Southeast Asia or Southeastern Asia.
During the war of 1939-45, Japan overran the country, as she did Burma, Malaya and the Dutch East Indies.
During the Japanese occupation, there was developed in the country a resistance movement, led by a man called
Ho Chi Minh, who was in those days and still is now, a nationalist and a communist. When the Japanese were defeated in 1945, Ho Chi Minh naturally demanded and expected immediate independence from France.
This, as we can easily understand, was not forthcoming. And so, Ho Chi Minh continued his resistance against
not Japan this time, but France. As a matter of fact, Ho Chi Minh set up his own government when the Japanese
were leaving the country.
This gave rise to the Indo-Chinese War in which France and one or two of her friends in the West, among them
the United States of America—America did not send soldiers but supported France morally and financially—
fought on one side and Ho Chi Minh, China and Russia on the other. At that time, for reasons that are easily
understood, the United States’ policy in Asia, as elsewhere, was to prevent the spread of communism and also to
help former colonial powers, such as France, to regain the power which they had lost during Japanese occupation.
Therefore, in the war that broke out in Indo-China in 1946, the United States supported France with money and
material.
Ho Chi Minh’s movement was strongest in the northern part of the country. Therefore, in the war between Ho
Chi Minh, China and Russia on one side and France and her allies on the other, the communist forces were more
successful in the north and noncommunist forces more successful in the south. The communists held the north and
noncommunists held the south. Neither side could defeat or dislodge the other from the part of the country it
occupied. As a result of that, the country was divided into two parts, North Vietnam and South Vietnam.
Each of these new countries, which were carved out of the old Indo-China, organized its own government. In
the north, the government was controlled and still is controlled by communists. In the south, the government was
controlled and still is controlled by noncommunists.
Though the country was divided into two parts, North Vietnam and South Vietnam, though two governments
were organized in each of these parts, neither part and neither government accepted this division of the country
into two parts as final. Each part looked forward to the day when the country would be unified under its own rule
or its own government. This was particularly so of the northern part of the country and its leader or president, Ho
Chi Minh.
It is important to know and to remember this, because if there is now a war in Vietnam between North Vietnam and South Vietnam, it is because North Vietnam is impatient and aggressive and wants to unify the country
by force, under its own rule. To unify the whole country, North Vietnam has encouraged, if not actually and
deliberately organized, rebellion in South Vietnam. Those South Vietnamese who have rebelled against their own
government and are now engaged in a war against their government and their own people are called Viet Cong.
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And those who are still loyal to the government or form the South Vietnam Government are called citizens of the
Republic of Vietnam.
*
I have stated that when, at the end of the war in 1945, North Vietnam under Ho Chi Minh fought against
France, she was supported by China and Russia, while France was supported by her allies, one of which was the
United States of America. I shall not state why and how France came out of the Vietnamese war and left the
United States still in it. Nor is it necessary and important for me to do so. What is necessary and important for me
to tell the House is that the United States of America is still supporting the noncommunist government in South
Vietnam.
Because Ho Chi Minh originally organized his movement as an anticolonial movement in Indo-China and
because Ho Chi Minh originally fought against colonial powers, certain fallacies have grown in the minds of
certain people. These are that the present war in South Vietnam is merely a continuation of the anticolonial war
which Ho Chi Minh started years ago, on the part of the Viet Cong; that the war in Vietnam is a civil war, in
which the viet Cong are the true nationalists who are fighting for the true freedom and independence of Vietnam;
that South Vietnam is not truly independent but still under a new form of colonialism and imperialism and that the
government of South Vietnam is simply a stooge of neo-Imperialism and colonialism; that foreign troops—
American, Australian, New Zealand—are there to perpetuate colonialism and imperialism; that except for the
presence of these foreign troops, paticularly American troops, the Viet Cong and the Republic of Vietnam would
have settled their differences and the war would have ended a long time ago.
Because of these fallicies, there is now a demand for the withdrawl of foreign troops, particularly
American troops, and for a stoppage of bombing of North Vietnam as a condition of peace in Vietnam.
*
Mr. Speaker and Honorable Members, Vietnam is far away in Asia and I have never been there. Therefore I do
not and cannot claim to be an authority on the affairs in Asia, least of all in Vietnam. But from the knowledge I
have of Asia, in particular of the Vietnam war, I cannot accept the view that the war now raging in Vietnam is
merely a continuation of the war that started years ago between the people in Vietnam who wanted their freedom
and independence on the one side and the imperialists and colonialists who wanted to perpetuate imperialism and
colonialism on the other.
I cannot accept the contention that except for the presence of foreign forces, particularly American forces, the
war in Vietnam would have ended a long time ago and that not only would have the viet Cont and the Republic of
vietnam settled their differences but also North Vietnam and South Vietnam.
Nor can I accept the contention that the minute foreign forces, particularly American forces, clear out of South
Vietnam, immediately the Americans stop bombing North Vietnam, there will be peace in South Vietnam.
In my view, the war now raging in Vietnam is not merely the continuation of the wold war which Ho Chi Minh
started years ago against the French and the Japanese. It is not war between the Vietnamese people in South
Vietnam who want their freedom and independence on one side, and imperialists and colonialists who want to
perpetuate imperialism and colonialism on the other.
In its local aspects, the war is between communists and noncommunists in Vietnam. In its wider aspects, it is a
war to determine who is to control Asia, communists or noncommunists, or whether the principle of coexistence is
to be respected in Asia.
This is how I see it.
It is not true that except for foreign troops, particularly American troops, the war would have ended long ago in
South Vietnam; it is not true that except for the presence of American troops the Viet Cong and the Republic of
Vietnam would have settled their differences. I do not think that once the foreign forces have moved out of South
Vietnam, there will be peace in Vietnam, immediate peace.
In my view it is not the presence of foreign troops, particularly American troops, that is prolonging the Vietnam war; it is not the presence of the American troops that prevents settle ment between the Viet Cong and the
Republic of Vietnam; it is the desire of the Viet Cong to impose their will on the South Vietnamese people. It is
the desire of North Vietnam, through the Viet Cong, to extend its rule to South Vietnam. And above all, it is the
desire of Peking to extend her influence, if not her rule, all over Asia, that is prolonging the war in South Vietnam.
It is the desire of Peking to extend her influence that is preventing North Vietnam and South Vietnam from
settling their differences.
In my view, if foreign troops, particularly American troops, were withdrawn from South Vietnam tomorrow, it
would not mean peace in South Vietnam. It would mean still more war not only in South Vietnam, but also in
Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippine Islands and South Korea. If foreign troops were removed from South Vietnam
tomorrow, South Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippine Islands and South Korea would be overrun by the
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Viet Cong and their allies. In other words, if American troops were removed from South Vietnam tomorrow, the
Viet Cong, North Vietnamese troops, the Chinese and North Korean troons would overrun South Vietnam,
Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippine Islands and South Korea.
And that would not be the end.
Other countries in Asia would soon similarly be overrun. Africa and even Europe would not be safe.
*
This is why on my instructions our delegation took a different line on Vietnam issue from the line taken by the
majority of African States both at the Summit meeting of the O.A.U. and at the General Assembly of the United
Nations in New York. Because when they talk on the Vietnam war—in particular, when they talk of peace in
Vietnam—the majority of African leaders seem to take it for granted that in the Vietnam war all the rights are on
one side and all the wrongs on the other.
They seem to take it for granted that it is the Americans who are the stumbling block to peace in Vietnam.
I hold different views.
It takes two to pick up a quarrel and fight. I hold that just as it takes two to pick up a quarrel and fight, it also
takes two to make peace. If there is to be peace in Vietnam, both sides must be willing to come to the conference
table, the South Vietnamese and their backers and the Viet Cong and their backers.
Who are the backers or the supporters of the South Vietnamese? The Americans. Who are the backers or the
supporters of the Viet Cong? The North Vietnamese and the Chinese, and through the Chinese, the whole of the
communist world, including Russia.
Are the South Vietnamese Government and the Americans willing to come to the conference table? Yes. Both
Dean Rusk, the American Secretary of State, and Mr. Johnson, the President of the United States of America, have
stated repeatedly that they are prepared to come to the conference table to discuss peace in Vietnam. Mr. Johnson
has said that he would go anywhere and meet anyone to discuss peace in Vietnam.
What has been the response of the Viet Cong, North Vietnam and China to the American overture for peace or
peace conference on Vietnam? Negative. Total rejection. Out-of-hand rejection. Every time America has made
offers to come to the conference table over Vietnam, Hanoi, Peking and Moscow have rejected the offer out of
hand.
*
Not only have Hanoi, Peking and Moscow rejected out of hand proposals made by the United States for a
peace conference on Vietnam, they have also rejected proposals made by Britain and the Commonwealth for a
peace conference on Vietnam.
In June, 1965, through the initiative of Mr. Wilson,\fn{ Harold Wilson (1916-1995), at the time Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom:H} the Commonwealth Prime Ministers’ Conference decided to send a committee to Hanoi, Peking
and Moscow to propose to these capitals a peace conference on Vietnam. Among the leaders at the Commonwealth Conference who were appointed as members of that committee were members who were known to be
friends of both Peking and Moscow.
Foremost among these was Dr. Kwame Nkrumah.\fn{ The first President of independent Ghana:H} As it is well
known, Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, of all Africans, is considered the best friend of North Vietnam, China, Russia and
all the communist countries. But Hanoi, Peking and Moscow refused to receive a delegation from the Commonwealth Prime Ministers’ Conference to discuss peace in Vietnam.
When Hanoi, Peking and Moscow refused to receive a delegation from the Commonwealth Prime Ministers’
Conference, Dr. Nkrumah tried to approach North Vietnam, China and Russia in his own personal capacity. First
he sent one of his ministers to Russia, China and North Vietnam by way of Russia. But Dr. Nkrumah’s envoy was
not even allowed to pass through Russia.
And it is ironic that it was while Dr. Nkrumah was on a trip to Peking and Hanoi, in an effort to persuade
Peking and Hanoi to agree to peace talks on Vietnam, that his government was overthrown on the 24 th of
February. Dr. Kwame Nkrumah was actually in Peking on the 24 th of February, when his government was overthrown in Accra.
I am giving all these facts to say this: that it is not the Americans who are standing in the way of peace in
Vietnam. It is the North Vietnamese and the Chinese. Therefore, it is wrong for anyone or group of men, any
country or group of countries, to look at Washington as the lair of hawks in the Vietnam war and at Hanoi and
Peking and the rest of the communist capitals as the nests of the doves of peace and brotherly love on earth.
268.190 & 270.123 1. The Visitor 2. Excerpt from The History Of The Chewa: “Migrations”\fn{by Samuel Josia
Ntara (1905-1976)} Mvera, Dowa District, Central Region, Malawi (M) 12
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1
Msyamboza and his people travelled easily, without any need to inquire from anyone about the path or about
anything else of that sort, since now they were well acquainted with the route. It was a happy journey; plenty of
food and meat with no lack of water, since they had a large earthenware water pot which one of Leza’s wives had
given to one of Msyamboza’s. Just as we have noted the experiences of the earlier travel, so now we hear that, on
the return, they were well received at the villages right up to the edge of their own country where they, of course,
knew everyone.
On the day when they reached the home territory they had rested in the hot hours by a running stream to await
the sun’s decline. The women busied themselves getting ready some food and Masakhumbira got wood for a fire,
taking some of the dried meat and grilling it to eat with the porridge. Then, food finished, they lay in the shade of
a tree to straighten their backs and, after a little time of rest, they espied other travellers belonging to a village not
far from Cibanzi who drew near and, coming over to them, made themselves known. One of them, after greeting,
said:
“And where has this travelling company of yours come from, Chief Msyamboza?”
“Ha!” replied Msyamboza, “we have been far away at Bandawe; to Chief Leza’s in Kanyenda’s territory.”
“Kanyenda?” queried the man, “which Kanyenda? That one near by here?”
“We went to the land of Kanyenda at Nkhunga. And what about yourselves? How was our village when you
left? Was there any word of sickness?”
“Well,” replied the man, “just at this present time things are fairly pleasant but, of course, one hears of sick-ness ever and again. During the days of the late moon people have felt a lot of sore-throat. Not a hut silent without
someone, adult or child, coughing!”
“Yes,” agreed Msyamboza, “that was an unfortunate moon; even there where we were a lot of the people were
really ill. Some of our travelling company felt unwell, too, but not to cause them to lie down sick. They just kept
on, however unwell they felt.”
“Well now,” said the man, “you must not be angry with me, but there is something to puzzle and worry you at
your village. A European is there, whose name is Bwana Swann. The name that the people give him is ‘Kamkamba’ owing to the smallness of his body. He came from Kota Kota the day before yesterday and he is after taxes!”
“A European at my village!” exclaimed Msyamboza.
“Yes, indeed: there he most certainly is.”
“And what then,” asked Msyamboza, “is this ‘taxes’?”
“Even I also do not know the answer to that,” said the man, “because very many of the men are off into the
bush, fleeing from this European. I have not gone there, believe me! Indeed, I just came away without knowing
anything about the man except that he has been asking for you. ‘Where is the chief?’ he says. And the people say,
‘He has gone on a journey.’”
“Well,” said Msyamboza, “we have, as a matter of fact, ourselves met some of these Europeans and have seen
that they are a good kind of person.” And then they commenced to talk of this and that in their journey until, when
they had finished the talk and made farewells, Msyamboza said to Masakhumbira:
“Come on now! Let us get going on our way that we do not arrive after people have gone to lie down, but
while it is still light and we can avoid going to sleep hungry.”
*
So they started off and still had not arrived when the sun went in; but on they plodded, strengthened by the
sharp air and a fine little wind. Thus, darkness being not yet fully fallen, Msyamboza and his people reached
Cibanzi with joy.
Crowds greeted their arrival and immediately the chief began to make inquiries about his cattle, “How are they
keeping?” and about his workers in the dry-season food plots, “How hqave they been doing?” and about the seeds
and plants—the beans, sweet potatoes, onions, bananas—“How are they all thriving?” Then, when he had finished
all his questions, he went to lie down. Yet, ere\fn{Before; an archaic word} going to sleep, he said to a wife:
“On the way yonder where we halted, a certain one put news before us of a Bwana Swann, a European from
Kota Kota. Has this European gone, or is he here?”
“He has not gone,” replied the wife, “he is here, since he awaits you. He is not at all far off, but has fixed his
house of cloth in which he sleeps. Each day he summons people, and when his capitao has written and written on
a paper he tears it off\fn{From its counterfoil in the tax-receipt book} and gives to each male. Then he says things to the
man; I do not know whither they tend, the things he says. You yourself will hear tomorrow if you go there.”
“Who did the European come with?” asked Msyamboza.
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“With his capitao and other men who carried his house and many loads; also cooking things and food of one
kind and another. So far as our foods go, he eats meat, and the milk from these cows of yours, and eggs.”
“I will greet him, then, in the morning, because my feet ache with the stones and sand of the journey, and
furthermore I am nodding with sleep even as I talk.”
*
And having so spoken with that wife of his, he lay and slept so that people who came to give a greeting did not
have any chance todo so. But when it was light in the morning, Msyamboza called a youth and said:
“Get a goat that we may go and see the European who is here at our village. We just heard yesterday as we
were arriving, that a European is here.” And when the lad came with the goat they went together to the European
and greeted him, saying:
“We see you, Bwana!”
“And who,” said Mr. Swann, “are you?”
“I am Msyamboza, chief of this place. I had gone off to a distance and got back home last evening. As soon as
I arrived I heard that you were here. Thus I come this morning to see you and I bring this small goat that you may
put it on your fire and eat it, along with your men.”
“I am grateful. I am glad indeed to see you. I have stayed at your village for several days. And what a village!
Are all here your people, or are there some who belong elsewhere?”
“There are those,” replied Msyamboza, “who are of my tribe, but there are those, too, whom I bought in the
past with ivory. This I have given up and all the people here are in freedom. They may hoe where they wish and
live after their own desires.”
“You have done well,” said the European. “Now the reason for my coming is tax. We are going to look after
this land and we want to find men who will go and take employment at Blantyre. They will work for a period and
will then get a chit to certify that they are free of debt to the Government.”
“Have you then,” asked Msyamboza, “found any men?”
“I have indeed: men have come to me to be enrolled to go for work at Blantyre.”
Then, when all the talk was over, the European uprooted his hut, presented some salt to Msyamboza, and started off on his further journey to Dzoole. Later came the news, as the fame of the European spread, that he had
arrived at Doozle’s, who had given him a number of tusks, and had then gone back to Kota Kota.
2
What is history? History is a record of any past event. For example, when we relate of how someone was devoured by a wild beast, it is history. All the stories we read in the Bible about Joseph or Elijah or any character—
that is history. There are many things which we read about the past. These serve as lessons to us so that whatever
mistakes these people made, we should not repeat them. Therefore, not all history is good, some of it reveals bad
actions and the like.
The main purpose of history is that we should understand how and why such an event happened and what
lesson it brings to us. All characters in history were either good or bad—but every character (good or bad) has
contributed something worth copying or discarding.
I have written this book after being forced by several reasons:
The first reason is the interest my people have in story-telling. Very often one hears these people in meetingplaces discussing and relating how things looked like in bygone days or argueing seriously on trivial matters. One
person would say that he trapped a lightning in a bamboo and that it has a long tail with a cocks-comb on its head.
Sometimes these stories were told in homes where the father or mother took a leading role in story-telling.
(Thus creating a love for story-telling).
In schools, too, our children are getting down to learn many things and therefore, it is suitable for them to learn
something of what happened in the past. Some Europeans who have been to this country have attempted to write
something about the history of our people in their way of thinking. Although they have done so, it is important
that such a story be retold and written down by one of us, with a hope of preserving the story as it has been handed down to us from parents to their children in succession. Such was a need felt by me to collect these stories of
our people from some old folks and compile them to make this book.
In reading this book you will notice in some cases, differences in speech, but the fact is that all the Chewas
people originated from one place. Many people today who speak different languages and call themselves by
different names or tribes forget this fact. Even our own grandfathers in those days waged wars on other tribes in
ignorance.
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All people are brothers. This could well be compared to a pumpkin plant which creeps in different directions
but has the roots in one place. If the roots are uprooted then the plant and its branches will die.
The population of the country in those days was very low indeed. We know that it was low because of some
factors which contributed to this low population. Some of the factors could be a high percentage of mortality in
infants and adults due to lack of proper medicines and treatment or a serious shortage of food causing malnutrition.
Another factor for the drop in population was caused by their frequent tribal wars. A few statistics from
previous census will reveal this trend:
In 1945 there were 2,049,595 people,
In 1938 there were 1,676,382 people,
In 1935 there were 1,622,926 people,
In 1907 there were 928,451 people in Malawi.
From these figures you will readily observe that there were not very many people in those days. Although we
do not have figures for 1795 or 1644 or 1578 we can still conclude that our forefathers were not numerous and
that they were only concentrated in small areas of the vast unpopulated territory. For this reason anybody settling
in any place claimed the area for his children. Despite natural eliminating factors our population is steadily increaseing to grow.
This book is also written for our children in schools with a hope that after reading it they will be able to understand and appreciate our ancestors way of living.
Our ancestors themselves did not leave behind any written record. The book will also create in the students an
interest and a wish to add something to the book after finding out something for themselves in their research
work.
I have also written this book for our chiefs so that they, too, should learn from something about life in those
days. This will make them understand the factors that influenced their contemporary chiefs thereby gaining some
experience to rule us properly.
Lastly I am confident that even our political leaders will find this book of some help.
i
Where did these groups of people come from?
This question is often very hard to answer. It is often asked,
“Where did we originate? How did we live and how did we find ourselves in the country where we are living
now? Who inhabited this country before we came and how did they look like?”
The failure to answer all these questions is largely based on the fact that, as our ancestors did not know how to
write, they did not leave behind any written records. The little they passed on to us orally was what they themselves had remembered from their predecessors’ oral stories.
It is commonly believed that the early inhabitants of this country were the Bushmen who are now thinly scattered over South Africa and Southwest Africa. The other inhabitants were the Batwa whom we call the Kafula
(Pygmies). They are mostly found today in the forests of the Congo.
How do we account for the presence of the Kafula in this country in those days? We have some evidence to
support this belief. Let me mention only a few of the major ones:
We can still see in some places here and there pieces of broken pots and some ruins whose dilapidated walls
are in some places still seen standing. This clearly shows that some people once upon a time inhabited this country. Our forefathers had no knowledge of these early inhabitants, but when we loosen the soil when hoeing, we
sometimes find some beads or a piece of iron which was used in elephant-killing.
The second evidence is found in the rock paintings which are found in the cave at Mphunzi in Dedza District.
In these caves we can still see writings and paintings, but we do not know who wrote or drew these paintings. No
one is able to read this writing. Here, then, is another evidence of early occupation by a people other than the
Chewa.
The next question is where then did these people who settled in this country come from?
We cannot get a correct answer to this question even if we ask old people. There are conflicting answers. What
they tell us is that our ancestors came from Egypt and that those who now read the Bible say that they originally
came from the area around Mount Ararat of Noah’s ark. Some say that they came from Uganda or Luba or
Mombasa; but many people say that many people who have settled here came from Kaphirintiwa.
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The fact is that all migrations began in the north and followed a more or less circular direction into what is
now Malawi. Let us then follow these events from this point.
From the books we read at school, we learn that many people in Africa belong to the Bantu group. We also
know that there are groups of Hausa, Semites, Hamites, Negroes and others. Of the Bantu group who settled in
Malawi we find the following tribes: The Ngoni, Yao, Chewa, Nyanja, Lomwe, Tumbuka. Tonga and other tribes.
The Bantu are not only found in Malawi. Who are these Bantu people and where did they come from?
The answer is that the term “Bantu” as given to these people was just coined. If you study the map carefully
you will notice that the Negroes migrated from Asia. They settled near Lake Chad to the north of Nigeria. They
were followed by another wave of invaders—the Hamites, who also came from Asia and settled about Lake Chad.
When these groups mingled and intermarried with each other, the resultant was a new group—something between
a Negro and a Hamite and possibly the appearance of a Bantu.
After settling in that area for many years, this new group at last began dispers ing because of the internal quarrels or because of the shortage of food. Some moved towards the south and some moved eastwards and settled
around Lake Victoria.
After some time another wave of invaders followed. These were a splinter group from the Hamites of the
mixed blood. They settled in the same territory as the first invaders and became friendly with them and intermarriages were common. The offspring became to be known as the Bantu.
This short account of the invasions helps us to understand that all people in this country originally came from
the north. We now take this account to be true as it agrees with what has been passed on to us from our ancestors
orally with what Europeans have written about these invasions and migrations.
ii
We have seen that many Bantu tribes grouped themselves in the area around Lake Victoria. Here were all the
tribes which are now found in Malawi.
Some of these people did not migrate southwards. They remained in that part. Others moved on and settled in
what is now South Africa.
The languages of the Bantu are somewhat related. Their customs and manners were identical in most cases.
Although they had settled homes, because of disputes and wars, they began to disperse from one another.
The Malawi (Chewa) took a southerly route. There were many tribes in this migration, but some of these tribes
very often branched off and took another direction, or did not want to continue on at all and settled in one place.
The Tumbuka were left behind near the Luangwa River. They remained there for a long time. Others moved on.
In those days all people were called Malawi. Today we have the Nyanja, Chewa, Manganja and the like. The
use of surnames such as Banda, Phiri or Mwale was not common. They had no chiefs among them, but they had
Chauta (priest/priestess) who guided them in all their travels. We shall explain the office of a Chauta later.
The Malawi had remained in this chiefless state for a long time.
One day there came a man. He was not a Bantu but an Arab, whose name was Hasan bin Ali. He was a clever
man. He knew that the Malawi had no chief and so he wanted to be their chief. Fortunately for the Malawi, he
died much earlier than expected. After the death of this usurper, his followers went back leaving behind the
Malawi free to carry on with their journey southwards.
Many years passed before the Malawi reached the upper part of the Zambezi River and settled in a place called
Choma. Here conditions were favourable and the soil was good.
Their stay in Choma was eventful. Of the events which occurred here, the most memorable one was the choosing of one man to be their chief. He would lead them in wars and in many other things. They chose Chinkhole to
be their chief. He was given the title of Kalonga. A little explanation of the title Kalonga will do.
The name Kalonga had many meanings: Some people say he was called Kalonga because he had killed many
people and put their heads in baskets (kulonga, “to put into something”). Some people say it was because he had
married Mwali. These reasons do not give a clear picture of the origin of the title, but whatever be the case, this
new chief became known as Kalonga.
This was a royal title just as the British use the title “King” or “Queen”. In the Bible we read that the title
“Pharaoh” was given to all rulers in Egypt. Therefore, the Malawi, too, in addressing their ruler, used to say, “Kalonga”.
In Choma, the most important houses were two. The house of Kalonga’s mother, Nyangu, ranked first. Nyangu
was highly respected. She also acted as a co-ruler and became very famous.
The second family was that of mother Mangadzi. She was the mother of Mwali and Chauwa. Mwali was the
wife of Kalonga. All women who married a Kalonga were called Mwali. If a Mwali died another Mwali would be
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chosen to marry Kalonga. No one would become a Kalonga unless he married a Mwali. These two titles became
very predominant.
iii
Nobody in Malawi is without a clan name. Everybody is proud to belong to a clan. He values it and feels it is
his obligation to honour it. Therefore let us learn something about the clan names.
The Malawi took their mother’s clan names and the descent is traced from the mother’s side. The man (the
groom) usually leaves his people to make his new home with his wife in her village. The bride never leaves her
home.
We have already seen that when these invaders migrated from the north, they not belong to any group or clan.
They had no surnames. There were no Banda, Phiri or Mwale. All belonged to one group only.
After settling in Choma for some time, the use of the clan names became common. This use came about in this
way: the application of nicknames which originated because of certain actions or behaviour of certain persons in
the group. Let us study a few examples of the origins of some Chewa surnames.
The Phiri and Banda clans
Although all people in Choma were loyal to Kalonga Chinkhole, they had the freedom to move about in search
of food and meat from the wild game. They liked casava and some roots. That is why they kept on moving from
place to place.
One day two groups went about in search of arrowroots and some edible roots. They did not return home but
slept in the bush. One group slept on a hill-top and other at the foot of the hill. When morning came, those who
slept on the hill-top were nicknamed Phiri (“of the hill”) and those who slept at the foot of the hill and had to level
or lay out the grass were called Banda (“those who tread the grass under their feet”).
So it came to pass that the two clans were created in this way. The advant was that the creation of these clans
made it possible for anyone from the Banda clan to marry into the Phiri clan and vice versa.
The clan of the Mwale
The origin of the Mwale clan stems from a dead animal (a red buck) which another group found in the bush
while hunting. They cut it up and shared it among themselves, but they did not agree on how to share the head of
the animal. The disagreement came about because everyone wanted to have a share of the brain. (The brain was
very important in the preparation of ulembe, the arrow-poison. The ingredients of this mixture consisted of the
brain of an animal and many kinds of insects which were put in a pot together to rot and ferment. After rotting the
mixture was ready to be applied on the tips of the arrows. This poison was so effective that whenever an animal
was wounded, it was sure to die. In later chapters we shall see how the arrow-poison was used in the Ngoni aggressions.
Now because of this fighting several people died and from that time on, the survivors were nicknamed Mwale
(from kumwalira, “to die”). They are also called Ngondo (ngon, “the hartebeest”).
The clan of the Linde
On the same day the dead animal was picked up there were some people who kept watch of the hartebeest.
They did not join in the fight, and because they kept watch of the animal, they were called Linde (from kulinda,
“to watch”).
The clan of the Kwenda
The clan of the Kwenda came about in this manner: There was a man [Likungwi] from the clan of the Phiri
who was going to Mpumula, past the Mua Hills, from Malawi with his sister. It happened that he indecently
stripped off his sister’s dewere (“bark cloth”). This act was very disgraceful and many people laughed at him. He
was thus surnamed Mkwenda (“the stripper”) from that day and his family is called Kwenda (from kukwinda, “to
roll up”).
The clan of the Mbewe
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People belonging to this clan are surnamed Mbewe because one day they killed a lot of mice, as it was their
pleasure to hunt and to kill the mice for meat; hence the surname Mbewe (from mbewa, “mice”).
The clan of the Mphadwe
The clan of the Mphadwe is a splinter one from the Banda clan. It is said that one day the leader of the Mphadwe eloped with a woman from his own clan, the Banda clan. People asked him why he had done so by marrying a
woman from his clan. Such marriages were not permissible. They contended that this was a foolish action.
Mphadwe was very much ashamed and from that day he did not want to be called Ba nda but Mphadwe. His
family is known as Mphadwe.
iv
After staying in Choma for some years, a sad thing befell them all.
Kalonga Chinkhole, their beloved chief, passed away.
All the people were very sorry for this loss because Kalonga Chinkhole was kind and looked after them very
well. He was mourned by his people for many days. When the mourning rites were over and on the day of haircutting, a new Kalonga was installed. He was Chidzonzi, a nephew of the deceased chief. He became known as
Kalonga Chidzonzi.
While still living in Choma, the population began to increase and as a result of this increase land became a
problem. People began to complain because they did no have enough land for their gardens. They decided to
move to some place where they hoped to find suitable land.
From Choma they moved on in an easterly direction. Kalonga Chidzonzi led the group. A few people were left
behind.
After travelling for some time, they came to a hill called Chewa. They settled here for some years. Possibly it
was here that thc Malawi were called Chewa, after the name of that hill and this is how we now have tribe called
Chewa.
In Chewa the sojourn was not a long one. From here they moved on to a new place on the Kapoche River in
Mozambique. They did not stay long at Kapoche as conditions were not favourable. It is interesting to note that
every one of them moved away fron this place.
The next stop after Kapoche was Kaphirintiwa. The meaning of Kaphirintiwa is the “hill-that-leaves-tracesbehind”. They say that shortly after God had created the world, but before it had hardened, people, animals and
birds were also created. These animals left tracks behind which can be seen today. When the Chewa reached
Kaphirintiwa they saw on the rocks the tracks of men and of all kinds of animals including elephants, elands, and
everything which was created except birds, grasshoppers, ants and all smaller creatures. They also say that some
of the tracks pointed towards Malawi; some towards Mozambique. When these tracks were discovered everyone
(men and women) was excited and left to inspect them. (Kaphirintiwa is part of the Dzalanyama Range.)
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When these people returned to their camps after inspecting those tracks, their elders grouped together to
discuss what to do about what they saw. They agreed that the place be venerated. They suggested consecrating
this place for the worship of Chauta, their God. They also agreed to appoint Mangadzi to remain there and be the
priest to keep them safe all the time.
After staying at this place for only a short time they agreed to move a little distance away from this consecrated place. It was suggested to build a temple and an altar for sacrifices whenever people came to worship.
After this arrangement, they began to pull down their camps and then moved away carrying every belonging of
theirs. At last they came to a place near the source of the Diampwe River. They called this place Msinja.
Among the people who stopped at Msinja were Kalonga Chidzonzi, their chief and leader, Nyangu Phiri, Mangadzi Banda and the chief wife of Kalonga, Mwali. At Msinja, they built a big village, a temple and a house for
their priest. In this village they were not allowed to use drums. You will later find out why.
Presently people began to complain. They said they had everything they wanted. Water, too, was plentiful; but
one thing was lacking and that was a place for their children’s recreations.
So they decided to move away from Msinja to a new place where they could have recreational activities for
their children. They also wanted a free place where they could use the drum in any way they wanted.
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All the people accepted the suggestion to get away from the spirits. There were, however, only a few people
who did not cherish this idea. They prefered to remain at Msinja with their Mangadzi.
Then one day, Kalonga and most of his people left Msinja in an easterly direction. They came to a hill called
Dzonzi. They did not remain here for a long time because conditions were not favourable. From Dzonzi they
came to the valley area and stopped in the vicinity of small hills known as Mawere a Nyangu.
They stayed at Mawere a Nyangu for a long time. It was here that Changamire was born. The population began
to increase greatly and land became scarce. In those days they did not grow maize, but grew a kind of sorghum
called mchewere.
vi
The first clan that became predominant was that of the Phiri. This is so because Kalonga himself belonged to
this clan. However, there were some other clans which were also predominant. Let us study the most predominant
ones, the Phiri and the Banda.
Table I shows the House of Nyangu. As you have already seen, Nyangu was the mother of Kalonga. She gave
him all the powers because she was a woman. She was the mother of Chinkhole (Kalonga I), Undi, Nyangu II,
Kafwafwa, and the rest. This is why Nyangu is highly respected.
Nyangu II begat Chidzonzi (Kalonga II). Undi II, Nyangu III, Khuthe, Mpinganjira, and the rest.
Nyangu Ill begat Undi, Nyangu IV, Changamire, Mpinganjira and Sazamanja who later became Nyangu V.
Nyangu IV was the mother of Chinsamba and Kambwiri. Sazamanja (Nyangu V) begat Kaphwiti, Sosola,
Chirunga, Mchochoma and their brothers.
Table 2 shows the House of Mangadzi Banda. The next predominant clan after the Phiri clan was the clan of
the Banda. It was important because their chauta (priest/priestess), Mangadzi, came from this clan. She was also
the mother of Mwali, the chief wife of Kalonga. She is the founder of the clan of the Banda.
It will be remembered that she did not go to Malawi, but stayed at Msinja.
She begat Chembe, Mwali, Chauwa, Mdzinga, and Mgawi. Chauwa begat Salima, Kafulama, and Chimombo.
That was the House of Banda. From Chembe clan is where Chimutu belonged.
The third important clan was that of the Mwale. The Mwale became noted because they claimed much land.
They hail Khombe as their founder of the clan. Mlima was his descendant and from Mlima came Dzoole, Mkanthama, and other Mwale.
The clan of the Mbewe had Mkanda as their leader, but their progenitor was Kamundi.
The clan of the Linde hailed Chambwe of Mpanyira, Mozambique, as their progenitor.
Lastly, all the Mphadwe recognize Kayembe as their leader.
vii
Before departing from Mawere a Nyangu, Kalonga Chidzonzi called his brothers Changamire and Mpinganjira
to discuss an important issue.
The issue was that they should part. Changamire chose to go southwards. He was accompanied by his brother
Mpinganjira and their sister Sazamanja (Nyangu V). They went to Ncheu.
As we shall see the departure was well honoured. The larger group under Kalonga together with Undi, Khuthe,
Kafwafwa, and many others took an opposite direction. They followed the shore of Lake Malawi.
When they left Mawere a Nyangu, they came to Ulongwe. They found the soil here a bit fertile but after
remaining here for many years, the soil became so exhausted that millet and other grains did not do well.
Now it came to pass that people began to disperse one by one in search for good land. Some of the clans which
left Ulongwe were the Malemnya from the Njewa of Machenga the Mazombwe from the Mwase of Kasungu.
They crossed the lake and went to the other side.
The Kawinga from the Mbewe clan parted from Mkanda of Mchinji. They went into Yaoland and it is there
where they lost the Chewa language and began speaking Yao.
Some people went on their ways and thus became scattered in different places. The greater group that remained
at Ulongwe, left together with their chief Kalonga towards Phirilongwe near the River Bwanje. The soil at
Phirilongwe was not fertile and people did not like the place. Therefore, they did not stop here for a long time.
They journeyed towards the north and made settlements at Msangu wa Machete near the stream Nadzipulu in
Ntakataka-Mua area.
Here the Phiri built their village and called it Malawi.
The Banda also built theirs and called it Mankhamba.
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What does Malawi mean? You have already seen that when these people came from the north they were all
called Malawi. For this reason everyone wished to call his place New Malawi. For example, we have a place
called Malawi in Mpanyira in Mozambique, another Malawi is in Fort Johnston and there is a place in the Shire
Highlands called Malawi; but the greater Malawi is the whole area which extends from the Linthipe River to Fort
Johnston. Many Chewa cover this area.
Why was this village named Malawi?
It was named Malawi because this country is very hot and when hot air rises, the mirages thus formed look
like the flames of fires (malawi, “the flames”). Possibly this could be one of the reasons why this place was called
Malawi.
As you have already seen, the clan of the Banda built their village and called it Mankhamba. The Mwale called
theirs Chipata; here Khombe and his brothers lived. Chembe disassociated himself from Khombe and built his
village at Dziwe.
This is how the Chewa settled at Msangu wa Machete in Ntakataka-Mua.
viii
Who was Changamire? He was the brother of Kalonga Chidzonzi. The other brothers were Undi, Khuthe and
the rest. They were Phiri, born of mother Nyangu.
Changamire was well known because of his aggressions against the Kafula and because of this bravery he was
feared and greatly respected by his people.
We have noted how Kalonga Chidzonzi summoned his brothers Changamire and Mpinganjira at Mawere a
Nyangu. He said,
“I wish that we part from here. I will go up the country following the lakeshore and you will go southwards. As
you know many people have broken away from us one by one, all the way from Msinja to this place. I am afraid,
if we let these people keep on breaking away from us, we shall not have many left. For this reason I order you two
to remain here and look after their interests in this part of the country.”
Changamire accepted this idea very willingly. On the parting-day there was much feasting. Changamire was
honoured and was given the title of Kalonga, that is Kalonga Changamire. Many people still called him Changamire.
Before the departure, Changamire had a row with Kaphwiti and the priest, Mbona (Mbona was the priest over
the groups of Kaphwiti, Lundu, Tengani and others.They broke away while they were still living at Kaphirintiwa.)
The disagreement came about as a result of mwavi, an ordeal-poison which the villagers had drunk. It caused
many deaths in the village. There was much hatred.
Mbona, who was responsible for this act, fled during the night and following a southerly direction he settled to
the south of the Shire River. He was followed by the Kaphwiti group who, having stayed there for some years,
crossed the Shire River and settled on the eastern side of it. They became known as Manganja because they settled
near the stream Manganja.
Mpinganjira, too, broke away from Changamire. They did not agree with each other despite the fact that they
were brothers. Changamire was rather aggressive.
Mpinganjira took Sazamanja, his sister, away with him and settled in Fort Johnston and called his area Malawi.
Up to this day Mpinganjira is still living in Fort Johnston.
Some of our people went to these places: Chimombo, Chipwembwe and Tengani went to Port Herald (now
Nsanje); Mabuka settled in Mlanje; Dambe and Nthache settled in Mneno: Lundu, Katunga and Makhuwira settled in Blantyre District; Ngabu in Chikwawa; Mlolo went to Chiromo; and Mkumbira went to Zomba. All these
leaders broke away from Changamire.
After the death of Kaphwiti his chieftainship came to an end. Today his grandchil dren are scattered about
Blantyre and call themselves by different names: Nyanja or Manganja. Although all these people are scattered
here and there they all still claim to have come from Kaphirintiwa where their ancestors had once lived.
When all those people left Changamire took Mchochoma away with him and came to Ncheu. The name Ncheu
was well known because there lived a man on the hill called Akuncheu. People called this place Akuncheu or
Ncheu, in short. It was here that Dambe broke away and settled in Mneno and finally in Mozambique and Nthache settled on the western side of the Shire River.
At this time it was rumoured that the Yao had entered Malawi from the east and at the same time the Ngoni (of
Gomani and Chiwere) had also entered the country. The Chewa were disturbed and were worried. They did not
know what to do. They could not tell where to get food or water to drink. One day, because of this news, Changamire called his elders and said,
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“We have all heard of the coming of the Ngoni. What I know is that when these aggressors come here, they
will spare you, but they will want to capture and kill me because it is said that it is the chief who gets it first.
Therefore, I tell you beforehand that I will flee away before the warriors come here. I shall hide myself somewhere until the raids are over. You will then send for me and I shall manage to come back home.” When the elders
heard these words, they told Changamire,
“What you have said is quite in order. We shall be able to resist and fight against the Ngoni, and when this is
over, we shall send word to ask you to come home.” Then Changamire, together with his family and some guards,
left Ncheu following the Mneno direction.
Records show that the Ngoni raiders reached Domwe in 1864. They were numerous and began attacking the
villages of Changamire, burning and plundering everywhere they went.
The Chewa failed to stand up against the raiders. Many people were captured and taken as slaves. Some fled to
Fort Johnston and the rest were scattered here and there. The Ngoni took their captives to the land of the Matengo.
These captives were called Ntumba (“the captured”, from kutumba, “to capture”). They were captured by the Matengo for the Ngoni.
After the war his people did not care to call Changamire home. That is why up to this day nobody knows
exactly where Changamire fled to. Some people say he went to Nyungwe in Mozambique. This could be taken to
be true because there is a place there called Malawi. Whatever the case may be, this was the end of Changamire’s
chiefdom.
Those who fled to the Fort Johnston area were scattered as follows: Mpinganjira, Changamire, Mponda, and
Kabanda settled at Malawi (in the Fort Johnston area); Nankumba and Sumbi went to Monkey Bay; Sokole settled
at Nangolokoto; Mwachikanda went to Biria; Kafulmira, Kabulika Mtongole, and Matewere settled at Chitimbi;
Mapira and Mwanyama went to Chigawi; Kanyangama went to Mtundu; Mliule to Myera; Mgundaphiri settled at
Khaya; Lundu at Chimwala; Mbalamanja at Chikuti and Mchochoma at Banda.
The rest were settled here and there.
ix
Kaphwiti was one of the great grandchildren of Nyangu I and before his chieftain ship was disorganized he had
Chikwawa as his headquarters. His kingdom did not only cover the Chikwawa area, but extended as far as Mwanza, Zomba, Nsanje, Cholo, Chiromo, Blantyre, Chiradzulo, Mlanje, and even as far as the present Mozambique
(beyond Mlanje).
Something remarkable happened during the reign of Kaphwiti.
This was the coming of Dr. David Livingstone.
Livingstone did not come alone. He was accompanied by porters of the Magololo [Kololo] tribe who were
living on the upper Zambezi. Their names were Maseya, Mlauli, Katunga, Kasisi, Chiputula. Devete and Bizimariki. Their leader was Bizimariki.
Dr. David Livingstone was at this time faced with a serious problem. He did not have sufficient food for his
porters on his African journeys as he had intended. So he was forced to leave these people at Chikwawa. He left
them with some bales of cloth and guns to kill game with and so to be able to get food through barter.
The Kololo began intermarrying with Kaphwiti’s women and they became friendly with the people of that
area; and because of their good behaviour many people liked them very much.
Although the Kololo pretended to be good, they were treacherous.
One day they went to visit Kaphwiti at his place. He received them very well as friends and gave them good
food. Before sunset, the Kololo begged Kaphwiti to escort them to their home. They said.
“Oh, Chief, please take us halfway.”
Innocently and greatly flattered Kaphwiti agreed to escort these visitors. To get to their village, they had to
cross the river using dugout canoes. When they were just on the middle of the river, the Kololo stabbed Kaphwiti
to death and threw him overboard. His body was carried down by the swift Shire currents.
When news of Kaphwiti’s untimely death reached his people, they were all filled with fear and began fleeing
from that area. Some went to Dzobwe, Mozambique, and some went to Thambani and to different places.
After gaining victory over Kaphwiti and his people, the Kololo became very famous. They were very aggressive and began subduing some tribes in and about the territory. Their chieftaincy was centered at Chikwawa and it
was their wish to conquer other tribes and to see how powerful they were.
They did not go very far because at the time when Dr. Livingstone came here, the Yao had already entered the
country. The Yao, too, were aggressive and were constantly at war with the Kololo.
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In the end the Kololo were powerless and stopped worrying the Yao. They returned to Chikwawa. They are
found there even today.
The Yao, too, after defeating the Kololo, retreated and settled in the areas of Zomba, Blantyre, and in some
places where they are found today.
It is interesting to note that although we can still find the ndunas (“captains”) of Kaphwiti in Mianje, Zomba,
Nsanje, Chikwawa, Chiromo and Cholo, his offspring cannot be traced. So came the abrupt end of Kaphwiti’s rule
in Chikwawa.
x
After staying at Malawi with his people for some time, Kalonga one day called Chembe and the elders to a
meeting and said,
“To all who are gathered here today, I wish to inform you that it is now time for us to settle down. You know
that our ancestors did not settle in one place for a long time. They kept on moving all the time and quite a lot of
them were left behind at each of the places they stopped. This is not good. I feel we should now settle down. What
do you say about it?”
They all agreed and accepted the idea. Then Kalonga, after this encouragement from his people, went on and
said,
“I want to appoint Chembe to be responsible for allocating lands so that everyone of you will have his own
area and in turn be able to allocate to whomsoever one will chose.”
These words pleased the people very much.
Kalonga Chidzonzi called Chembe and instructed him how to divide the land to the people. After these
instructions, Chembe received all the powers, but he delegated the responsibility to Mgawi, his younger brother.
Mgawi gladly took over from Chembe this responsibility of land-allocating. In dividing up the land Kalonga was
not given any land because it was contended that everything belonged to Kalonga as the overlord. So he did not
need any land.
Khombe settled at Chipata. As already shown he was the founder of the Mwale clan. At one time he was well
known because another Khombe had married a Nyangu. As Nyangu was the mother of Kalonga, many people
believe that Khombe was the father of Kalonga. The Mwale were allocated at Chipwete-Mlima.
At the time the Banda settled at Dziwe, Mankhamba, and other places. Nankumba was their leader. During his
time Nankumba, too, married Nyangu (V), the mother of Kalonga Sosola. The Banda were not interested in
receiving lands because they were cousins of Kalonga and they lived on the tributes Kalonga received from his
subjects.
There were, however, some clever Banda people who were not satisfied in being landless. So they found places
for themselves.
Let us see how Mgawi divided up the land.
Chinsamba was the first person to receive land from Mgawi. He received the area of Tsapa which he had
already explored after reports from Mlima. Mlima was a hunter and had good dogs. Chinsamba together with his
brother Kambwiri visited this area. This is why it was easy for Chinsamba to choose this area.
The land at Tsapa became hereditary. Whenever a Chinsamba died another Chinsamba was chosen to inherit
the title and the lands. This practice went on for some time; but when Chinsamba Tiyesepo died his successor
failed to provide chimbwi (a blanket) to cover the corpse of Tiyesepo.
A certain man from Dzimbiri at Msako near Nkhoma offered his blanket for the purpose. After the funeral
observations including the hair-cutting were over, this man demanded payment for the use of his blanket. He said.
“Give me now my reward for I gave you my blanket to cover your chief with.”
Chinsamba’s people were unable to pay for the blanket and at the same time many people had already left this
area. As there was nobody who could afford to pay for the blanket and claim the chieftainship, this man said,
“I am now your chief. You have failed to repay me for my blanket.”
This is how the chieftainship of Chinsamba passed on to the stranger.
When Chinsamba I received his land, he too, divided it among his followers and favourites. The first one was
Nseresa Mtonga of Chiriza, who in turn gave some of the lands to Nsadzu, Mwalala, Mkhomo. Mayambe,
Kanzimbe, Chimombo, Chimbala. and Bandawe. These, too, did the same.
The second person to receive land from Chinsamba I was his own brother, Kambwiri. He received the Nsere
aera. He, too, divided his land and gave some of it to Maange, Kaphamtengo, Kapanda, and Nawanga. They, too,
gave some of their lands to their friends.
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The third person to receive land was Salima. She was a priestess and was sent to Chinsamba from Chauwa,
because Chinsamba and Kambwiri had no clan god (priest or priestess). It was intended that Salima marry Chinsamba but the plan failed because Chinsamba who was to marry her was washed down the Lilongwe River. So
Kambwiri became the husband of the snake which represented their goddess. The little area belonging to Salima
was given to Kawanga, Mgawachifu, Mkhukhi, Katawa, Mambo, Namahete, Chirnubvi, and Bingu.
The fourth to receive land was Simaewa; his area is called Msalula. Simaewa, too, divided his land to Kampido, Kunthenje, and Mkumpha. They, too, gave parts of their lands to their relatives.
The fifth one was Nyanda. His area was Nthulu, where he stayed for a long time. He, too, gave some lands to
Kwindanguwo of the Chulu clan in the area of Mtosa.
The other part of Nyanda’s area was given to Nyambo at Matenje. Nyambo, too, gave some parts to Makho of
Chithiba; Mwanza, Chapata, Nkhwali, and Mankhwazi at Mlinde. The others were Miesi, Kamphonje, Kayola
and Mlongoti.
Because Nyambo was a woman, she asked her brother, Mtsekwe from Mchedwa, to look after her lands. That
is why up to this time Mtsekwe is the keeper of the lands of Nyambo.
The hilly area was given by Nyambo to Tumbi of Phokera, Likotima of Chifuko, Chikho of Nsidza, Mzowa of
Nyande, Chifulemba of Chiponde, Mgomhe of Msanja, Tsindwi at Mkumula, and Kamboni. The priest of Nyanda
was Mndoi who lived at Tsanja.
When the Ngoni raids were rife, Nyanda was clever in not resisting and did not fight against the Ngoni. That is
why his people were not dispersed. He, himself, left the hilly area and settled in the valley because he wanted to
grow rice since at that time people were paying taxes in form of rice.
The following people received some lands, too, from Chinsamba: Mgada, Mwakhundi, Mwanzawala, Mwenjerere, Chindoole and Simlawi.
The Chibwe who had also come to Chinsamba were given some lands by Chinsamba.These Chibwe were formerly of the Phiri clan. At one time they remained behind at Kapoche, but in the end they wanted to follow their
relatives who had come to Malawi.
At Dzalanyama there was a person who hated the Phiri very much. He belonged to the Mbewe clan. When the
first group of the Phiri who were left behind came to Dzalanyama, every member of the group was killed. The
second group that followed was also killed, but the survivors of the third group managed to get back to Kapoche.
They warned others not to attempt to get to Dzalanyama. Therefore, it was agreed that those who were left behind
at Kapoche should not be called Phiri but change to Chibwe. Thus, those who managed to reach Njawa in the area
of Ngalaya Gome were those who posed as Chibwe and not as Phiri.
The leader of the Chibwe group from Njawa to Malawi was Koso. They were welcomed by Chinsamba who
gave them lands at Chiwonde. Katambo, the son of Koso, liked this part of the country very much. He did not go
back to Njawa again. Kanchenembwe accompanied them.
Katambo was very adroit at making things. Everything he welded was highly admired by all. He was an expert
at crafts. He used to make knives and fitted them with sheaths. His admirers changed his name from Katambo to
Miungamanja, that is, one who is dextrous. This fact explains why many people take Miungamanja as the leader
of the Chibwe.
From that time the Chibwe began to enter into Malawi. Today the other Chibwe are found in the locality of
Nambuma where Nambamba and Khombe are living. Originally all of them came from Chionde.
Once again Mgawi divided the land to Kabuula and Kachule at Ntakataka. In turn, Kachule divided it up to
other people.
Kamphinda, Kaundu, and Lumwira were settled at Chitipi. They shared the land with their friends, too.
The Chirumba area was given to Nyangulu. He shared it with Manguwale, Ndebvu, Mkokawambo, Chiku. Kachitchezo, and Mirungu. When the Ngoni raided their area Nyangulu retreated to an island in Lake Malawi. He
came back when the raids were over and peace was proclaimed in the country.
Chongole, too, was among those who received lands. He received the Tsenga area. As a sign of respect and
acknowledgement of the position of Kalonga his subjects paid homage and tributes to him. Whenever they picked
up elephants’ tusks, they brought the ivory to their paramount chief.
At first, the ivory was used in stool-and bed-making, but when the Arabs came to trade in slaves, the ivory was
used in exchange for hoes, cloths, guns, beads, and the like. Therefore, the importance of ivory cannot be underrated.
There were many ways whereby tributes were received: The lesser chiefs received their tributes from the fees
paid after or before initiation ceremonies were held in their villages. A portion of the fees was usually given to the
landlord who gave them some lands.
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When the landlords received these tributes, they, too, sent theirs to their paramount chief, Kalonga, through the
royal receivers, Chembe and Mgawi. It was a practice that Mphunga should be present at the times the gifts were
received. Mphunga did not receive any land because he thought he would inherit the riches of Kalonga when the
latter died.
The three men (Chembe, Mgawi, and Mphunga) received all the tributes for Kalonga. They used to send him
his shares and then they would divide the remainder among themselves.
The fact that Chembe, Mgawi, and Mphunga did not care to receive land is supported by their constant appearance at the court of the Kalonga to receive the tributes and to live on them. (Mgawi, too, did not care to have the
lands, despite the fact that he was in charge of the land-allocation.)
After the Yao had dispersed the people, Mgawi was lucky to settle himself in a small area given to him by
Changole. This is how Mgawi divided the land among the Chewa in Malawi.
193.52 1. A Hunter’s Magic 2. Maliro and the River Spirit 3. The Monkey/Woman 4. The Boy And The Monster
5. A Crab’s Revenge 6. The Unmarried Brother 7. The Wife and the Delicious Eggs: Seven Folktales\fn{by Enala
Mvula aka Old Nyaviyuyi (c.1910-1999)} Livingstonia (now Kondowe) Mission Station, Kondowe, Rumphi District,
Northern Region, Malawi (F) 14\fn{The author was born in the 20th century, but the folktales she tells—tales which she has
memorized as they were told to her in the tradition in which she was raised, tales which she repeats without elaboration, for they are the
living memory of her tribe—are certainly from the 19th century, and perhaps much older:H}

1
Mrs. Ngoza was married to a man who had the magical habit of turning into a lion. She, of course, had no idea
he was that type of man.
After they had settled down as husband and wife the man one day sets off for the forest.
“Relish,” he tells his wife by way of explanation. “I’m going to look for relish.”
On arrival in the forest the man shakes his whole body with a giant spasm kutu-kutu-kutu, an action which at
once causes him to turn into a lion. The beast then begins to sing as follows:
Ah-ha-ha let an eland come now
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha it’s all for my Ngoza
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha meat’s her only relish
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha bwenkha\fn{Vegetable sauces} she’s said No to
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha, aaah, haya we!
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha, aaah, haya we!
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole

There comes an eland, sure enough, materializing from nowhere! The lion instantly kills it kha! It then feasts
voraciously on the carcass, leaving only a hind leg. Thereafter the beast shakes itself kuru-kuru, turning at once
into a man again. Then he carries the heavy leg tembe-tembe, and returns to the village.
“Hurray, here comes relish!” his wife cries out when she sees him as he enters the village. She runs to him and
receives the meat.
“The wild animals had almost finished up their kill,” the man says to his wife. “All I found was this leg. But I
said to myself, ‘No matter: I’m lucky to have at least found something.'’” (Whereas it’s he himself who has
feasted on the eland!)
The meat is duly consumed. The next day—
“Er, I’m off again. I’d better go and look for relish.” Thus he goes to the forest. There—kuru-kuru, he turns
into a lion. He goes
Ah-ha-ha let a zebra come now
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha it’s all for my Ngoza
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha meat’s her only relish
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
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Ah-ha-ha bwenkha she’s said No to
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha aah, haya we!
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole

Well, the beast kills the zebra that does appear. It devours it, leaving only a hind leg. Then kuru-kuru, it turns
into a man, who carries the meat home. But now Ms. Ngoza begins to wonder.
“Aah, this husband of mine always brings home a hind leg,” she says to herself. “What does it all mean? Well,
we shall see.” The next day—
“My dear, I’m off again. Relish is quite a problem these days.”
Off our man goes to the bush. This time Mrs. Ngoza follows her man at a distance, taking care not to be seen
by him. She says,
“Today I want to see how my husband hunts.”
Arriving in the forest, the man as usual shakes himself tutu-tutu and turns into a lion. Ngoza witnesses the
transformation. Our man-turned-lion goes—
Ah-ha-ha let an eland come now
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha it's all for my Ngoza
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha meat’s her only relish
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha bwenkha she’s said No to
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha aah , haya we!
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha aah , haya we!
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole

Yii!—total silence.
Our shocked lion/man tries again:
Ah-ha-ha let a zebra come now
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah- ha-ha it’s all for my Ngoza
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha meat’s her only relish
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah- ha-ha bwenkha she’s said No to
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha aah, haya we!
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha aah, haya we!
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole

Ongh!—absolutely no sign of prey. There’s nothing to it but for our lion/man to turn back into a human being.
Ngoza says,
“Oh my God! So that’s what my husband does!”
She then runs all the way to the village. On reaching the village, Ngoza promptly finds a mortar and pours
some maize into it. Then she invites her fellow women, saying,
“Come let’s pound katiki-tiki,\fn{A manner of pounding whereby two or more women pound maize in one mortar at the same
time, rhythmically striking the grain with their pestles one after another } so I can teach you a nice pounding song I’ve just
learnt.” The women then commence pounding—thi!thi!thi! And Ngoza goes
Ah-ha-ha let an eland come now
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha let a zebra come now
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha it's all for my Ngoza
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha meat's her only relish
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha bwenkha she’s said No to
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Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha aah, haya we!
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha aah, haya we!
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole

Ngoza’s husband picks up the excited katiki-tiki sounds from afar as he approaches the village. On reaching the
edge of the village he is utterly shocked to find that the women are pounding to the tune and words of his hunting
song. He can even hear his wife’s companions exclaim:
“Eh-eh! You’ve brought a most interesting pounding song, Mrs. Ngoza!”
All of which completely drains the strength out of him. Ngoza’s husband sits down in a hidden place and
listens to the women’s singing, thinking as he listens:
“So my wife spied on me today.No wonder game did not respond to my call. That is the end; I shall no longer
be able to kill animals.”
Come night the people of the village turn in, each couple to their own house. And in Ngoza’s house her husband says to her:
“My dear wife, that pounding song you were singing this afternoon is very nice. It particularly suits those of us
who are hunters. How about singing it for me now?” Mrsx Ngoza says within herself:
“Oh dear! So my husband heard us singing!”
Try as she may to diffuse the situation by acting sweetly and by lying that she has forgotten the song, her husband insists on her singing it. And so Ngoza goes—
Ah-ha-ha let an eland come now
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha let a zebra come now
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha it’s all for my Ngoza
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha meat’s her only relish
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha bwenkha she’s said No to
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha aah, haya we!
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole
Ah-ha-ha aah, haya we!
Ndombole ya matete, ndombole

No sooner does Ngoza finish off singing than the man shakes with a giant spasm kuru-kuru and turns into a
lion. Within minutes he devours his wife flesh and bone.
2
A group of village boys went for a swim in a river pool. In the course of their splashing and dipping, one of
them—Maliro by name—laughs.
It so happens that the boy’s toothy laugh attracts the attention of Chipili, the river spirit.
“Well, well, what lovely teeth that boy has!” says Chipili as he secretly looks on. Irresistibly drawn by the
beauty of the boy's teeth, the river spirit begins to stalk him.
All at once it pounces on the boy and drags him down to its home in the depths of the pool. The rest of the boys
return to the village. And on arrival they report to the grown-ups:
“We’ve come back without Maliro. He simply vanished as we were swimming.”
The villagers then launch a thorough search for Maliro. But the boy is nowhere to be found. Eventually they
give him up for dead and hold a funeral for him.
Then one day, after the people have long stopped mourning Malico, a boy named Mdangu sets out from the
village and goes down to the river to cut some reeds. Arriving at the edge of the fateful pool, Mdangu sets to
work, his cutlass going kha-kha, kha-kha as he cuts his reeds. All of a sudden he hears singing from the depths of
the pool. It goes:
O Mdangu you’ve come back
You’ve come, you’ve come msesese
Go tell dear mother mine
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You’ve come, you’ve come msesese
That she’ll find Maliro
You've come, you’ve come msesese
Held in this deep dark pool
You’ve come, you’ve come msesese
On account of his fine white teeth
You’ve come, you’ve come msesese

To which Mdangu replies, saying:
Yes, without fail
Dede
I will go and tell it
Dede
To your dear mother
Dede
That she’ll find Maliro
Dede
Held in this deep dark pool
Dede
On account of his fine teeth
Dede

Then Mdangu returns to the village. There he reports to the grown-ups:
“I’ve had a strange experience at the river today. As I was cutting reeds next to the pool, someone began to
sing right inside the pool. He was singing about Maliro being held under the pool on account of his teeth.”
The elders do not believe the boy; they tell him that he must have been dreaming. Mdangu, of course, knows
he has not been dreaming. However, the elders’ refusal to believe what he has told them makes him decide to
return to the river—to confirm to himself that there is indeed someone that sings in the pool. And so he returns to
the river. He begins kha-kha, kha-kha, cutting reeds. Then, sure enough, singing rises again out of the pool:
O Mdangu you’ve come back
You’ve come, you’ve come msesese
Go tell dear mother mine
You’ve come, you’ve come msesese
That she’ll find Maliro '
You’ve come, you’ve come msesese
Held in this deep dark pool
You’ve come you’ve come msesese
On account of his fine white teeth
You’ve come, you’ve come msesese

Mdangu responds:
Yes, without fail
Dede
I will go and tell it
Dede
To your dear mother
Dede
That she’ll find Maliro
Dede
Held in this deep dark pool
Dede
On account of his fine teeth
Dede

When Mdangu again reports to the elders about the mysterious singing at the pool, they are less unbelieving
than before.
“Let’s go down to the river and check for ourselves this thing the child is talking about,” they say one to another.
And so a few elders, among them MaIiro’s parents, and Mdangu himself go to the river. There Mdangu tells
them to stand by and listen while he cuts some reeds. As Mdangu goes kha-kha, kha-kha, cutting reeds, the song
of the pool comes up again:
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O Mdangu you’ve come back
You’ve come, you’ve come msesese
Go tell dear mother mine
You’ve come, you’ve come msesese
That she’ll find Maliro
You’ve come, you’ve come msesese
Held in this deep dark pool
You’ve come, you’ve come msesese
On account of his fine white teeth.
You’ve come, you’ve come msesese

Yes, indeed! The elders have heard for themselves: Their child has been captured by Chipili!
They return to the village. They spare no effort in gathering the many sacrificial objects, including a white
calico cloth. Returning to the river, they cast the white cloth and the other items into the pool. Whereupon a current brings Maliro up from the depths of the pool and deposits him onto the bank.
3
A young man took a wife by way of elopement. He did not know that the woman had the habit of turning into a
monkey that stole from people’s gardens. She would stealthily repair to the bush, and there she would turn into a
monkey, complete with a long tail that hung ndolololo. Then she would forage about in people’s fields. After
foraging her fill, she would give her long tail a sharp tug—kwe! The tail would then get cut, which event would at
once transform her back into a human being. Whereupon she would return to the village.
The result of this habit of hers was that she was always so stuffed with stolen pickings that she never ate
sima. \fn{The staple dish of Malawi} Now people in the village began to wonder, saying:
“But what does this woman eat? Aah, we shall now spy on her whenever she leaves the village.”
And so one day they spy on her. She goes to the bush as usual and there transforms herself into a monkey. The
people are watching it all. She goes about stealing from people’ fields.
Later the same day, having eaten to her satisfaction, she gives her tail; sharp tug so that she can turn into.
human again. This time, however, the tail fails to get cut, and thus the transformation doesn’t occur: The magic
can’t work any more, as she has been spied upon. Pull the tail this way and that as she may, to no avail.
“Dear me! What do I do now?”
The monkey/woman bounds to the village. There she finds an axe and then returns to the forest. She sits on a
log, trailing her tail on the stump so that she might the better chop it. But first she sings:
O my tail get cut, tila!
Tendengala tila
My tail get cut, tila!
Tendengala tila
O marital bliss was mine!
Tendengala tila
O marital joy was mine!
Tendengala tila

Now she begins to chop at her tail with the axe. But the axe won’t even make a dent in the tail; it only goes
junyunthu!, as though it were a hammer. Each blow, however, hurts intensely, causing the monkey/woman to
whimper (hihi!) and shriek out (ayo!) with pain.She moves onto another log and tries again:
O my tail get cut, tila!
Tendengala tila
My tail, Get cut, tila!
Tendengala tila
O marital bliss was mine
Tendengala tila
O marital joy was mine
Tendengala tila

Up a tree the monkey/woman swing—sala!—thinking that up there she might manage to cut her tail: The tail
just had to be cut, so she can become a human again. She says,
“I had settled down to a happy married life with my husband Mine was marital honour; mine was marital
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dignity “
O my tail get cut, tila!
Tendengala tila
My tail get cut, tila!
Tendengala tila
O marital bliss was mine!
Tendengala tila
O marital joy was mine!
Tendengala tila

The tail just won’t get cut! So that there is nothing to it but for our monkey/woman to continue foraging in
people’s fields.
Then one man, after the monkey/woman steals from his maize field, devises a plan: He takes a cob of green
maize and hangs it in a tree. Then he lurks nearby.
On seeing the maize cob, our monkey/woman makes a grab for it.
Then the man manipulates an arrow.
She dies on the spot.
4
There came a very big bird. It was so unusually huge that the whole country was terrified by the sheer size of
it. Everyone was certain it was a bird of ill omen. It was therefore decided that it must be killed so that the country
might avert whatever calamity the huge creature portended.
And so the paramount chief summoned chiefs from all corners of his country to a meeting in his village to discuss how the monstrous bird might be killed. The royal village filled up—pha-pha-pha!—with chiefs, their counsellors and the best bowmen in the land.They tried to kill the great bird by this method and that, but to no avail.
And in his desperation the paramount chief pledged to surrender his throne to whoever managed to kill the feathered giant.
Then Funkhamakhwelu, a small boy of the paramount chief’s village, steps up before the assembled dignitaries
and says:
“Let me try.”
“Away with you!” the incensed paramount chief tells the little one. “How dare you—a mere child—speak of
trying something chiefs and master bow-men have failed to do?” But there are some in the august gathering who
think differently:
“Let him try too,” they say. And a heated argument arises among the chief’s elders. Eventually they let the boy
try.
Now, in trying, Funkhamakhwelu shoots his small arrow—phwililili!—straight up to the great bird hovering
high over the royal village.
The arrow disappears—kweche!—into the huge bird. Then the giant bird goes kokoolololo. The amazed onlookers then say to the paramount chief:
“See? The one you despised has killed it. What will you now do? You have to surrender your throne to the
boy.” But the paramount chief says:
“Aah! What he has done is not great enough to entitle him to my throne. He would have to kill the destructive
and thunderous killer Lightning to really deserve so distinguished a prize.”
The infant prodigy responds to the challenge there and then. He shoots an arrow high into the clouds, the home
of Lightning. The arrow finds its target and lightning goes—lililili!
But the paramount chief pronounces the killing of Lightning as not enough of a feat if the prize is to be his
throne. He now says:
“Jiwundembo, the man-swallowing monster—that is our real foe. It has decimated this country’s population by
swallowing alive whole families and sometimes whole villages. If he would succeed to my throne, let him go and
find that dragon and slay it.”
That is how Funkhamakhwelu sets out to find the monster Jiwundembo. He carries some salt with him and
brings along his five dogs: Nkharamu\fn{ Lion}, Nthoromi\fn{Leopard}, Makokota\fn{The name for the leftovers of sima
at the bottom of the cooking pot after the sima has been ladled out }, Chimthiko\fn{The name for the big cooking stick } and Nyerenjani\fn{Spice}.
When Funkhamakhwelu arrives at Jiwundembo’s den in the early evening, the monster welcomes him with a
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great show of hospitality. The boy is fully aware, however, that the wily ogre is planning to swallow him alive if
he falls asleep during the night. Little does the monster realize though that it is Funkhamakhwelu’s strategy to
carefully study it during the night so as to determine how best to kill it in daylight the next day.
During the night then, thinking the boy is fast asleep, the monster decides time has come to gobble up its prey.
But Funkhamakhwelu is keeping a wakeful eye on Jiwundembo’s great single tooth. When the great tooth looms
—ng’we!—over him, ready to strike, Funkhamakhwelu stealthily shoots out a hand toward the hearth in the
centre of the cave and—waf!—flings a fistful of salt onto the embers there.
“Hruung! What’s happening to the fire?” the ogre growls, much jolted by the sudden spattering explosions
among the embers.
“I don’t know,” Funkhamakhwelu says, thereby indicating to the monster that he is wide awake.
Thus whenever Jiwundembo thinks Funkhamakhwelu is asleep and the monstrous tooth looms—ng-we!—
over him, the boy shoots out his hand towards the hearth and—waf!—sprays salt on the embers. The ogre’s beastly designs are thereby repeatedly thwarted. Now when day breaks ngwe the following morning, the monster sits
down and thinks:
“I’ve failed to swallow this human during the night. I must think of another way of getting him.”
And it doesn’t take the crafty ogre long to hit upon a stratagem.
The monster climbs into a tall tree and—mbwi!—shits a heap of dung in a crotch up there. The dung quickly
attracts flies, just as the ogre has schemed it. And soon the crown of the tree buzzes—wa-wa-wa!—with the flies.
Then the monster returns to its den where Funkhamakhwelu is busy planning how to attack his adversary and says
to the boy:
“Please go and extract honey for me from a hive in that Nyamthwewo tree.”
Funkhamakhwelu agrees. But he takes the precaution of bringing along one of his dogs—Nkharamu. He then
climbs the tree. Hardly does it dawn on him that the wily Jiwundembo has played him a stinking trick when he
notices that the fiend has already arrived at the foot of the tree and is chopping the trunk with a huge axe.
It goes go!
You’ll get killed today, you’ll get killed
It goes go!
You’ll get killed today, you’ll get killed
It goes go!
You’ll get killed today, you’ll get killed

Just as the tree cracks—thenyu!—and begins to fall, the munthyenkhu bird commands it:
“Nyamthwewo, O tree, do not fall: You were not planted by Jiwundembo; you were planted by God!”
The tree obeys and stands firm again—siki-siki! Funkhamakhwelu now begins to summon the dogs he left behind. He calls:
O Makokota, yalira
Hee yalira
And Nyerenjani, yalira
Hee yalira
I’ll get killed, yalira
Hee yalira

All the while the monster is hacking at the tree:
It goes go!
You’ll get killed today, you’ll get killed
It goes go!
You’ll get killed today, you’ll get killed
It goes go!
You’ll get killed today, you’ll get killed

Scarcely does the tree signal its fall by cracking—phi!—when the munthyenkhu bird says,
“Nyamthwewo you were planted by God: stand firm!” And the tree indeed stands—siki-siki! Then the boy
calls:
O Chimthiko, yalira
Hee yalira
And Nyerenjani, yalira
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Hee yalira
I’ll get killed, yalira
Hee yalira

So far, so good. Only one dog now remains to be summoned by name.
All the while the fiend is chopping:
It goes go!
You’ll get killed today, you’ll get killed
It goes go!
You'll get killed today, you'll get killed
It goes go!
You’ll get killed today, you’ll get killed

No sooner is the tree heard cracking than it is commanded by munthyenkhu not to fall. It then stands firm
again. The boy calls:
O Nthoromi, yalira
Hee yalira
And Nyerenjani, yalira
Hee yalira
I’ll get killed, yalira
Hee yalira

So far so good. All his dogs have now arrived. They stand—jenjerere!—around the tree, thereby surrounding
Jiwundembo.
“Aaah, now is the time,” says Funkhamakhwelu. He shoots a fast arrow: Right into Jiwundembo’s heart it goes
—thi! And Mr. Jiwundembo tumbles over—kang’aaa!
Cut the monster open! Young men and young women, old men and old women step out of the ogre’s belly—
nchi-nchi-nchi.
To show Funkhamakhwelu their gratitude for rescuing them from the monster’s belly these people carry their
deliverer shoulder-high as they make their way through the forest towards the paramount chief’s village. Funkhamakhwelu sings out with pride as he is borne along:
“Go and slay Fierce Bird”
Hee nyamalimba tema
I went forth and slew it
Hee nyamalimba tema
“Go and slay Lightning”
Hee nyamalimba tema
I went forth and slew it
Hee nyamalimba tema
“Go slay Jiwundembo”
Hee nyamalimba tema
I went forth and slew it
Hee nyamalimba tema

Those in the paramount chief’s village—among them all the chiefs and master bowmen, who are still awaiting
the outcome of this one-boy expedition against the monster—hear Funkhamakhwelu’s song from afar. Then the
paramount chief orders that a deep grave be dug and that the soil from the digging be hidden not too far from the
pit. He also orders that it mat be spread over the grave to conceal it.
When the joyous procession carrying Funkhamakhwelu arrives in the village the treacherous paramount chief
speaks deceptively to the boy, telling him that he is being welcomed as a hero who, in slaying the moster Jiwundembo, has saved the entire country. He then asks Funkhamakhwelu to sit on the mat so that they may proceed to
crown him paramount chief of the land.
Funkhamakhwelu has barely sat on the mat when—ng’onomo!—he tumbles into the grave!
Then they quickly bury him alive! As for the people Funkhamakhwelu has rescued from the belly of Jiwundembo, they are summarily shared out among the assembled crowd. The whole place resounds with cries of
“These are mine! These are mine!”
But all of a sudden Funkhamakhwelu’s dogs stand—jenjerere!—around the unsuspecting crowd!
Wreak havoc, dogs! Wreak havoc upon the gathering!
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The enraged dogs slaughter the entire multitude—upfu!
Then the dogs turn their attention to their master’s grave, and in no time they exhume him alive! And so
Funkhamakhwelu became ruler of that country!
5
Nkhala the crab was passing by a certain village’s millet-threshing ground where a woman was busy winnowing some millet. He decided to stop awhile and watch the woman as she rhythmically worked her winnowing
basket.
While Nkhala is listening to the music of the woman’s winnowing basket from a hidden spot, he notices that
various birds are alighting at the threshing ground. The woman is shouting—fya!—at them, shooing them away
lest they begin to eat some of her millet.
Having watched the winnowing to his satisfaction, Nkhala resumes his leisurely trip towards his home in a
nearby stream.
Unfortunately for Nkhala, the woman happens to see him as he is crawling across the powdery
mwelero.\fn{Millet chaft} She pauses in her winnowing, finds a stick, and with it flicks Nkhala off the threshing
ground
“Away with you!” the woman says. “Damn you! Fancy that even the likes of you should come to bother us
here!”
Nkhala is sorely annoyed at being treated so rudely by the woman. He is particularly hurt by her terribly cutting even-the-likes-of-you remark.
“Why did she not use such a remark when shooing away those birds?” Nkhala wonders as he crawls along
towards the stream.
Arriving at the stream, Nkhala sits down and continues to brood upon his unpleasant encounter with that
woman. Before long his bitterness extends beyond one woman to the entire village. He begins to consider how
best to punish the village for the abusive treatment he has suffered there.
As it is the dry season and the village has only one water hole from which the people draw their water for
domestic use, Nkhala decides he will conceal himself in the water hole and scare the people away from using it.
Thus when the village women next come to draw water from the well, they hear a fearsome roar issuing from
under the water. For Nkhala is down there, going—
Hu-uuu! There’s a village
Yaya lero kumangalengale
Hu-uuu! that abused me
Yaya lero kumangalengale
Hu-uuu! at their millet
Yaya lero kumangalengale

Terribly frightened, the women flee from the waterhole and return to the village with empty water pots. There
they tell the menfolk about the terror at the water hole.
“What terrifying thing can be in a well?” the men ask. “Come along and show us.”
The women go back to the water hole with the men. Scarcely does one woman touch the water with her gourd
dipper when up again comes the terrifying growl from the depths of the well.
Hu-uuu! There’s a village
Yaya lero kumangalengale
Hu-uuu! that abused me
Yaya lero kumangalengae
Hu-uuu! at their millet
Yaya lero kumangalengae

In great terror they all bolt and return to the village. The poor village suffers unspeakably with regard to water.
The people are at a loss what to do. Then one day, while the people are still moaning about their water problem,
Kalulu the Hare visits the afflicted village.
“I’ll see what I can do to help you,” says Kalulu after the villagers have told him about their suffering. Then
Kalulu scampers straight to the water hole. There Nkhala reveals his identity to his fellow animal.
“Those people treated me most rudely at their millet-threshing ground. They will yet regret!” he tells Kalulu.
After chatting thus with Nkhala, Kalulu runs back to the distressed village.
“I know how to deal with your problem,” he tells the villagers. “Come with me to the stream and I shall show
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you what is roaring in your well. I will make it come out and you will be able to kill it.” Whereupon the village
menfolk take up their spears and clubs and follow Kalulu to the stream. There, as pre-arranged with Kalulu, they
lurk round the edge of the water hole and wait. Kalulu then begins to chat with Nkhala who, in the course of their
conversation, comes out of the well.
“How then do you scare the villagers?” Kalulu asks his fellow animal. Nkhala replies: “I go—
Hu-uuu! There’s a village
Yaya lero kumangalengale
Hu-uuu! that abused me
Yaya lero kumangalengale
Hu-uuu! at their millet
Yaya lero kumangalengale

Then the men leap out of their hiding places and crush Nkhala to a pulp.
6
The sons of a certain woman and a certain man were four in number. Three were married, the fourth was unmarried.
One day all the four of them went to the bush to hunt. They killed a reed buck. Returning home from the hunt,
they stopped not too far from their village, so as to skin and gut their kill. Having cut up the reed buck, and having
shared out the meat among themselves, they now say to each other:
“Let’s call women to come and carry the meat home. Who will be the first to call?” Then they begin to taunt
their unmarried brother:
“Who else should be the first to call but the one that is unmarried? He that has no house should start calling,
for he has to bother his mother to come for the meat. And we have to grant old women the honor of always coming first in the queue!” And all the three laugh spitefully. Then the unmarried brother begins to call:
Mother of mine, mother of mine
Zandile
Come and receive
Zandile
This piece of meat
Zandile
Nothing we bring
Zandile
It’s a piece of buck
Zandile

His mother comes and receives the meat. Now the married brothers begin to call. The first one goes –
Wife of mine, wife of mine
Zandile
Wife of mine, wife of mine
Zandile
Come and receive
Zandile
This piece of meat
Zandile
Nothing we bring
Zandile
It’s a piece of buck
Zandile

His wife comes and receives the meat. The second one also calls:
Wife of mine, wife of mine
Zandile
Wife of mine, wife of mine
Zandile
Come and receive
Zandile
This piece of meat
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Zandile
Nothing we bring
Zandile
It’s a piece of buck
Zandile

His wife comes to receive the meat. Now the third brother brings up the rear:
Wife of mine, wife of mine
Zandile
Wife of mine, wife of mine
Zandile
Come and receive
Zandile
This piece of meat
Zandile
Nothing we bring
Zandile
It’s a piece of buck
Zandile

His wife comes for the meat Then they all make their way to the village.
The next day they again go out to the forest for a hunt. But this time the unmarried brother declines to go with
the other three. He decides to spend the day in the village. Then he obtains the trunk of a cpipombola tree and
carves it into theforrn of a very beautiful young woman. He adorns the carved woman with mphande beads—one
mphande on the head, a mphande around each knee, each wrist and each ankle.
Talk of beauty—the adorned carving is a real beauty! He places the carving in his hut. The following day, off
he goes with his brothers for a hunt in the forest. They happen to kill a reed buck again. And then, reaching the
place where they customarily skin and gut their kills, they stop over and cut up that reed buck of theirs. Having
cut up their beast, the three brothers begin to tease their younger brother in the usual manner.
“Now it’s time to call the women. And of course the unmarried one had better start off the calling!” Then they
laugh their friend to scorn. Their contemptuous laugher becomes even louder when they hear what their younger
brother says as he begins to call. For he is saying:
Wife of mine, wife of mine
Zandile
Wife of mine, wife of mine
Zandile
Come and receive
Zandile
This piece of meat
Zandile
Nothing we bring
Zandile
It’s a piece of buck
Zandile

There comes the exceedingly beautiful wife of the younger brother!—Thibu! Thibu-thibu! Weyu-weyu-weyuweyu-weyu-weyu!
The other three brothers are stunned by such surpassing beauty and they all bow—kwiti-kwiti-kwiti!—before
the approaching radiance. Then the beauty arrives, receives the meat from her man, and off she goes.
With noticeable lack of enthusiasm now, the three elder brothers, one after another, call their wives:
Wife of mine, wife of mine
Zandile
Wife of mine, wife of mine
Zandile
Come and receive
Zandile
This piece of meat
Zandile
Nothing we bring
Zandile
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It’s a piece of buck
Zandile

One after another their wives come and receive the meat. Well, so far so good.
The next day all the four of them again go off into the bush to hunt. Meanwhile, the local chief has heard about
it all; people have reported to him, saying:
“She’s such a beauty! You should see her, O chief!” The chief comes and takes just one look at the young lady.
Then he says:
“Does this beauty fit that young man? Certainly not!” With that, he abducts her—mbikitu!—taking her to his
compound.
Those four brothers return from their hunt. They arrive at the usual skinning and gutting place. There they cut
up the reed buck they have killed, and share out the meat among themselves. The three elder brothers then say to
the youngest:
“Go on. Call.” The young brother calls:
Wife of mine, wife of mine
Zandile
Wife of mine, wife of mine
Zandile
Come and receive
Zandile
This piece of meat
Zandile
Nothing we bring
Zandile
It’s a piece of buck
Zandile

Yii!—no response. The other brothers then call in the same manner. Their wives show up and receive the meat.
*
When the younger brother eventually hears that his wife has been abducted by the chief, he thinks long and
hard as to whom he might send to the chief. He tries one bird after another. Not one proves a suitable messenger.
In the end a wood pigeon appears on the scene. He decides to try it. He tells it:
“Go and tell the chief to return to me the mphande the lady is wearing around her ankles.”
Wood Pigon duly flies to the chief’s house and there sings before him:
Chakum ‘potola kuku
Chakum ‘potola
Send back through me the ankle mphande
Chakum ‘potola

The chief says, “Akee!—tu! tut! What are two miserable mphande compared with the surpassing beauty of this
lady?” With that he quickly plucks off the ankle mphande. And Wood Pigeon returns them to the younger brother.
Then the young man sends Wood Pigeon back to the chief.
“Go and bring me the mphande she is wearing around her knees.”
Wood Pigeon dutifully returns to the chief, and there sings:
Chakum ‘potola kuku
Chakum ‘potola
Send back through me the ankle mphande
Chakum ‘potola

The chief thinks nothing of pulling the mphande from around the lady’s knees and returning them to the young
man. Wood Pigeon is next sent to bring back the mphande from the wrists. And the chief readily complies. Then
the young man dispatches Wood Pigeon to the chief with the final demand:
“Bring me the mphandethe lady is wearing on her head.”
Wood Pigeon once again alights before the chief. It sings:
Chakum ‘potola tutu
Chakum 'potola
Send back through me the head mphande
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Chakum ‘potola

The chief says, “Akee-akee—what of it?”
But no sooner does he pluck the mphande off the lady’s head than a chipombola tree materializes—zukuu1—
before him.
The woman has turned back into a tree! The chief has failed in his evil designs! End of tale.
7
A band of men went for a hunt in the forest. Now, as they hunted, they stumbled upon an unusually huge clutch
of eggs. Being racked with hunger at the time, those men began to crack and suck the eggs, saying,
“Ah! What delicious things!” They sucked to their satisfaction—and yet the immense clutch looked still intact.
Those men liked the eggs so much that they agreed to come for a suck at the clutch each time they were in the
forest on a hunt. But they further agreed that no other person should know about those mysterious eggs, and that
not a single egg should be carried home by any of them
Ah, despite this agreement, one of them conceals on himself a few of the eggs! Back in the village that evening, the uncomplying man takes the eggs and gives them to his wife. The wife quickly consumes them with great
relish. Having tasted the palatable eggs, the wife says:
“What delicious things, dear husband! Do take me where they are found, so that I can be going there every
day.”
“Hm! Hm! Hm!” says the husband. “Doing that sort of thing has been expressly forbidden by my colleagues.”
“Oh please, do take me there!” the wife insists. The husband:
“Oh well, it’s no less a person than my wife who would like to be taken to the eggs.”
Off they go. They arrive at the clutch. They begin sucking the eggs right away. But, unlike his wife, the husband stands at a distance from the eggs—about that far.\fn{ The narrator points out the equivalent distance}
Then the owner of the eggs launches itself somewhere in the distance! The husband notices the feathered
giant’s far reaching shadow. He warns his wife, saying:
Look my poor dear!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo
Look, my poor dear!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo
There comes the owner!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo

No response from the wife! Only—
Crack! Delicious!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo
Crack! So delicious!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo

Aah, there the giant bird comes, advancing purposefully. Mm! Nonetheless, the wife is intently absorbed. The
husband calls out his warning:
Look, my poor dear!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo
Look, my poor dear!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo
There comes the owner!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo

The woman simply goes—
Crack! Delicious!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo
Crack! So delicious!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo

The giant bird approaches relentlessly, though still afar off.—Lililili!—it hurtles through the air with sound and
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fury. Its shadow is now quite dense. Nevertheless, the wife just can’t pull herself away from those eggs. The
husband bemoans it all, saying to himself,
“Exactly what my colleagues advised against! What do I do now?”
The colossal bird still approaches, with furious commotion. Husband:
Look, my poor dear!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo
Look, my poor dear!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo
There comes the owner!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo

Wife—
Crack! Delicious!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo
Crack! So delicious!
Chidyamtambo walilima, Chidyamtambo

Then it arrives, alighting heavily—kokaa! It instantly kills the wife—kha! The husband bolts—kewe!—tearing
homeward through the forest.
And so the wife lies there—kusu!—gorged with eggs but lifeless.
1920
175.28 Excerpt from The Loch\fn{by Janet Caird (1913-1994)} Kondowe, Rumphi District, Northern Region, Malawi
(F) 9
Aeons and aeons and aeons ago, the rocks had shifted. Moved by some deep stony cosmic tide, they had
moved, slid away from each other, by a slow lateral movement, one side north-east, the other south-west. Inch by
reluctant inch, century by century, millenium by millennium, crumpling and bending and twisting into mountains
and cliffs, peaks and hollows, jagged, raw, crude.
And then had come the relentless smoothing and polishing of the ice, the planing down by the glaciers, the
flaking and rubbing and grinding and grating.
And into the gap left by the shifting rocks fell the crumbs of the process, a tumble of rocks and gravel and clay,
damming the crack.
And into the dam poured the water from melting ice, from torrential rain, from headlong burns and waterfalls:
and at last the gap between the sliding walls of rock brimmed up and became the Loch.
*
It was a very beautiful loch. Where the rocks had slid to the south-west, a road ran close to the water, through
beech woods, and birch, and hazel-nut trees. In spring, it was rich with blackthorn, primroses, wild hyacinths.
Later, festoons of honeysuckle looped among the trees; and later still heather and harebells hung over the ditches.
Towards the end of the Loch, the road changed; ran between thick, dark plantations of pine and fir, climbed
away from the Loch up to bleak moors and over them to the west.
On the north-east side there was no road; for great sheer cliffs dropped straight into the water. Before the fault
and shift of the rocks, they had been one and the same with the cliffs that, on the other side, diverted the road to
the moors; walls of pinkish, reddish rock, veined with white or black, towering a hundred feet or so above the surface of the Loch, so that the road on this side had to make for the valley parallel to the Loch and hidden from it.
*
It was a long narrow lake, changing from hour to hour, almost from minute to minute. Sometimes a bright
blue, to delight the camera-clicking tourists; but mostly the surface was dark; a steely gray, or a dusky dun colour;
from a height, it could be beaten pewter; or it could heave with crested waves; even on a windless day the surface
changed-blotches of dead calm black water at random in the silvery surface; or casual lines of foam would stretch
across it; and on a day of perfect weather, calm air and clear sky, the waters of the Loch would heave and roll and
break against the margin like a restless sea.
It had a secret rhythm of its own, as if in contact with hidden forces. And it was a known fact that it was sensitive to seismic disturbances, and an earthquake shock recorded miles and miles away to east or west would send
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long ripples over the Loch. Perhaps the rocks were still sliding slowly apart; from time to time a little earth tremor
would be recorded and noted with quiet pride in local newspapers, and a tiny crack appear in a roadway or a wall.
Perhaps a film-camera, aimed from somewhere in outer space and with the film enormously speeded up might
have revealed the slow movement as a vicious tearing-apart, a rending of the earth’s firm shell … perhaps.
What was certain was that for all its beauty, the Loch was curiously without human contact. There were very
few houses strung along the south-west shore; and the ground, flattish and easily enough worked, was given over
to forestry and rough grazing. Primitive man must surely have used it as a route from west to east; but the only
traces left were a much-ruined burial-cairn; a shoddy example of its kind, and seeming to speak of a structure
raised with speed by builders anxious to move on.
The Loch was rich in fish; but in all its length and breadth, there were never more than two or three little
angling boats, and these hugged the shore. With good reason; for the Loch in its middle reaches was enormously,
and some said unfathomably, deep.
At the north-east end, a broad swift river flowed from the Loch to the sea; an enticing, cheerful river, nowhere
too deep, a joy to the salmon-fishers, and with solid comfortable houses settled along its banks, the only hint that
it came from the Loch being a certain darkness in the water turning to blackness where it flowed beneath trees or
under bridges. Otherwise it was a cheerful stream, tidal for much of its short length, with paths on either side for
the idle to stroll their time away, or lean on low walls to watch the salmon-fishers waist-deep in the water
patiently casting their lines.
Where the river joined the sea the town of Lochy had grown through the centuries; an ordinary small town,
having known the ups and downs of all old towns; war and rebellions; fire and destruction; prosperity as a port;
decline; renaissance. And now quietly prosperous, a little smug, it had turned its back on the Loch, linked to it
only by name. Grateful that the Loch attracted the tourists who made much of it; talked of it sometimes with tumbling eagerness to the locals, and were answered with tolerant good humour.
“Oh aye, the Loch. Yes, it’s a nice stretch of water.”
The more romantic tourists went away more than ever convinced of their own sensibility and the obtuseness of
the natives. Not aware, perhaps, that the playing down of the magnificent and the unknown is a firm defence
against the hidden stirrings of uneasiness—or fear.
*
That Friday, morning came to Lochy in stillness and peace. It was one of those gently deceptive February days,
almost persuading to a conviction that winter and cold were over, and spring and warmth firmly established, so
that the snow on the hills beyond the firth could be contemplated with a kind of tolerant pleasure as an attractive
variant on the scenery, not with foreboding as warning of bitterness to come. Not that it was a sunny day; misty,
still, and mild, it was a day of pearly gray vistas on the river, with trees and bridges turned remote and ethereal;
the little black figures of the fishermen waist-deep in the water contributing to the Japanese-print effect.
In the town the week-end shoppers went about their affairs with relaxed goodwill and slower step than in the
wet and shivery days preceding. Housewives took time off to wander up the garden and note the snowdrops and
aconites and Miss Tibby Mavor, shaking a mat out of the back door of her spruce little house by the river, decided
she would begin her spring-cleaning that very day; tied her neatly-permed hair up in a clean cotton head-scarf;
took her cleaning overall from the shelf where it had lain, laundered and folded, since last year and donned it with
a little surge of anticipation, for she enjoyed the yearly ritual.
She began to carry out the chairs from the sitting-room to the back garden; for the sitting-room was always
cleaned first. Her mother had established the routine so that her father might have somewhere to retreat from the
upheaval and Miss Tibby had kept the routine through all the long years she had looked after him; and saw no
good reason to change it after his death.
Alan Soutar, Assistant Director of Education, looking down from his window in the Administrative Offices
perched on the cliff that ran along the river towards the Loch and made the centre of the town a place of stairs and
curving braes, saw her activity and said, ”Spring is really here”: for he had watched Miss Tibby beginning her
cleaning for the last three years and knew it was a portent.
“What did you say?”
Betty Crawford liked to call herself Alan’s secretary. She could type fairly correctly, had evolved a private
system of shorthand which always surprised him by being not too wildly inaccurate and, though her filing system
was also wholly personal, she could find a document when required. She was eighteen, plump, cheerful and extroverted, and Alan found her a refreshing asset in the austerity of an office furnished by the County Council with a
strict attention to keeping down the rates.
“I said spring was really here. Come and look.” Betty joined him at the window.
“Down there.”
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Miss Tibby, her yellow head-scarf bright against the grass of her washing-green, was happily beating an armchair with a cane carpet beater. Alan opened the window and the faint plop-plop rose up through the still air.
“Och, I thought you’d seen a daffodil in flower or a butterfly or something,” said Betty, “not just an old body
doing her cleaning.”
“That,” said Alan, solemnly pointing, “is as much a sign of spring as a daffodil.”
“You’re joking, Mr. Soutar.” She paused for a moment, and then, with a swift change of mood, “But isn’t it
awful that for her that’s all spring means—getting out the chairs and cleaning? And I bet she’s done it for years
and years and years. She’s got stuck in the routine and can’t get out.”
“Perhaps she doesn’t want to.”
“Then it’s worse. That’s why I’m going to get out of Lochy before I’m much older. People here get stuck in
routine—nothing new ever happens. And I’m getting out before I get stuck. Shall I make the tea now?”
“Yes, do, Betty.”
Alan sat down again at his desk, amused by her outburst. She was still very young, was Betty; and still
convinced that by changing your environment you could suddenly make life rich and exciting … not but that there
was some truth in what she said; life in Lochy did have a quality of settled sameness, even of stagnation; and
people did seem to live lives of a kind of placid unruffled dullness … but after all, what did one really know of
other people’s lives? There was probably as much hidden courage and devotion in Lochy—and wickedness and
cruelty too perhaps—as anywhere—perhaps just waiting to be called forth …
He pulled himself up sharply. This was futile and idle speculation, and not one of his customary failings. But
he was conscious of an odd feeling of lassitude—not quite lassitude—a disinclination to concentrate—perhaps it
was because of the exceptional mildness of the day. He’d left the window open, but the room felt a little too
warm. It was with relief that he put down his work when Betty appeared with tea.
*
As the morning wore on, the mildness and stillness of the day increased, if not to oppressiveness, yet to the
point of imposing a kind of torpor on the town. In the big, cheap multiple store by the river, downstream from
Miss Tibby Mavor’s residential area, the shoppers circulated more slowly and the girls, closed in behind the counters, passed up and down, up and down, with the slow indifferent languor of fish in a tank. Behind the mounds of
bright—oh! so bright—plastic plates and mugs, of sweet-oversweet-smelling soap and powder, lipstick and eyeshadow, all the paraphernalia of easy, packeted glamour, peering through the festoons of cheap skirts and blouses,
ties and socks, past the shining mounds of garish sweets and sticky lollipops, and beyond the stucco dogs and
strip-cartoon editions of Wuthering Heights and The Last of the Mohicans, they drifted back and forth and wondered why the mild spring day that had seemed to hold such a promise when they checked in that morning should
have resulted instead in a deepening of the habitual ennui.
For they were bored; bored, without knowing how bored, by the slickness and falsity of a multitude of endlessly repeated objects pretending to be beautiful and desirable; bored by the fake luxury and the cheap glitter, and
the odd miasma of unreality that hung over the whole air-conditioned interior where the canned music seeped into
every corner. But in the mild air of that morning there had seemed to be a hint of something new, something fresh,
something unexpected; now gone.
“I can’t wait to get out of the place today,” said Mary Maclean to her neighbour on the counter. “I’m quitting
the job.” Her blue eyes filled with resentment.
“It’s no life here. I’d rather work on a farm. And maybe I will too,” and she thought of her aunt’s croft on the
West Coast, and how she’d learnt to milk a cow there, years ago on holiday. Mavis Brown, her black hair piled in
a tightly-lacquered chignon, two little curls plastered to her cheeks, moved the chewing-gum round her mouth and
said, as she languidly slid a gilded statuette of Liberty into a paper bag:
“You’re daft. Work in among the mud and the smells? It’s no great shakes there but it’s dry and under cover
and it passes the time till night.”
And her dark eyes grew remote as she thought of the night and the meeting with the boys from the mill at the
foot of the stairs by the Roxy. For Mavis had early found a groove in which to run life. Resisting the earnest efforts of society per uniformed organisations and youth clubs to give her a sense of purpose, their sense of purpose,
she had found her own; to have a good time as long as possible and eventually to marry, preferably someone with
a steady job, who would qualify for a council house and give her a child or two—a wee girl, say, that she could
dress in pale pink, with her hair in a pony-tail … but that was far in the future. In the meantime there were the
boys at night and a dull but clean job, and what Mary Maclean wanted to work on a farm for …
“You’re daft,” she said again. “But cheer up. It’ll soon be the lunch-break.”
*
Up in the little school at Kinbreck, where the bleak wall of the hills by the Loch was broken by a green gentle
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valley with grazing ground and tiny cornfields, that suddenly narrowed to a rocky glen down which the Breck
Burn tumbled into the Loch just above the start of the Lochy river, Janet Ogilvy glanced at the clock in the one
classroom and thought:
Thank goodness! It’ll be dinner-time in ten minutes.
She looked at the fifteen children who made up the school roll. The five “infants” were cheerfully matching
word-cards to pictures. Ishbel McGregor, an adorable child with dark eyes, curly hair, a placid nature and not
much wit, was chanting softly, “Pussy, pussy, pussy” as she gazed contentedly at the picture of a fluffy kitten
without making any effort to match it to anything. Janet knew she should go over and lend a kind and helping
hand, but it was a lazy kind of day. She’d turned down the heating, and the windows were wide open, unusually
so for the time of year. But it was warm inside the room and still and mild outside. The clock gave a little click
and Janet raised her voice:
“It will soon be dinner-time. Stop what you’re doing and leave things tidy.”
There was a bustle of activity that subsided into orderliness just as the clock reached the quarter to the hour.
“Good,” said Janet. “Now, off to wash hands and then quietly into the dining-room.”
She watched them file out and then made her way through a door beside her desk into the schoolhouse.
Kinbreck School was an old-fashioned school, but thanks to a beneficent and far-sighted Education Committee it
was in excellent repair and fully up to modern standards. The small block of buildings stood at the end of the little
strath,\fn{Valley} looking down to the Loch. It consisted of the schoolhouse, four rooms with kitchen and mod.
cons.,\fn{Modern conveniences} and the schoolroom, joined to the schoolhouse with a communicating door. In the
playground a small and well-equipped dining-room had been built, and here the children took their mid-day meal,
prepared and served by Mrs. MacSween, a farmer’s widow, who found in her job a satisfying outlet for her
abundant energy and a pleasant sense that she “didn’t need to do it” for money, and could feel superior about it. It
was she who had insisted that Janet should feed by herself in the schoolhouse.
“It’s good for you to be rid of the bairns for a while,” she said, “and it’s no trouble to me to put through your
dinner.”
Janet had been happy to agree, though not without a suspicion that it was not only thoughtfulness for herself
that prompted the arrangement. Mrs. MacSween dearly loved to be in full control of the dining-room and had the
children firmly organised—the presence of the headmistress might have been inhibiting.
In the living-room of the schoolhouse Janet found the table laid and ready. She switched on her radio for the
news, and moved over to look at the view, as she did every day. It was magnificent; and one of the principal
reasons why she had taken the job. Even now, after seven months, she could not be indifferent to the good fortune
that had brought her where she could look out at this whenever she wanted. Ahead she gazed over the end of the
Loch to the woods, moors and hills to the south-west; on a clear day the great central mountains could be seen—a
delicate gray sweep on the blue of the sky, or a snowy streak. To the left was the valley of the Lochy river,
wooded, fertile, curving round to be cut off by the fall of the hills to the north-east of the school; and to the right,
a long stretch of the Loch led to the distant peaks of the west. It could be a view of immense vistas, or hinted-at
distances, or, as now, closed in and hazy, with the low sky tenderly luminous, the water without movement,
everything fixed in a perfect stillness.
Janet had been half aware of a voice on the radio foreboding dirty weather. Now a brisker tone took over, and
the news of the world beyond the hills filled the room. Prices and Incomes … a failed space-launching … 10
Downing Street … the words worn negligible by familiarity slid over Janet’s mind, and she crossed to switch off;
but her fingers on the switch were halted by a new note in the practised urbanity of the reader’s voice.
“Word has just been received of a severe earthquake which has affected the coastal area of southern Portugal.
No details are available, but it is feared the loss of life may be heavy.” The voice changed again.
“At the showing of British United Couturiers’ Spring Fashions the new silhouette—”
The click of the switch cut off the voice as Mrs. MacSween came in with a plateful of steaming thick broth—
one of her “specialities”.
“Ah, broth. Good,” said Janet, and—
“Any news?” said Mrs MacSween, as she did every day.
“Not really,” said Janet, “except an earthquake in south Portugal.”
“Dearie me,” said Mrs MacSween, with a twitch of genuine, perfunctory and momentary sympathy. “We’re
lucky to live where we do.”
“Yes, indeed,” said Janet absently, savouring the broth and unaware of the ripples at that moment shivering
across the. surface of the Loch.
*
After lunch, the Rev. Donald Macfarlane of St. Maolrubha’s\fn{ 642-722, a Celtic saint, originally from the major Irish
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monastery in Bangor, County Down, Ireland}

Church strolled into the manse garden, looked gloomily at the dead weeds
left over from autumn and said to his wife,
“Jeanie, I’m for a turn on the river. It’s the first free time I’ve had since the season opened.”
“And what about the garden?”
“You know quite well I’ll do it some time. But not today. Besides, my tackle’s all ready and I’m itching to be
at it.”
“I’m sure you are. And it’s a fine mild day. No doubt you’ll find your friend Calum there too.”
Disregarding the edge of sarcasm in her voice, Donald grinned at her, said cheerfully, “No doubt I will,” and
went off, whistling softly to collect his gear.
As he went down the path to the gate, his wife looking after him thought that for his age of sixty-two, he was
remarkably youthful. How long had they been in Lochy? It must be thirty-four or thirty-five years. Ever since
they were married. And Donald had never thought of moving; nor had she, after the first few years. By that time it
had seemed clear to them both that this was his place. And now he was part of the community, accepted but not
taken for granted. No one, she thought, half-ruefully, would ever take the Rev. Donald Macfarlane for granted; he
had a devastating way of applying his principles to a given situation quite regardless of what it might mean in
terms of personal convenience or reputation—like his friendship with Calum McPhee, which still provided the
more self-righteous members of his congregation with food for tongue-clicking tittle-tattle. Even now, after the
years, she could feel a sting of hurt sometimes; but Donald was, and always had been, totally unaffected.
He turned to wave at the corner of the road, and she went back into the manse, oddly oppressed by the waiting
stillness of the day.
Donald made his way by side street and lane to where the Lochy river flowed into the town. Here on either
side stretched flat meadowland between the river and the low cliffs. Quite suddenly, the landscape became rural.
Apart from one or two villas with gardens sloping to the water, there was nothing to indicate that five minutes
walk away were the streets of Lochy. The river stretched dark and misty up towards the Loch and Donald could
see one or two fishers waist-deep in the water. On the bank was a hut donated by a public-spirited salmon-fisher
of a bygone generation where fishers could change. Donald made his way to it and soon, in waders and tweed
jacket, deerstalker on his head, he was ready to begin, with that half-guilty, delightful sensation of escape that he
always had when he went fishing. He decided to make first for a pool a little way upstream, and walked slowly up
the path wholly given to the pleasure of looking at the water, the hazel and birches, bare, but somehow hinting at
spring, under the hazy sky:
“‘Faint meanings of the prophet spring,’” murmured the Rev. Donald to himself, for he read a lot of poetry,\fn
{Slightly misquoted from the sonnet “In February” by Alice Meynell (1847-1922): Rich meanings of the prophet-Spring adorn, | Unseen,
this colourless sky of folded showers—and so on:H} tending to abstruse quotation in his sermons. He repeated the words
aloud: “‘Faint meanings of the prophet spring’”—and a voice took him up:
“It’s a prophet we need here, Minister; it’s a prophet we need here.”
And Donald’s heart sank as a man, quietly and respectably dressed, stepped from behind a hazel tree and stood
before him.
Rob Wishart had been a merchant seaman, had undergone some strange experience in a distant port, and now,
harmless but mad, lived with a kindly aunt in Lochy, occasionally doing odd jobs, but generally spending his time
wandering round Lochy, warning people, quietly and gently, of the coming wrath of God. The river was one of his
favourite beats. Donald, who had met him there not infrequently, was too gentle to rebuff him but nevertheless
found his outpourings mildly distressing. And to meet him just when the afternoon had promised so well …
Rob had fallen into step beside Donald, who could see that he was more excited than usual. Generally he spoke
of wrath and doom almost in a routine way as if mouthing phrases heard long since but now empty of meaning.
But today he clutched Donald’s arm as they walked and his light-blue eyes held an unwonted glitter.
“Minister, ye’ll mind o’ Sodom and Gomorrah? Well, the like destruction will fall on this town here. Sodom
and Gomorrah were wicked places—but this town has them beat. Wickedness, Minister, wickedness.”
“There’s wickedness everywhere, Rob. Lochy’s no worse than other places. Maybe better.”
“No, no, Minister. There’s swearing, and drunkenness and breaking the Sabbath. And worse, Minister, worse. I
couldn’t name to you the things that are done here. But Sodom and Gomorrah were utterly cast down and so will
this town be.” He was silent for a moment and then:
“Ye’re going fishing, Minister?”
“Yes, Rob.”
“Oh Minister, Minister, do ye not think ye would be better warning the people of the wrath to come? It’s near,
Minister, it’s near.” His voice rose to a shout:
“The day of wrath is at hand!” And planting himself in front of Donald, he raised an admonitory arm.
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This is absurd, thought the Rev. Donald. I’ve never seen him like this. And he spoke gently:
“I’d still like to go fishing, Rob.”
“No, Minister, no. The day of wrath is at hand. As Sodom and Gomorrah—”
“Havers, man. And just stop annoying the minister.”
Calum McPhee had come down the path and now stood beside them, large, unkempt, wearing patched waders
and a ragged jersey. At his words, Rob Wishart swung round, lowered his arm to point at him, glared and said bitterly and harshly:
“And you, reprobate son of Belial, will be the first to fall.”
And he turned and stumped off down the path towards the town. Calum placidly watched him go.
“Him and his wrath to come! I thought ye’d be on the river today, Minister. Were ye thinking to try the Middle
Pool? Minister, is anything wrong?”
“Nothing, Calum.” Donald was watching Rob Wishart go. “But meeting Rob has taken the edge off the day.
I’ve never seen him like that. Should we maybe follow him?”
“No. He’s touched; you know he is. Whiles he gets a bit excited about the judgement to come … it’s a queerlike day today, and a change of the moon forby.\fn{Besides; archaic Scottish} Come on, Minister, ye’ll not let a daft
cratur like Rob Wishart put ye off the fishing?”
“No indeed,” said Donald, as the two of them walked on upstream. But all the same, the afternoon had been
marred. It even seemed to him that a darkness had fallen over the day, and that it was no longer a certainty that
behind the haze was the clear translucent blue of a February sky. It was stupid, thought Donald, and only went to
show how one projected one’s own little mood on to the cosmos.
“Cheer up, Minister,” said Calum. He chuckled. “Rob’s got a grand flow of words, daft as he is. ‘A reprobate
son of Belial’—wasn’t that what he called me?” They had reached the Middle Pool and stopped on the bank and
as they prepared their gear, he suddenly said:
“Mind you, it’s true. I am a reprobate. Minister, what keeps ye fnends with me? You know as well as anybody
what I’m like—I swear, and drink, and fight and go with women. Why do ye not give me up?”
It was an unexpected question, and yet somehow seemed to fit in with what was rapidly becoming, for the Rev.
Donald, a very strange afternoon. He took a little time to reply.
“I sometimes ask myself why, Calum. I don’t know. You’re all you say; but you’re no hypocrite. I don’t think
you’re cruel—and you’re a grand fisher. Let’s get into the river.”
“I’ll go downstream a bit,” said Calum. “I’m wanting to try yon stretch by the birches there,” and he began to
wade over. Donald watched him, prepared to enter the water and found himself hesitating. For one inexplicable
moment he wanted to shout to Calum that he’d given up the idea of fishing for that day. Then common sense
reasserted itself, and he stepped in, shivered a little and waded over to begin casting. And soon was absorbed in
the familiar pleasure and excitement.
Downstream Rob Wishart looked at the black water and muttered of the coming wrath of God.
And so the quiet still afternoon wore on.
*
By four o’clock, Janet Ogilvy up in Kinbreck School was feeling limp and irritable, and uneasy, because there
was no obvious reason why she should feel that way. Friday afternoon was generally a pleasant time; there was
story-reading, drawing and painting, working on various projects. Today the children were as well-behaved as
usual, a little more so, perhaps. Janet, leaving them to themselves for a moment, looked over the big pleasant
room and thought:
They’re too quiet. Subdued is the word. It must be the stuffy atmosphere; and that’s probably what’s upsetting
me too. She moved over to a window and looked out. An odd shadowiness, not definite enough to be darkness,
had fallen over the day, almost as if the air had thickened. There must be thunder about; and yet it really wasn’t a
thundery feeling. Not a twig, not a grass moved, all stone-still, except—and in spite of the tepid air, an icy shiver
flickered through her—except the Loch; down there she could see the surface, dark gun-metal grey, and all in
restless motion; long ripples that yet never broke their crests, great flat oily eddies that swirled and smoothed
themselves out and reformed; and all this swift sliding movement in a still, windless air and under a darkening
sky, where the clouds pressed lower and lower.
A tug at her hand made her turn her eyes away and look down into Ishbel McGregor’s woeful, anxious little
face.
“I want to go home, Miss Ogilvy. I’m frightened. I want to go home.”
Janet bent and laid a soothing hand on her shoulder.
“It’s nearly four o’clock and you’ll be going home then. But there’s nothing to be frightened of.”
“Yes there is,” said Ishbel. For a moment it seemed as if she was going to try and explain; and then gave up the
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attempt: and—“I’m frightened,” she said again.
Janet took her hand and led her over to her desk.
“Seeing it’s dark today, we’ll light the lamp,” she said, for the school was being rewired, and temporarily had
reverted to paraffin lamps, much to the delight of the children. She lifted down the lamp from the wall-bracket,
and watched solemnly by Ishbel, she lit it and put it back up. All the children turned to look at the warm glow,
smiling, and Janet raised her voice:
“Put your things away now, and get your coats on.” She looked down again at Ishbel. “You can put on your
own coat, can’t you, Ishbel?”
“Oh yes.” Ishbel looked more cheerful as she announced this with pride.
“Well, you put it on, and come back here, and then Ian will take you home.”
All the children in the school lived up the glen, away from the Loch, with the exception of Ishbel and Ian
Thomson, who lived at the foot of the track that zigzagged down the glen to the lochside, where at the mouth of
the Breck Burn there was a little terrace of level ground giving room for a cluster of four cottages—two ruinous,
one occupied by Ishbel’s family, whose father was gamekeeper on the Torvaul estate, and the other by Ian and his
parents. Ian’s father was an artist, specialising in bird studies and illustration, and he and his gentle and rather shy
wife had come to Kinbreck two years ago, thankful to find a house and home in just the surroundings they wanted. Ian was one of Janet’s brighter pupils; at nine years old an odd mixture of shyness and self-possession: and
ever since Ishbel had started coming to school he had escorted her up and down, morning and afternoon. He was
late now in putting his things away, being intent on a painting. So that by the time he was ready to go, only Ishbel
was left of the children, helping Janet to tidy away chalk and pencils and other impedimenta.
Janet walked round the end of the school with the two children, as she sometimes did on a Friday afternoon,
going a few yards down the track to the point where the steep descent to the water’s edge began. From this point
there was a wider view of the Loch, and before stepping down the track, the children stood still to look.
The movement on the Loch had intensified. What had been ripples were now crestless waves; and the smooth
eddies were now hollow whirl-pools that corkscrewed into the depths and then folded into themselves, with black
swirls and coils and blotches that melted and moved in and through each other. Ishbel began to whimper, “I’m
frightened,” but Ian looked with bright interested eyes.
“Isn’t it queer, the Loch, Miss Ogilvy? I’ve never seen it like that. You’d think there were millions of giant
seals playing underneath the water.”
Ishbel started to wail, and Ian took her hand and shook it impatiently.
“I didn’t say there were, silly. I said it looked like it. C’mon. We’ll run down, and you’ll soon be home. ’Bye,
Miss Ogilvy.” And the two children set off running, their schoolbags bouncing on their backs.
Janet watched them disappear round a bend, and then before she turned to go back to the school, she looked
once more at the Loch.
And saw all the restless movement cease as a huge trough, glass-smooth, hollowed itself out right across.
And at the same moment heard a great roar that set the still air vibrating.
And swinging round towards the sound, saw a precipice of water, enormous, dark, implacable, surging down
the Loch; a nightmare, a titanic horror that held her frozen with primordial terror.
Momentarily; into the blankness of her fear came suddenly the vision of two small figures running with
schoolbags bouncing on their backs.
She began to race down the track towards the Loch.
*
The Rev. Donald Macfarlane, as always, had become totally absorbed in his fishing, forgetting Calum, the
uneasiness that had gripped him as he entered the water, Rob Wishart’s utterances. The world, life, time had
narrowed themselves to this determination to catch a salmon, to feel the primitive satisfaction of pulling it from
the water, taken by his own skill and cunning—a possibly rather low form of satisfaction, as he was quite willing
to admit when not fishing, but once in the water, nothing else mattered. Which was why fishing was for the Rev.
Donald the ideal relaxation; and why he was now heedless of the deepening darkness of the air, and disregarded,
except as an added element in the day’s sport, certain curious fluctuations in the pull of current.
He had reached a state of utter timeless contentment when quite suddenly he was aware of cries and shouts
upstream, lost in a roaring sound, and the water, now curling round his waist, suddenly swirled away from him
and down to his ankles. The Rev. Donald looked up but scarcely had time to see the black wall with dark shapes
rolling in it like gigantic fish that swept over him, and over Calum, even as he dropped his rod with a choked cry
of “Minister!”
Some hundreds of yards and a few seconds downstream, Rob Wishart, on the little suspension bridge spanning
the river, heard the roaring sound, turned to face it, saw the might of waters sweeping towards him, and with a
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shout of triumphant vindication opened his arms in welcome to the wrath of God that lifted him up, and tossed
aside the bridge and swept on—on and down and through the town of Lochy to the open stretches of the firth and
the all-absorbing sea.
And now the cliffs, running through the town, the cliffs that had been cursed and grumbled at for generations,
up which people had toiled and panted, and into which they had built stairs and alleys, the cliffs now protected
Lochy, for they kept the great wave in some kind of check. It swept on, down past the villas and the gardens,
shattering and uprooting; it crashed through the hospital that for nearly a hundred years had stood by the river and
served the town; it caught up Miss Tibby Mavor’s newly-cleaned chairs from her back garden and sent them
bobbing grotesquely down to the sea, and it plunged through her house, and neatly knocked out the gable, and laid
in ruins the purpose of her living—but not her life, for she had run up the cliff to buy more furniture polish.
And when Mavis Brown came down from the Ladies’ at the top of the store where she had gone for a smoke
and a titivation, leaving a disgruntled Mary Maclean single-handed at the counter, she looked from the top of the
stair on a struggling screaming mass of people furiously battling against a rising surge of water, that even as she
watched, sent the doors bulging inwards and leapt through the store, tossing and scattering the cards and soap and
plaster dogs and shiny sweets. In all the confusion, Mavis saw Mary climb on to the counter, her blue eyes wide
with fear, her mouth open and screaming, saw the water reach out and push her gently over, saw her flung
between the counters-and Mavis gripped by a force she did not know she had, went on down the stair till she was
waist-deep in water, grasped firm hold of the banisters, leaned out and caught Mary, and pulled her and dragged
her up the stair, and out on to the fire-escape, and up to the flat roof, and saved her life.
Mavis collapsed on the low parapet that ran round the roof, a sobbing soaking Mary clinging to her, and
suddenly began to heave with gasps of hysterical laughter.
“Oh, Mary, d’you mind, I said this morning this was a dry, warm place to work in, and now …”
The building shuddered a little and she looked over the edge into the swift, dark torrent that had been the little
street behind the store.
“Mary! Look!”
But Mary only buried her head deeper into the comfort of Mavis’s warm, dry body, sobbed, and shivered violently.
“You’ll catch your death,” said Mavis. “I wonder if I could get down the escape to the rest-room”—for the
girls left their coats there, at the top of the building. “Wait you here,” and thrusting aside Mary’s clutching arms,
she went back to the escape.
But it was hopeless, for up it there was scrambling a bewildered queue of terrified, crying women and children.
Below she could hear the voice of Mr. Bancroft, the manager, hoarse and tense, telling them to wait their turn.
Mavis began helping them up the last few steps of the iron ladder; some she knew; some were girls from the other
counters; the building trembled again; there were panicky cries; the dusk of an early nightfall began to thicken
and still they came up, incoherent, frightened, clutching paper-bags, and tins of beans, and toilet-rolls and plastic
clothes-pegs and a million and one trivialities of a civilisation that had momentarily deserted them.
Finally came Mr Bancroft and the head supervisor. She was no friend of Mavis who as soon as she saw her
firmly-permed head rising up the ladder, went back to Mary, now lying against the parapet with eyes closed, in a
puddle oozing from her clothes. She opened her eyes as Mavis knelt beside her.
“What do we do now?”
“Nothing,” said Mavis. “I think we’re cut off.”
For the store stood on a corner site, and the streets were rushing streams; at the other end was an old block of
building, one of the original structures of the street, that had stood for two hundred years. Even as Mavis spoke,
she saw the front of it topple slowly, as if tired, into the water swirling past it.
“We’re cut off,” said Mavis again, and as the same realization reached them all, everyone became silent, a
huddled group of dark, bedraggled figures looking out over the flood waters in the lowering twilight.
*
Alan Soutar was dictating to Betty Crawford a letter to the headmistress of a tiny school in a distant glen, who
had written asking querulously if she was expected to teach French to her ten and eleven year olds, and indicating
(for with the years she had reduced to a minimum the amount of work necessary to hold down her job) that she
had conscientious scruples about giving instruction in such a godless tongue, when he heard the roar of the approaching flood. He stopped speaking and he and Betty sat for a moment motionless, staring at each other; and
then, without exchanging a word, both rushed to the window and saw the great wall of water as it swept past the
base of the cliff on which the Administrative Offices stood.
Neither of them ever forgot the sight and it haunted Alan’s dreams. At one minute, there was the familiar, toofamiliar scene—the river quietly flowing, the street, some shops, houses, gardens, Miss Tibby Mavor’s chairs on
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the washing-green—and in an instant an angry waste of waters, churning and foaming, tossing debris and dark
shapes that could be human bodies, and Miss Tibby’s chairs bobbing ridiculously out to sea. There was a moment
of complete silence in the office; then Alan reached the phone in one swift stride, while Betty, wide-eyed at the
window, said:
“What is it? What’s happened?”
“I don’t know,” said Alan. He was dialling swiftly, and soon,
“Is that the Police Station? … Have you heard? … I see. Well, any help you want, ask me.”
He put down the receiver just as the door burst open and Andrew Liston, the County Clerk, appeared.
Andrew was a smallish man, rotund, with a humourless expression, and an unnecessary little bristly moustache. He was a capable administrator, but a dry stick, Alan thought, a bit of an old woman, finicky. Not that Alan,
as Assistant Director of Education, came into much contact with him—but what he had seen of him made him
think of him as a precise, fussy little man. And yet, oddly enough, this was just not the impression he gave at this
particular moment.
“You’ve seen it?” he asked. Alan nodded.
“I’ve rung the police: and am going to get on to the Fire Brigade. I want you to ring the Civil Defence peo-ple
—here are the numbers.” He looked at Alan.
“I’m short staffed today; most of the others are in the West at meetings. You and I are the only two officials
here. I have tried to contact the Town Building, and there’s no answer. Down there by the river they’d get the full
force of it …” He turned to Betty.
“Betty, get on to the hospital and warn of approaching casualties.” He turned on his heel.
“Come through when you’ve finished.”
Again Betty Crawford and Alan were left looking at each other.
“Mr. Soutar,” said Betty. “I’ve never known Mr Liston so … so crisp. You’d—you’d almost think he was
enjoying it.”
“Nonsense, Betty,” said Alan firmly. “Just get on with your phoning.”
But as he dialled through the list of numbers in his hand, he knew she had hit on the truth. Andrew Liston,
while surely not enjoying the disaster, was enjoying coping with it; and apparently was well on the way to co-ping
—if coping were possible. And in the answers he got from the various CD units, Alan could sense the same
reaction—shock, yes; but a kind of satisfaction at being asked to do what was required. There was a momentary
comfort in the calm way people answered, said, yes, they would report, and smartly put down the phone. Perhaps
they could cope, perhaps everything was under control … then he saw again what had swept down the valley past
them, and shivered with foreboding. He was sharply aware of Betty’s gallant efforts to control the quaver in her
voice when she said:
“Mr. Soutar, there’s no answer from the hospital; the phone is absolutely dead.”
Before he could reply, Andrew Liston came back, brisker than ever, braced to the task. Betty repeated her
words and momentarily the briskness seemed to sag.
“Ah. Then we must put into effect Emergency Plan 2.”
He looked down at a folder in his hand and drew out a paper. But even as he glanced at it, the room was full of
a half-gloom.
The light had failed.
And so had the light shining through from the room beyond.
And when they looked out of the windows, there were no lights there either, only the dimness of the dying day
and the sullen gleam of the flood.
Lochy was back in a primeval world of darkness and water. …
281.116 Excerpt from Love’s Dilemma\fn{by Walije Gondwe (1936- )} Kayiwonanga Village, Mzimba District,
Northern Region, Malawi (F) 9
1
Towera sat in the corner of the recreation hail, struggling to understand what the distinguished Indian guest was
talking about. She hadn’t a clue who or what he was, except that he was a very important man from Zomba, then
the capital, and that he represented the Indian community in Malawi.
“Someone like a high commissioner!” enthused a self-appointed information officer. It still meant nothing to
the majority of people, of whom Towera was one.
Her own status demanded that she should have been able to understand, or at least appear as if she did. She
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was quite an educated lady by early 1960s Malawi standards, having passed Standard 5, the second last class in
primary education.
Before she and another girl had joined the Department of Agriculture, as agricultural instructresses or demonstrators, Towera’s job had been exclusively for men. The two girls had been taken on to see if women could do the
work as well as men did. Her colleague had left to have a family; so far Towera had been working for three years.
“It’s one thing to have learned English for five years and be able to carry on a one-to-one con versation, even if
you have to be restricted to monosyllabic answers, but it’s quite another being able to understand a speech delivered in a non-Malawian accent!” she lamented to herself. She listened regardless, looking determinedly interested,
and hoping that no one would ask later on what she’d thought of the speech.
The occasion was one of the most important ones in the lives of the people of Mzimba. The main street, the
shops (all, except one, Indian-owned) as well as the recreation hall, glittered with decorations Indian-style. This
caused one guest to comment that Mzimba had been transformed into a mini-Delhi. The August evening smelt of
sweet, cool, fresh air, and it was to be the most memorable of Towera’s life, for quite a different reason.
*
Nearly halfway through the proceedings, a man Towera had never seen before got up and tiptoed towards her.
He took the seat next to her on the right, her best side. She was always conscious of the scar under her left eye.
The man whispered greetings and they shook hands, exchanging a brief malonje, the usual how-are-you’s, etc,
which seem to follow naturally, even between strangers, when people greet one another.
He was very smart and educated looking. If he had been modelling the gray shorts and gray, knee-high socks,
stocks would have been depleted without notice. The green blazer gave him away as an ex-student of Dedza Secondary School. His complexion, a shade darker than Towera’s was a good advertisement for a high-class cosmetic
soap company.
As they talked, his large, amazingly curious eyes never strayed away from her for a second. She wasn’t one to
look a strange man straight in the eye, but she could feel his stare with every movement she made. She reckoned,
from a quick glance, that the stranger had been Planet Earth’s resident for a little longer than she had, how much
longer she didn’t try to guess, nor did she think it was that important. All she cared about was that he had rescued
her brain from the most excruciating strain. During the break the strange man said,
“My name is Mwawomba, Luka Mw—”
“Ah, the Mister Mwawomba from Karonga!” she interposed, a little too excitedly, causing heads to turn from
all sides. She licked and bit her forefinger, like a small girl caught doing some forbidden thing.
She had heard a lot about him. Well, everyone had—at any rate everyone in the Department of Agriculture. In
fact, she’d heard about him before she came to Mzimba. In those days secondary-educated people were very im portant members of society, so their names tended to be known far and wide. There was the story of a mother who
used to order her never-been-to-secondary school older son off the chair in favour of her younger one, referring
proudly to the latter as “my mzungu\fn{European} from seko”.
Luka had just finished his two-year training at the famous Corby School of Agriculture, at Chitedze. He had
come to join the Department as one of the senior members of the field staff, and his impending arrival was on ev eryone’s lips.
“I recognised you because I saw you at Corby when you came to visit your sister-in-law, about a … year ago?”
he went on, making an eye and head gesture for her confirmation of the date.
She nodded and smiled shyly. The girl she had gone to see had not then married her brother Mzamo, but, as is
common practice, Towera addressed her as if she had. She had been on the same course as Luka.
Towera was rather embarrassed, since she couldn’t recall ever having seen the man, and had to admit it. Perhaps because so many people came to greet her, it wasn’t easy to remember everyone’s face, she said soothingly,
and he accepted her explanation. She should have tried to be more observant, she scolded herself silently.
Because of all the stories that had preceded his arrival, the urge to analyse him was overwhelming. He seemed
a quietish, gentle type, contrary to reports; not as handsome as she had been informed, but then that was always in
the eye of the beholder, she thought. Still, she supposed he was okay, if one liked that sort of thing! She liked gen tle people, especially if they combined this quality with a sense of humour.
She, too, had been variously described. One man had said once that he wouldn’t call her “exactly pretty, but
definitely very attractive”, to which she’d nearly responded,
“And all these years I believed that the words meant the same thing!”
Instead she’d just smiled sweetly, grateful that he didn’t find her repulsive. Quite a number of people used to
say that, but for the scar, she would have been a very beautiful girl.
*
The scar had been acquired when she was a little girl. Her mother had gone to the then Belgian Congo to col57

lect her two orphaned little brothers. Towera’s elder sister, Nkhweruzga, had fallen seriously ill, and it had taken
her poor grandmother, Nya Mkondowe, a long time to notice the offending boil under the eye. Had her mother got
back a week later, she might have lost the eye. Immediately on her return, she had taken Towera to the nearest
hospital, at Kwendeni, a walk of about twenty miles, where Towera’s father worked as a store manager. It was,
alas, too late to prevent the scar, but she always remained grateful to her mother that the worst had been averted.
Towera loved her mother for the kind of person she was, regretting the fact that the statement “My mother is
the best in the whole world” sometimes sounded like a cliché. To her, this description perfectly fitted her own
mother.
Several people had, however, told Towera that the first time they met her they had not even noticed the scar.
She never knew whether their words were genuine or not, nor did it make any difference to her feelings about it.
What did make up for the distress caused by the scar was her figure. In a community where so many girls strived
to put on pounds instead of dieting themselves to anorexic degrees, unless you happened to be absolutely enormous (in which case you had to grin and bear it), Towera had no problems. On this particular occasion she looked
stunning in a long cotton dress with blue and white vertical stripes.
Her conversation with Luka, mainly about the technicalities of agriculture, was getting more and more interesting.
When the meeting reconvened, Towera felt she ought to leave before they made a nuisance of themselves. She
also thought that she might be distracting Luka, but he followed her out.
She had earlier left a pail for water by the borehole, outside the hall. Luka waited for her while she operated
the machine to extract the water, which she did by propelling the z-shaped handle, first gently, and then faster and
faster until she filled the pail up. The pail had a curved recess underneath it, which enabled her to balance it on her
head, helped by the plaits, lying flat, two on each side. Luka offered to help lift the pail on to her head, but she de clined and thanked him.
*
With a strange sense of foreboding, she walked with him in the dark alleyway, aware that first impressions
could be deceptive, and that you could scarcely find smoke where there was no fire. Instead of walking in front, as
she did if she knew and trusted a man, she stayed at his side, leaving the footpath to him as he walked along tapping the ground with his walking-stick. He always carried this, instead of the spear and other weapons commonly
carried by men in those days.
Before Towera knew it, they had reached her house. Luka stood outside the kitchen while she relieved her head
of the weight, holding the pail by the sides, with the handle upright. She bent down to take it into the kitchen, the
entrance to which was too low for her full five foot seven. She then came out and opened the door to the house
and asked him in.
She couldn’t just tell him to “go away!”; that would have been most uncivil of her, she thought. It was just un fortunate that Chitumbuka, her own language, did not contain any euphemisms for the phrase.
Her house was built from the large, unbaked, brick-like blocks, known as zidina, with a tiled roof. It was the
type provided for the very junior civil servants. A wall divided her half from the other, which was occupied by a
family, who seemed to do nothing but brew kachaso, drink, and fight endlessly, in that order. Otherwise they were
the most polite of neighbours, bowing and kneeling obsessively. The kitchen, facing the house, was built of the
same material and design, the entrances directly opposite, but the kitchen had no door and its roof was thatched.
Luka volunteered the information that he was staying at the African rest house, next door to the recreation hall.
She breathed a sigh of relief; for a moment she thought she’d have to put him up. There was only one bedroom,
with no door between it and the parlor, where she’d have had to sleep.
She lit a candle and placed it on top of the cupboard, the only decent piece of furniture she had, which she had
scrounged from her parents to make her house look a little more civilized. She needed the oil lamp to help her see
in the kitchen.
*
She made her intention to give him supper as deliberately conspicuous as possible, by the device of bringing
out her best dishes. The idea was that then he would tell her that he’d already eaten, or something, and that she
shouldn’t bother. This proved slightly over-optimistic.
With his mouth watering, Luka sat comfortably, with crossed legs and folded arms, directly opposite the entrance to the kitchen, his roving eyes following her as she came in and out of the kitchen. She had to sit, on her
zidina, with her back to the house, so that he couldn’t watch her as she cooked.
Luckily, this was one of the very rare days when she had meat. It was beef, which was available at the local
butcher’s once a week. She had made it into a stew for her own supper. Otherwise, her usual menu consisted of
beans and vegetables, and occasionally dried fish. Even more scarce was chicken, which would have been ideal
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for a guest like him.
As he scrutinised her, as she brought the dishes from the house to the kitchen, she tripped on the ramp in the
doorway of the house. She nearly dropped everything she was carrying. He came out to see what was happening
and how he could help.
The temptation was to tell him to stop staring at her. But she said she was all right and thanked him. He went
back and moved his chair to the side where he couldn’t see her, as if he’d read her mind.
Shortly afterwards she brought in the sima, made of maize flour, with the stew in a separate bowl. In Karonga,
where Luka’s home was, they commonly use cassava or tapioca flour for their sima. She apologised for the discrepancy. He preferred maize anyway, he told her.
“Is there masi?” he smilingly teased her, knowing that in Mzimba people didn’t eat masi (sour milk) with their
sima. She smiled back, secretly appreciating his sense of humour.
She held up the basin of water for him to wash his hands, blushing furiously, and yet again apolo gising. This
time it was for the absence of knives and forks. Luka assured her he had never liked using them. In fact, he added,
they did sima no justice at all! She echoed his sentiment. Although she’d never used the tools herself, she couldn’t
imagine sima tasting as good as when she used her fingers, she confessed.
She opened the cupboard, took out her best tumbler and filled it with water. She put the tumbler on a saucer
and placed it by his side. She was about to leave the room when he said, “Come, let us eat then!” his fingers already on the sima, ready for his first lump, with his eyes fixedly on her.
“I have eaten already—before I went to the hall,” she lied, unconvincingly, wishing her stomach would stop
trying to contradict her.
Mercifully, he didn’t hear it. The truth was, she never ate with strange men.
“Ah, help me, I cannot eat alone!” he begged her.
It was then that she realised for the first time why many young women fell prey to an attractive man’s charm.
“Not me!” she thought.
But the electric current, discharged by his devastating smile, persisted in delivering shock waves through her
body long after he’d withdrawn it and tucked into his dinner ravenously. He had an exaggerated aversion to the
sight and sound of simultaneous eating and drinking, so he was never guilty of the habit himself. Instead he left
his water until afterwards, when he could swill gallons of the stuff.
“Now, now girl!” she admonished herself. “Take it easy, the man is supposed to be very dangerous!”
It seemed to work. She took a tiny little lump from his excessively well supplied plate, dipped it into the almost overflowing bowl of stew, squeezed it past her lips into her mouth, and swallowed it, too bashful to open
wide or chew.
“I have eaten some. There is nothing of witchcraft in it!” she told him, it being popularly believed that if you
do not taste your own food, there might be something poisonous in it that you are afraid of.
“That is not what I mean!” As he spoke he gave her an action replay of his smile.
“Uh-oh!” she thought. “Not again!”
This time she let her wobbly knees carry her as fast as they could to the kitchen, her heart pounding like crazy.
She sat down for a few minutes, mopping up the sweat from her face with her bare hands. She folded her arms on
her knees and let her forehead drop on them; vigorously she fought her feelings. She eventually mastered them,
just as Luka finished eating. Courageously she went back into the house.
Luka was in the corner refilling his tumbler from the rotund earthenware pot, which was neatly decorated with
shiny, black and red triangular patterns, and sat on its chikongera, a similarly decorated cylindrical stand. A mug
was permanently placed on top of the flat, white plate that just fitted the top of the pot. Small blue beads that
adorned the edge of the white net covering the very top hung down the narrow neck of the water vessel. The sight
of the beads, now dangling femininely under Luka’s arm as he refilled his tumbler, made Towera chuckle, as she
walked in. She put her hand over her mouth to hide it.
Luka left a small piece of sima and a drop of gravy to show that he was truly full up. From past experience, if
he finished up all his food he was given some more, his hostess believing that he hadn’t had enough. Towera had
overestimated his hunger, because she believed that guests were notoriously keen to give the impression that they
weren’t such big eaters, and would always leave some food on the plate to achieve their aim.
*
She cleared up the table, went to the kitchen and brought in fresh water, soap and a towel, which hung over her
arm as she held up the basin for him to wash his hands. After quickly washing up, she came and sat down, yawning uncontrollably. It was two hours past her nine o’clock bedtime. But she tried desperately to keep a conversation going for a few minutes, to make him feel less guilty about keeping her up. They talked mostly about education, and he encouraged her to carry on with her Standard 6 correspondence course.
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“After Independence,” he declared emphatically, bending down slightly to pull up his socks, “there will be
plenty of opportunities for women.”
He stood up, ready to go. She nodded, in agreement with him, and promised she would take his advice. He patted his stomach admiringly as he walked towards the door, his stick under his arm.
Towera had had it instilled in her from when she was a small child that every girl owed it to her self to behave
like a potential good wife, not necessarily because every man was a possible candi date but also because men often
carried reports to their friends who, in their turn, passed them on to theirs, and so it went on. That night, she was
sure, she had scored reasonably high marks.
She saw him out. They shook hands, warmly, both pairs in a pile; he, thanking her most sincerely for the supper and she, lying politely that it had actually been nothing.
*
“That person was hungry indeed!” she muttered as she entered the kitchen for last-minute tidying up.
She then filled up a gourd with water. She came out and took one of her foam-producing sticks from under the
grass porch of the kitchen by the entrance, where she kept them. As she brushed her teeth with it behind the
kitchen, she wished that she’d left some sima to eat after Luka had gone!
She brushed and rinsed and brushed again, then washed out her mouth repeatedly until she was satisfied all the
foam had been got rid of. She then put the stick and the gourd in their places and went to bed, while her stomach
roared like a lioness.
That night, she feared, she would have a job counting the tiles, which she did whenever she was too hungry to
sleep.
2

Towera decided to put her sleepless night to some advantage, having got up too early to go to work at seven
o’clock. Basket in one hand, with the other hand sliding up and down the long handle of the hoe which was
hooked over her shoulder, she set off to fetch the black clay from the field, in order to decorate the floor of the
parlour.
On her way back she met her next-door neighbour, the one who lived to the right across the yard, not in the
brewery, as she called the other half of her house. The husband being a more senior member of the civil service in
the Public Works Department, their house was detached and of proper brick construction, with a solid wall that
adjoined the house and the kitchen. The gate of the wall faced the space between Towera’s house and kitchen.
Her neighbour was known by all as “Mkazi Mkuru”, as a result of referring to herself like that, and also because she was recognized as a wise woman. Her husband was affectionately called “Mdala”, “the Old Man”, like
most heads of families. So the couple lost their real names, but they cherished their nicknames.
Mkazi Mkuru awarded Towera two nicknames, derived from her profession: “wa Mabande”, and “wa Agirikacha”. She used them alternately, depending on which one she started with and got no answer, when she’d scream
the other.
Mabande were the very unpopular ditches that the Department of Agriculture introduced in the late 1940s and
early 1950s, to prevent soil erosion. The people had to dig them with ordinary hoes in all weathers but, for some
reason, mainly in the summer, when the ground was hardest and no matter what the position of the field was, flat
or sloping.
Using Mabande as Towera’s nickname did not in any way reflect Mkazi Mkuru’s attitude towards her. Even
though she was old enough to be Towera’s mother, they got on so well that from their behaviour it was not easy to
tell who was the older. They had the same marvellous sense of humour, and there was never a dull moment wherever they were together.
The older woman’s age was nothing more than guesswork, from such evidence as the ages of her children and
grandchildren. Her first grandchild was four years older than her five-year-old last-born, who was the same age as
Towera’s child, whom she had when she was eighteen years old, having got married at seventeen.
Mkazi Mkuru was a Ng’anga, and a very generous one she was. Whereas most medicine people never shared
their knowledge unless, perhaps, you gave them a chicken, money or something else of value, she showed Towera
almost everything that she knew. Towera herself might have become a successful medicine woman if she’d used
her intelligence.
*
She often accompanied her friend on her daily expeditions to the bush, carrying the basket, axe and hoe for her.
She dug, pruned and stripped bark as instructed, never ceasing to be amazed by the sheer capacity of the woman’s
head for memory.
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Thousands of names and descriptions of trees and grasses, with the curative and other remedial pur poses of
their various leaves, roots and barks, as well as fruits, were all crammed into her head. Towera confessed she
would have needed volumes to write them all down!
Once they had taken the substances home Towera helped with the crushing, drying and any other processes
necessary, before prescriptions were made for Mkazi Mkuru’s countless patients and clients.
The methods of application varied according to the type of disease or problem but not, as a rule, according to
the part of the body affected. They included drinking the fluid of the boiled or unboiled roots, leaves or skin of the
trees or grass; taking powder by mouth or by rubbing into the skin before or after making short, shallow cuts into
it; and simply wearing the string made from the bark or strip, round the wrist, neck or whatever else a string could
go round.
Mkazi Mkuru had a strict code of conduct, for which she was greatly respected: she never disclosed her clients’
identities, although Towera could often make fairly accurate guesses from their visitations and the conver-sations
she had with her, when Mkazi Mkuru would unwittingly supply clues. She also claimed, and Towera believed her,
that she tried not to use her knowledge destructively.
She was best known as a specialist in matters aphrodisiac. In her world things like how to get your man, how
to keep him happy, or how simply to keep him, was a simple matter.
It would have been futile to argue with her on this skill unless you could point to a man more contented than
Mdala. Occasionally she dropped subtle hints that in this area of her work most of her sophistication had come
from another part of Africa, where her husband had gone to work.
*
In those days she must have been one of very few women to have gone abroad with their spouses. Most wives
seemed quite happy seeing their menfolk once every three years or so. A husband would return from his spell in
another country or another part of Malawi when the toddler was about to be, or had just been, weaned, and it was
time for a sister or a brother. He would then go back as soon as the wife was duly and truly expectant. Untold
numbers of accompanying songs for various activities were composed on this theme.
These women were sometimes the envy of the ones whose husbands were at home, helping with food production, basket weaving and building works of all sorts, since they never got parcels of nice foreign clothes, and large
(though sometimes empty) trunks, when their husbands came back for holidays or returned for good. It wasn’t un usual to hear a wife taunt her man for being lazy and not man enough.
“Real men go to Harare or Jubeki to work,” she would broadcast, when they were having a row.
The wretched husbands would, not infrequently, be forced to go to chibaro (working in mines in South Africa)
or to town to look for work, as a result of the humiliation. It was bad enough if somebody’s son had died in a mine
in South Africa or Zambia having gone there voluntarily, but it was terrible if he had been pushed into going by a
nagging wife.
Husbands would have been spared a lot of anguish if only they knew that, apparently, some of the trunks accompanying the returning workers were filled with stones, to give the impression of a very successful trip. Often
the owner of the trunk(s) would be seen strolling behind the carriers of the heavy item(s) as they staggered with
the weight from the bus stage. He would most probably be wearing the only suit, two sizes too big, the only pair
of heavy jombo shoes and bowler hat, waving his walking-stick about as he whistled and hummed (not at the
same time), almost always out of tune, chibaro and wenela songs, with a certain air of importance.
Then came the waiting by the village people in anticipation of their share of the wealth, until forever! After a
few months there would be no trace of any sign that the gentleman had been abroad, save for the obsessive utterances of meaningless foreign words, such as nyanis and askis.
Not so for Mdala. Visible evidence of his trip was to be found everywhere even several years after his return.
His wife had the best clothes among her generation. It was sickening, actually, jealously speaking! Every Sunday
for church Mkazi Mkuru seemed to produce a new dress. Either that or because she had so many clothes, it was a
long time before she wore a dress for the second time, by which time people had forgotten she had it. For all that
she never showed off, which was why she had numerous friends.
*
That particular morning Mkazi Mkuru had received an urgent consultation for some medicine and, armed with
a basket and short-handled hoe, she had left her house for the bush. When she saw Towera she licked her lips,
threw back her head in the fashion of a short, sharp nod, and gave her a mischievous grin.
The mischief this time was that she had seen Towera with a young man the night before, the time she had
tripped. Mkazi Mkuru had been locking up her gate and was just about to come out when Luka appeared. She had
then withdrawn inside.
“I was afraid of disturbing you,” she whispered into Towera’s ear, standing on her toes to reach it. She had al61

ways wished Towera would get herself a nice young man and settle down.
“I mean that you should marry each other!” she always stressed. So she asked lots of questions about Luka and
promised she would do everything in her power to help her.
“So soon!” Towera exclaimed, realising that the floor decorating would have to be left until another day. She
dropped the hoe and unloaded her basket off her head, with the help of her friend, then picked up her hoe and held
on to the handle with both hands, her chin resting on the back of the hands. She had one foot on the hoe itself,
swinging it playfully from side to side. Mkazi Mkuru, also preparing for a long gossip, put her implements on the
ground.
“He has not even coaxed me! Anyway, I know the girl whom he has apparently proposed to,” Towera continued. Mkazi Mkuru looked at her and shook her head, in a gesture that seemed to say,
“Child! How stupid you are, indeed!”
“Has he sent the thenga already?” she asked her, with such authority that Towera felt the lady knew more than
she did. But how could she? Surely Towera had more information about Luka than she had, if she had any at all!
“That is what I do not know. But many people say that he is going to marry her,” she confirmed, securing her
chitenje, which had come undone. Her friend didn’t have that problem, with her matching light brown dress and
head-scarf, which nearly made her invisible.
“Listen, Bande,” she said. Sometimes she shortened the name like that.
“Listen,” she repeated, wagging her forefinger at Towera to emphasise the point. At the same time, between the
forefinger and thumb of the other hand, she squeezed her snuff-filled nose, turned to the other side, and sounding
like the horn of a car with an impatient or rude driver, she blew, polluting the atmosphere with brown showers.
“Until the parents have communicated (through thenga-messenger) and dowry has been given or, at least part
of it, has been deposited, you can never be certain. If he wants you, that is enough. Do not believe the talk of other
people,” she advised judiciously, wiping her nose with the back of her hand. She then grabbed a leaf from a shrub,
and completed the cleaning process. She squashed the leaf and threw it away.
Towera was at a loss as to why the woman was so concerned, when she hadn’t even met the man. No doubt,
she must have heard about him, but nothing more. In the past she had met some of her male friends, whom everyone had assumed to have been her potential permanent partners—they never thought otherwise until and unless
the contrary was proved—but Mkazi Mkuru had never been so enthusiastic about any of them. In fact, she had
positively detested most of them, poor men!
“You are too fussy!” Towera had told her once.
“No, just choosy!” she’d corrected her young friend.
“Even if he did not have a woman, I do not think that he would have wanted to marry one who had been mar ried already, and was a mother!” she said doubtfully, somewhat diffidently, but not in the least regretting her sta tus. She adored her daughter.
“There are many men who have taken women whose marriages have finished, or widows and even women
who are also very old with many many children. Have you not seen men who have inherited the widows of their
brothers or relatives? They do not care that the women have given birth already, or that they are old women!”
Towera reflected upon the different situation in which she was, compared with those widows, but because of
the respect she had for Mkazi Mkuru, plus the fact that she had to get to work that morning, she didn’t pursue the
argument.
“Then let me tell you now,” she replied, putting her hand over Mkazi Mkuru’s shoulder affectionately, “if he
coaxes me I will agree, and I will tell you so that you can receive vikholi,” she joked, since it was doubtful that
theirs would have been typical of the traditional engagement where an aunt has the privilege of getting the vikholi,
a sort of engagement ring equivalent, which by tradition the girl is not allowed to keep.
“Those are the words!” Mkazi Mkuru encouraged; reciprocating the affectionate gesture. Then she helped
Towera lift her basket on to her head, before picking up her own tools. She smiled and winked. Towera smiled
back, as they went their separate ways.
*
It was now six o’clock and the sun was shining. She made the fire quickly to heat her bath water, deep in
thought about the conversation she’d just had, dismissing as impossible the advice her friend had given her. There
was the man’s Casanova image, for a start; then there was the more important question that men, even if they had
been married before or had given babies to some unfortunate girl, still wanted to marry, if not a virgin, at least a
girl who’d never been married before, let alone one with a child.
She deplored this state of affairs, especially since no man in his right mind would ever dream of marrying a
girl known to be barren; yet, by the very laws of Mother Nature, she could only be certified otherwise if she had
already proved her fertility, evidenced by a child. Nevertheless, only a few months after the wedding, the bride is
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expected to show the world that she is capable; if she doesn’t, tongues begin to wag, elbows, slanting heads along
with their squinting eyes, pointing in her direction, it being assumed that she’s the culprit!
Towera’s thoughts were interrupted at this point by a knock at the door. She was in the bedroom getting
dressed, putting the finishing touches to her uniform, positioning and repositioning her green beret. The full uni form consisted of a khaki skirt, green blouse and the green beret. She went to see who was at the door.
“Are you ready?” Luka said, making her jump a little, as she wasn’t expecting him. “I am going to the office to
see about my accommodation and I thought that we should share the journey.”
“All right, come into the house,” she told him, giving way by the door. “I have nearly finished getting ready.”
It was too late to offer him a cup of tea, and she was sure he would understand. She went back into the bedroom, then into the kitchen to tidy up. Soon she was ready and they left, taking the short cut, a narrow footpath.
Being broad daylight, she wasn’t so much afraid to walk in front of him. He, however, decided to lead the way,
no doubt to avoid whipping her with his stick instead of the shrubs, which he went slashing all the way, to the left
then to the right as he walked along.
They didn’t say much to each other. Just as they were about to reach the office, Towera said she was taking the
turning on the left, which led to her tobacco field, where she was in charge of labourers. “In Charge” was in fact
what the labourers called her, unless there was someone of a higher rank present, then they called her “Nya Kaunda”, as did most people, including Luka, if he had to address her.
“I want to see your garden. I will come there before I go home.” He was off to Karonga in a day or two, for a
fortnight’s holiday, after which he would take up his post.
“Yes, you can come whenever you like. We shall see each other at that time.”
“We shall see each other later on,” he countered, confidently.
“What does he mean, later on?” Towera wondered, with a feeling of apprehension.
3
Towera was sitting down under a large tree, with her legs crossed, doing some embroidery, while the labourers
were hard at work with their hoes and rakes on the tobacco plots. One of the men, who had been answering the
call of nature in the bush a few yards away, came running, still fastening the hooks and buttons on his somewhat
overworked short trousers.
“A In-Charge, a In-Charge, Bwana wafika! Bwana wafika!” he gasped. He had just seen the car of the Agricultural Officer, Sam Robinson, come down the Mzimba River bridge.
In a panic she folded up her work, put it in her handbag and stood up, leaning against the tree, hands in her
skirt front pockets, facing the men. They too were now over-exerting themselves.
The Officer’s silver Mercedes Benz pulled up by the roadside, about two hundred yards away from the tobacco
field. He came out of the driver’s door, and out of the passenger door came another man. Much to Towera’s sur prise, it was Luka. They walked side by side, evidently discussing something very amusing, as they were laughing
heartily.
“This is Luka Mwawomba, the new member of staff we've all been so eagerly waiting for,” the Officer said
flatteringly; the effect of the introduction showed on Luka’s face. “And this is our only lady member of staff,
Towera Kaunda,” he carried on, with a cheeky, lop-sided smile.
“How do you do! How do you do! Thank you!” Luka and Towera chorused, accompanying their words with
vigorous handshakes, like long-lost friends.
Then all three toured the field, Towera and Sam Robinson explaining things to Luka who, the Officer said,
would be helping out in the various sections before he was assigned to his own per manent duties. In the meantime
he was being shown around and, when he started work, it would be up to him how he allocated his time.
When the two senior men were ready to go Sam offered Towera a lift home. She dismissed the labourers, who
were very pleased with an extra half hour. She walked behind Sam and Luka to the car. Sam then opened the back
door and waited for her to sit down before shutting it and going to his own seat. Towera felt rather good about the
courteous gesture.
Although Towera’s house was the nearer, and Sam knew his way there well, he took the long way round and
reached Luka’s house first. He had earlier helped move Luka’s katundu from the rest house.
When they stopped, Sam and Luka spent a few minutes concluding their discussion. Luka’s hand was on the
handle of the door, which was half opened. He had one foot outside on the ground. He then brought the rest of his
body out and slammed the door shut, as Sam started the engine.
“Come and see my house,” Luka told Towera, bending down and looking at her through the open window.
With the engine still running, Sam turned to look back at her, then at Luka, and at Towera again, as she hesitated
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to make up her mind.
“Come!” he insisted, in a determined tone of voice, opening the door for her.
Reluctantly, and without saying anything, she got out of the car. The expression on Sam’s face changed instantly from cheerful to a combination of angry and suspicious. He stubbed out his cigarette and lit another one
agitatedly.
“Enjoy your holiday, Luka; we’ll see you in a fortnight,” said Sam, forcing a smile to pass his lips.
“I thank you very much for everything,” Luka replied. They waved as Sam drove off.
*
“He is just as he was before!” Luka murmured as he walked up the four steps to his back door, with Towera
following him slowly. She opened her mouth and made a sound, to ask what he meant about the man being still
the same. But as Luka was doubtless talking to himself, or thinking out loud, she pretended to ignore him by in ducing a yawn when Luka turned back to listen to what she had to say.
He rummaged around in his pockets for his keys and, finding them, opened the door. She went in after him.
The room was empty, except for the two suitcases and his oil stove which he always carried around with him everywhere. He used it mainly for heating water to make tea on his journeys.
He offered her one of the suitcases to sit on, but she declined. She sat on the dusty, bare, cemented floor, with
her legs to one side on top of each other, the hand of the same side fiddling nervously with her tennis shoes.
Sometimes she used her fingers to doodle in the dust on the floor. The other hand supported the pose. Her head
was at a slanting angle, looking extremely bashful, and still thinking about Luka’s remark about Sam’s behaviour
or misbehaviour. She wished she knew which! Luka sat on one of the cases, which were standing on their sides.
“Forgive me, but I will be troubling you!” he started, then paused, looking at her for facial reaction, which was
not negative. “I want you to buy for me the things that I need,” he continued, as his eyes scanned the room.
“It is no trouble!”
“Ah, yes!” he contradicted. “But you are the one who knows better than I do what the things are that I need for
the house. I will give you the money.”
She nodded in agreement with him bowing to her superior knowledge in affairs of the domestic kind.
He showed her his kitchen and the bedroom. The premises were of the same plan as Mkazi Mkuru’s, so Towera was more or less familiar with the layout: a separate, rectangular brick building, consisting of a kitchen with a
bathroom in the middle and toilet on the end. A cavity, parallel with the walls of the bathroom went round the cemented floor to direct the water through the hole in one corner, leading it into the drain outside, behind the bathroom.
The yard was full of rubbish; the fireplace for cooking in the kitchen, the ziko, was filled with ashes left by the
previous tenants. There was evidence of visits by dogs, cats and chickens everywhere. The place was so dirty that
the look on Towera’s face told it all, prompting Luka to “borrow your sweepers”.
*
Towera had never known of a man in Luka’s position sweeping floors, at least she hadn’t yet caught one in the
act. So she offered to do it for him, and went to her house for the sweeper, some brushwood tied together at the
cut end. She also brought with her a broom and some water, which she sprinkled over the floors of the house, the
kitchen, the bathroom and toilet, before she swept them up, to prevent the dust flying all over the place.
While Towera was busy with the cleaning, Luka went to the market to buy himself a temporary bed and some
chairs. She was dumping the rubbish on the tip behind the toilet side of the smaller building when she saw Sam’s
car approaching. Acting as if she had not seen it, Towera went back inside the brick fence.
Luka appeared, looking pleased with himself. He told her that he had met the Officer at the market on his way
over to invite him for supper at his house every day until he left for Karonga. He had given him a lift and had
gone back home.
Towera was glad to hear that. She had been worried that Luka would probably have invited himself to her
house again. When he said that they would see each other later, as they parted in the morning, she was sure he
didn’t mean at the place where she worked. The visit to the tobacco field that afternoon had been at the suggestion
of Sam.
Luka was very thankful to her for cleaning up the place.
“I thought I was inside another person’s fence,” he joked, seeing the difference in the surroundings between the
time he’d left and when he returned.
He had already given Towera £3 10s 0d for his plates and other things, in case he spent all the money when he
went to buy the other items. She went and bought a pail, a basin and a large sefuliya, which is a tophat-shaped
(but wider) aluminium pot for heating the bath water.
She filled up the pail with water as she went past the borehole. In the kitchen there was some firewood, which
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had been half-used by the previous occupiers. She made up the fire with it and heated some water for his bath.
When the water was ready she put it in the basin in the bathroom, and then went back to her house, as Luka made
for the bathroom.
Meanwhile, Sam had ordered a departmental jeep to collect and deliver Luka’s furniture, which came just as he
finished his bath. The legs of the bed were made of thick bamboo stem. Strips of hide were criss-crossed tightly in
the middle. He had also bought a mat made of palm leaves, known as a mkeka to go between the bed and the bedsheet. The two table chairs were made purely of bamboo stems.
Whatever Towera did for Luka, it was with no ulterior motive. She would have done the same for anyone in
his situation. But it left such an impression on his mind that he felt he had to write to her as soon as he arrived in
Karonga. He ended the letter by declaring how much he looked forward to coming back to Mzimba as well as to
working with her.
The tone of the letter was recognisably that of a man confused between falling in love and showing gratitude
for the hospitality he had received.
Towers hoped it was the latter, as the former left her with an unmistakable feeling of delicious discomfort.
4

Luka’s letter arrived less than a week before he was due to come back, leaving hardly enough time for Towera
to reply to it.
She was pleased about this since she didn’t have anything to say to him, apart from thanking him for writing,
which she did as soon as he returned. He told her later that he would have loved to have heard from her, but understood that it would have been impossible for her letter to get to him before he left.
From the money Luka had given her to buy things for him, Towera had a balance of 3/6d. With this she bought
firewood from Mr. Zimba, a middle-aged, tramp-like man, who earned his living by selling firewood in the town.
He usually exchanged it for sima flour, but Towera persuaded him to accept money. She bribed him with some
sima and dried vegetables cooked with lots of tomatoes, and a groundnut flour called nthendero. He ate heartily in
the kitchen, helping himself to drinking water from the pail with a gourd which was permanently hooked on a nail
on the wall.
Towera gave Mr. Zimba the 3/6d for half the value of the firewood, urging him to buy himself a shirt. He nor mally wore just a short, white-turned-grey loin cloth. He was also never without his axe on his shoulder and a
khoma, a small round bamboo-made bowl for the flour, which he received in exchange for his firewood. He car ried his bundles of firewood on his head, not on his shoulder, as men usually carry things.
Towera fetched and carried her own firewood, sometimes from work. Often she gathered dead wood, but because this was scarce, everybody being after it, she got the men to fell trees for her. She trimmed them before they
were completely dry, and made long, thick bundles which she carried, balanced on her head. She had learned from
her mother that leaving the felled trees until they were dry enough for use was to invite thieves. So she let them
dry at home.
Two days before Luka was expected back, she was carrying one such bundle of firewood, when a bus forced
her to give way as she trotted along the road, dripping wet with sweat. She peered under the heavy load as the bus
whizzed by, and saw a hand wave frantically to her.
She thought nothing of it. Some people felt so big when they were on a bus that they couldn’t resist showing
off to poor pedestrians. She didn’t even bother to wave back.
A few yards further on she stopped to rest her back and neck. She stood and leaned the bundle against a huge
tree and sat under its shade, wiping off the sweat with her nkhata. She twisted her neck left and right, turned her
head up and down several times and rubbed the top of her head gently with her hands until the pain eased off. After about ten minutes she stood up and stretched her back by holding it with both hands and thrusting her pelvis
forward, and then backward, then forward again a few times.
When she had regained her strength, she put the nkhata back on her head and lifted the bundle away from the
tree. She stepped backwards, at the same time moving her hands up and up the bundle to the middle of it, which
was then level with her head. At this point she stood with her legs apart, put her head against the bundle, moved
her hands to about three quarters of the way down, and tilted it on to her head, then off she went.
She trotted along in the centre of the road, stepping aside at the occasional sound of a vehicle behind her.
When the pain returned to her back and neck she just stopped for a few minutes until it went, then she started off
again.
*
It was such a shock, when Towera reached her house, to see Luka standing there, smiling. His hand had been
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the one that had waved to her, but he had estimated her speed less the minutes she had spent under the tree and
other stops.
“Ndagha!” he welcomed her, very happy to see her again.
“Yewo!” she replied inaudibly, trying as gently as she could to lean the bundle against the side wall of the
kitchen. It fell down with an almighty crash. He helped lift it up back against the wall. She buried her sweaty face
in her hands and walked blindly towards the house, followed by Luka. She wiped the sweat and dirt off her hands
on her skirt as they both sat down. Then she extended her right one across the table, he extended his and they
shook them warmly.
“What has happened?” she asked, implying that he had come back too soon.
“Nothing. I just wanted to come back sooner.”
She asked about his journey and how everybody was, the cattle, and so on and so forth. He then said he would
leave her to rest, he had only come to see her and to get the keys to his house, which he had left with her. He
thanked her for everything and left.
After a good rest, Towera went out and got Luka some water from the borehole. She heated the first pail for his
bath and then refilled it for his use the next day. She explained about the last 3/6d and he approved of what she
had done, adding that he would have given Mr. Zimba his own old shirts if he had been there. Unfortunately he
had taken these home to his family.
As Towera left for her house, Luka told her how grateful he was to her for everything. He felt very guilty about
it, he said, and he must look for a servant the next day. She was happy to hear that he was thinking about that. Already people were beginning to talk about them.
Lucky for her, Mkazi Mkuru had gone home to Rumpi for three months, or she would have been teased no
end. On the other hand, she missed her confidante. She wasn’t as free with anyone else in the town as she was
with Mkazi Mkuru. …
201.68 Excerpt from I Will Try\fn{by Legson Didimu Kayira (1942- )} Mpale Village, Mangochi District, Southern
Region, Malawi (M) 18
1
Some time during the middle thirties a young man by the name of Timothy Mwenekanyonyo Mwamalopa
Arinani Chikowoka Kayira went to live with his mother’s people in a little village called Mpale in the hills of the
Karonga District in the northern part of Nyasaland. Not too long before, the young man had lost his father, and a
short time after the death of his father, his mother too.
Timothy was never taught the art of writing or reading or any worthwhile trade, but he was a hard worker. His
mother’s people, whose name is Kanyimbo, were kind people. They were neither rich nor poor, but they usually
had enough to eat, and enough left over to feed an extra stomach. So they took the young man in.
By the end of the thirties or the beginning of the forties Timothy was old enough to get married and take care
of himself. He met a young woman whose family had just settled in the village. Her name was Ziya Nyakawonga,
and her family was on the same social level as that of the Kanyimbos.
According to the custom better known as lobora a person who wants to marry has to give so many cows to the
parents of the girl he intends to marry. Now here was Timothy with neither cows nor money with which to buy the
cows so he could get married. His mother’s people had cows, but they too had sons who would be getting
married.
But they were kind people. They gave him ten cows and he got married. That same young man, Timothy, and
that same young woman, Ziya, became my parents.
Although my father was now married, he had not yet paid his in-laws all the cows, and I remember that even at
the time when I was already a big boy, my mother’s folk used to ask him for the remaining cows and threaten to
sue him if he did not pay up. But he never gave them to them for the simple reason that he did not have any and
had no way of getting any.
He was a poor man. Gossip had it that so poor a man was he that in his whole lifetime he paid his poll tax only
once. The headman of the village, seeing that my father could hardly find money for tax, declared to the tax collector that he was dead, and thus he saved him tax for the rest of his life. To the tax collector and to the Government he was dead, but to us he was still living.
However, this peculiar exemption from tax did not put my father at ease. Indeed, it put him in a great difficultty, for it gave him the task of avoiding the tax collector, who had the nasty habit of making surprise visits into the
villages.
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*
I do not have the slightest idea when I was born. Either it was at the end of the thirties or the beginning of the
forties. I do not know. But I know this: I was born, and that is what counts.
To a Westerner it sounds strange that one should not know when he was born. To him it is insufficient just to
know that he was born; he knows down to the last second just when it was. My parents, being illiterate, never
knew how old they were. I can only say that since I was born, it follows that I was born during one of the twelve
months and one of the days of the year, and each year as I ride the planet, drifting on its highway around, I pass
my time-indicator registering how many times I have thus gone around, but I never know I am passing it, and
have no way of knowing. Lucky is the horse, then, for his teeth tell his physician how old he is, while mine remain mute. I remember much later, when I grew up, I asked my mother if she could give me some clue as to when
I was born, telling me some major events that occurred at or around that time, events that I would be able to trace
so I could have some idea about the year of my birth. She remembered only that I was born at night during the
season when people harvest. This let me argue with myself whether it made any difference to be born in May or
June, the months of harvest, but as to what date or what year I could not tell, for the season has many nights and
all of them are alike and, moreover, people harvest every year.
I never can say that I saw the hut in which I was born, for being old and in very bad repair, it had been pulled
down long before my mind was sensitive enough to record and store a picture of it. I have, however, seen the
place on which it was built, a small round place not measuring seven feet in radius. It was built in a relatively
small village about half a mile west of a small river called Didirnu.
I understand I was big and fat as a child and too heavy for my mother, who had to carry me around on her
back. Inexperienced in handling her first child, and a heavy one, she decided to get rid of me by throwing me into
the waters of Didirnu. She did, and marched home with a light back and apparently no sense of guilt or lack of
self-respect anymore than a girl who today realizes that her relations with some boy have gone too far and decides
to abandon the result to some home.
But for my mother it was a different story. No sooner had she gotten to the house than an elder woman, carrying in her hands a baby whom she had just fished out of the water, came running, screaming, shouting and cursing, announcing to the rest of the villagers the unheard of thing: Woman threw away her baby!
“Now look here, you stupid,” the women in the village reprimanded my mother, pointing their fingers at her,
“look here, Mwenekanyonyo gave your father ten cows, and then you throw away his baby. You …”
After some beating from my father, and frightened of what would follow if she repeated the offense, my
mother welcomed me back to her. On that day I was given the name of Didirnu as my first name, commemorating
the name of the river in which I was tossed.
*
Two or three years later I had a brother. His name was Tennyson, the only one in our family who had a foreign
name right from the start. I remember, when he was about three years or so, a certain man by the name of Nyondo
gave us a puppy. Since we had no cows ourselves and hence no way of getting milk to feed this little animal, Mr.
Nyondo agreed to let us bring the puppy to his house every morning and every evening and there he would give
us the milk or we would let it suck from its mommy. My brother liked the puppy and he never forgot once to take
it.
One day, he came home crying. He did not have the puppy and, as far as I can recall, I never really learned
what had happened to it. About a week later my brother was ill, and one evening during that week he died.
My father, one of the people who strongly believed that witchcraft existed, was not slow to admit that Tennyson had been bewitched. His belief was quickly confirmed, he thought, by the fact that before Tennyson was
buried a group of old men in the village, with some sharpened sticks and reeds, had cut open my dead brother’s
stomach in order to determine what really killed him. They found that the bile in his gall bladder was black.
“Well,” they said to one another, nodding their heads in agreement, with one corner of their mouths turned
down. “This is it . . . black bile! Well, that’s witchcraft.”
It was only a matter of weeks after the death of my brother that I was struck down by a mild cold. My parents
lost no rime in carrying me to a medicine man who lived several miles away. They could have taken me to my
grandfather, my mother’s father, who was also a celebrated medicine man, but they feared that his medicine
would not be very effective on one so close to him. The doctor they carried me to was fairly old, not so tall as my
grandfather, who stood close to seven feet. He had a short beard scattered over his chin, and short curly hair, gray
almost white, suggesting he had seen a good many harvests. Chewing some leaves, he listened patiently as my father explained his troubles to him.
“You see, doctor,” my father began, “I had two children, and one of them just died this last month. Now this
one is ill, and I have brought him to you so you can give him some medicine.” The doctor looked at me and nod67

ded his head two or three times, then looked at my father and said,
“I see, you have done the right thing in bringing this boy here. If you had delayed for another two weeks he
would have died too.” I began to cry, for I was afraid to learn that I would possibly have died in two weeks time.
“There is a bad man in your village,” he added, very careful not to mention any name, “who is planning to kill
all of you.” My father was frightened at these words and looked as if he had never been told before that some day
he too would die.
“Help me, sir, help me, please,” he pleaded.
Although I was still young at that time, I can still see the whole scene in my mind, the doctor seated there,
listening to the pleadings of my worried father. My father, whose frame at its straightest measured not quite five
feet, was sitting on a stool. An old black cloth hanging over his left shoulder gave him the pose of a Roman senator, a frightened one. His hair, black and short, made him look like a boy when compared to the doctor’s. His front
teeth were filed and they had the shape of a V. On his chin was a long black goat-like beard, of which he was very
proud.
“Well,” the doctor paused, then sighed. “I shall give him medicine that will protect him from any witchcraft,
but before I do, I will ask him to promise he will follow the conditions I shall give him along with the medicine.
These conditions are important, very important. If he breaks them, the medicine will be useless.” My father
exaggerated the doctor’s statement by saying to me,
“If you don’t promise, you will die in two weeks.”
I hope I will not be condemned when I say that I feared death so much I would do anything I believed would
“immunize” me. I therefore promised the doctor I would follow his almost impossible conditions. My parents and
the doctor rejoiced at my promise and called me a good boy.
“My child,” the doctor proceeded, “here are the conditions. You shall never eat any mushrooms, you shall
never eat the meat of a buffalo, you shall never eat any food that shall have been prepared by some person not
related to you …”
There were about a dozen of them. This, I thought, is one good way of telling someone to starve himself to
death, but I had agreed I would obey these conditions. After making a good many cuts on my chest, back, elbows,
and thighs, and wiping some black powder on them, the doctor spat on my bare belly and then on my face. Patting
me on the shoulders, he said,
“Now, if you follow these conditions, there will not be any witch in this area who will have wit enough to find
and bewitch you.” Then he let out a short giggle and added,
“And you will live to be as old as I am, or older.”
He gave my father some roots and ordered him to have them buried near the door post in our house. This was
supposed to ward off witches.
Later on he became our family doctor. We consulted him on every matter concerning our health, and on the
several occasions he would visit our home we would give him the best possible treatment.
I have mentioned witchcraft not only because my father strongly believed in it, but also because it was a
popular practice at the time, and still is, though it is not so pronounced as before. The witches were supposed to be
bad people, people who could magically strike and kill a person at will, and they were the people we were
supposed to fear and avoid. On the other hand were the medicine men, who were supposed to be good people,
prophets inspired by divine forces to control the power of the witches or to get rid of them. These were the people
we were supposed to respect and admire.
*
Around that year I had a sister and she was named Nthope, meaning that the one preceding her in time was
dead. My father took too much to drinking, and whenever he was drunk, he and mother would fight. The funny
thing is that my mother brewed the beer for him, and normally he would invite his friends and they would sit
down and drink all day. It was a good omen on such a day because when they were all drunk they would amuse
one another by singing or dancing and he would not fight. But when he was the only drunk person, I seldom went
into the house. He would sing, or he would command,
“Now do this, now that … no …”
My mother would get tired of his noise and ask him to be quiet for a change, and then they would be at each
other. My mother, towering almost a foot higher than my father when they both stood straight, and with a frame
much more impressive, would say,
“I say, stop this.”
“Are you kidding? Who do you think you are, commanding me, me,” my father would ask, pointing his fingers
at his chest.
Indeed, during such times my father felt like a king in the village and nobody could order him around. I feared
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that if a tax collector ever appeared in the village at one of these times my father would order him to leave right
away. In fact, at one occasion he and others, including my mother’s uncle, the great Mgejo, were drinking. My father turned around and, looking at the baldheaded Mgejo, said,
“My, your little eyes are just as ugly as your mother’s.”
Of course he had never seen Mgejo’s mother, who had died long before my father was born. Mgejo jumped
into the house for a hoe handle, but my father had wits left in him to propel him away before the angry old man
returned.
When they were fighting, my mother usually would bite him. They both had filed front teeth, but mother’s
were not so sharp. At times he would ask me to sit down in front of him. With a small pot of beer immediately in
front of him, and a straw made of some kind of a grass in one hand, he would teach me to write the figure six.
This evidently was the only :figure he knew, for he kept on teaching it to me over and over. Sometimes he would
invite me to have a little drink.
“Not even a little bit? O sure, you will drink it,” he would say if I refused his offer.
“What will you do when I am dead?” he would ask. “You know, I will always be asking you for beer, and if
you don’t give me any, I shall kill all your children,” he would say, with a wide smile revealing his beautiful V
teeth, and with one hand playing with his beard.
This killing of my children if I did not give him any beer when he was dead was a reference to a belief that
some people had. They were supposed to place some pots of beer on the graves of their deceased relatives, and if
they did not, a calamity would befall them.
*
There were many other boys in the village, and like most of them I wore no clothes except a piece of string
tied around my waist and a piece of cloth about five inches long and about three inches wide hanging on the string
on my front, thus hiding my nakedness. Many was the day when I would lose the cloth and run around the village
with nothing on at all, and I was never ashamed.
My father, who could make very beautiful baskets, was sometimes able to sell them and get sufficient money
to buy himself and mother a piece of cloth. Normally he would buy black, durable cotton fabrics and my parents
would wear them for three or four years before the cloths were in such tatters that it was almost impossible to pin
the pieces together. Then my father would begin worrying and, one way or another, would get a cloth for my
mother.
Those who had cows were lucky because they could sell some of them and buy clothes, but my family was not
that blessed. We never complained about our poverty, and, indeed, there was nobody to whom we could complain. I was always proud that we had enough to eat, that all the food we ate was ours, produced by our own labor
in our own garden. We never begged for any food. If only my father had been taught some worthwhile trade, hard
worker that he was, I am sure that we would never have been so poor. He could make baskets, but so could almost
everyone else in the village, and very few people cared about buying baskets, because they could also make them.
Anyway, I believe that there has to be poverty if there is to be wealth, because I believe that there is no society
where all people are the richest. In fact, if such a society exists, there will still be some who will be richer than
others although they are all rich, and those who are less rich than the others will correctly be designated as poor in
that particular society.
At that time boys and girls in our areas started to school when they were in their teens. The boys who were still
young and those who did not like to go to school were charged with taking care of the cows. Girls did not have to
look after cows.
You will recall that I said we did not have any cows in my family. My mother’s brother, Fred Kawonga, was
such a lazy fellow that he liked neither to go to school nor to look after his father’s cows, the cows my father gave
them when he married my mother. I was to look after them myself, and I liked doing so especially when my
grandfather would tell me that when I grew up they would all be mine. They aren’t yet.
*
Then all the boys in the village were sleeping in a barn, the same barn in which the cows slept. It was a big
barn built of wood, and grass-thatched like the regular houses or huts in the villages. Inside this barn was a row of
pillars set about three feet from one another, and this row of pillars divided the barn into two sections lengthwise,
separating our sleeping place from that of the cattle. The cows’ section was built in such a way that it was slightly
sloping so that when the cows were tied to the pillars at night, their tails would be on the lower part of the floor.
This was meant to let the cows’ water flow out of the barn instead of into our sleeping place. This did not help
much because although the cows were tied to the pillars, some would get loose and wander to our section, pass
their water or dung on us, and sometimes eat our little pieces of cloth. Besides, they were awfully noisy at night:
some would endlessly snore, others continuously chewed cud, and still others breathed so loud and so violent that
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we would sometimes scream, thinking a wild animal was outside.
The nights were cool, and to keep ourselves warm we had a fire. To be able to keep the fire burning, we, of
course, needed firewood. We made a law for ourselves that everybody would bring a firewood each evening. First
offense was to prohibit the offender from sleeping near the fire that night, and a repeated offense was punishable
by dismissal from the barn.
The general view at that time was that it was immoral for a boy to sleep in the same house with his parents,
and if one did, we used to laugh at him and call him all sorts of names. There were limits to this. We would not
laugh at one or call one names if he was seriously ill and had to sleep with his parents.
Fights among boys were very common. Sometimes we even had competitions, and boys from one village
would fight boys from other villages. I always enjoyed watching these fights, but I never liked fighting myself
because I was always beaten. We would be forced by the older boys in the village to fight hard so our village
would win, but I did not like to be forced to fight, and the best I could do was run away from home. But I could
not keep on running away all the time, so I had to learn to fight too.
Aside from those frequent fights, we were very happy. Many times we would play hide-and-seek or we would
bury one another in the sand and see who stayed under the sand longest. Of course, we had no way of telling how
long one of us stayed there because we had no watches. The winner was given a prize, and prizes varied from day
to day. Only once did I stay under the sand longer than anyone else, and I was to be given a grand prize, a ride
home on a cow’s back instead of walking. This was a prize all right, but I was too small to jump on the cow’s back
without any help and the boys were not cooperative. If I stood on a higher place such as a stone or a stump I
thought I would be able to jump on the cow’s back as it passed by.
This I did, and it worked beautifully, except that I jumped too high and landed on the other side of the cow. If it
were a jumping contest, I probably would have won, considering how high I went. When I hit the ground, a small
piece of wood about an inch long pierced my left leg and it is still there. I have never thought of having it
removed. I guess I will let it stay.
*
One of the people I was very fond of was my grandfather, my mother’s father. Tukwewe Kawonga was his
name. (I do not remember my grandmother very well because she died when I was still very young.) He had once
given me some medicine that he claimed would protect me against all snake bites except that of a black mamba.
His conditions, unlike those of our family medicine man, were simple. I would not kill a snake, and I would not
jump across a dead snake.
One day, he suddenly picked up his belongings, including the cows, and moved to Deep Bay about a hundred
miles away by road. The reason for his sudden move was simple too. His older and only brother was ill and was
being moved into our village where his sister Nacaro Nyakawonga would look after him. My grandfather was a
very impatient man and in a way very inflexible. Early in the century, when his brother Mgejo Kawonga and he
were young men, they had a quarrel, a very heated one. They had come to blows and Tukwewe was thoroughly
beaten. He had been knocked to the ground, and with his mouth and nose bleeding, he rose, spat blood, and
shouted,
“Now look at me, you big boy. Look at me.” His brother, bemused by his victory, turned his head and grinned
proudly at his young brother.
“Now,” Tukwewe declared, “you and I shall never see each other until the Judgment Day.”
Saying this, he picked up his spear and his axe and went away. They never saw each other again, although
Mgejo as late as the forties made many desperate attempts through some mediators to see if his brother would
change his mind. Even now that Mgejo has been dead for some fourteen years, my grandfather cannot go to the
place where the house in which his brother died was built because he believes that since that was the last place his
brother had been in, his soul might still be lingering there. He cannot set foot there, let alone see his grave. So
when he moved to Deep Bay, I had no cows to look after, but I still continued to go out into the fields so I could
play with the other boys.
*
I must have been about seven then. My mother had a baby boy. He was named Kamuntu, meaning a small
man. There were now three children in our family: my sister, Nthope, who was quite grown up by then, Kamuntu,
and myself. But not very long after the birth of Kamuntu, my mother became very ill, so ill that we all lost hope
she would ever recover. My father moved her, together with Nthope and the baby, to our doctor high up on a hill. I
was left alone at home and I was given the first test of determining whether or not, and if so, how far I would
obey the conditions of my doctor about not eating any food prepared by someone not related to me.
Our chief food is sima. Women soak corn in water for several days, then they grind it or pound it in a mortar,
and then sieve it, and they get a very fine white flour. They cook it in an open fire, and what comes out is sima.
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Luckily enough, before my mother became ill, she had enough flour in the house. She left it there and I was able
to prepare my food.
*
At this time I was sleeping in our house and not in the barn. I was very much afraid of the dark, and a young
girl, older than I, by the name of Kelena Kafunda, was asked to sleep with me in our house so she could keep me
company.
It was during the beginning of the rain season, the time when we begin to work in our gardens. Since my
parents were away, I would have to be responsible for seeing that our garden was hoed and planted in order to be
sure of having something to eat the following year. My mother’s cousins, there were quite a few of them in the
village, promised they would help me in their spare time. Our garden was such a big thing, around twenty acres,
that I could not imagine how I was ever going to manage. Every day I would work in it for some few hours and I
would plant every piece of ground that I had hoed. At the end of each day’s work I would go home, prepare
something to eat, then go out to play with the other boys. Sometimes my father would come down and work in
that garden all day, then go back to the hill.
This continued for several weeks until one Saturday morning when I went to work a wee bit later than usual. It
was still fairly early: the sun had not yet risen, the wind was blowing very gently, and the leaves on the trees were
dancing in a gentle rhythm to the music of the wind. The leaves on the grass, like the leaves on the trees, were
shaking and dancing among themselves. The monkeys up on a hill, the hill facing the one where my ailing mother
was staying, were quarreling or singing or just plain shouting, I do not know which.
I had been at my work for not more than half an hour, and now I was standing up and watching two birds
chasing each other a short distance from me. I guess one was female and the other male. What an early time for
lovers to be chasing each other! Above me the clouds, dark and thick, were moving slowly, dropping some of
their waters as they crept toward their destination. I wondered to myself if it was going to rain that day, and I was
thus wondering when I heard a faint sound coming from far away. I listened, then listened again, and heard the
sound of a drum. I listened still more and heard that it was a drum dispatching the message of death.
At home we have different ways of drumming, and other than the meaningless sounds of drums played by
children, most of these ways of drumming have their meanings. One way signifies death, another signifies the
presence of danger such as a lion, and so on.
“I wonder who is dead,” I said to myself as I lifted my hoe to resume my work. Then suddenly a thought struck
me:
“Who else is ill? Could it be my ailing mother?”
I listened again, trying to detect from which direction the sound was coming, and it was certainly coming from
the hill where my ailing mother was. I almost fainted. I threw away my hoe and stared at the ground for many
minutes.
“If my mother is dead,” I thought as the first tears rolled slowly down my cheeks, “what will happen to
Kamuntu?”
The sound was loud and clear now, and its message was becoming clearer to me. I looked up and saw beyond a
small river (not Didimu) that lay between our garden and the village, a small boy running toward me as fast as his
legs could carry him. I saw him go down into the river and up again on the other side of it. I saw him getting
nearer and nearer until he came and stood before me. He looked at me, panting violently, trying to regain his
breath. Then he said in a soft voice,
“They are calling for you, come quickly.”
Now I was certain that my mother was dead. I left my hoe and ran with him to the village. There I found
several women and men at our house waiting for me, but they did not tell me anything about my mother. All they
said was that they wanted me to go with them and see how she was. I suspected they knew she was dead but were
hiding the fact from me. We walked, and I could hear the chattering of the monkeys on the other hill.
“They are happy,” I thought, “but I doubt if they would be happy if they too lost their mothers.”
As we approached the village I heard the voices of women weeping, and I followed the people I was with until
we got to the house where mother was. The first person I saw was my mother.
My little brother was dead. Evidently my father had left the house at night and gone to some other medicine
man in another village so he could get more medicine, for no sooner had we reached the house than he came
down, roaring. He resembled even more a Roman senator, a barefoot one, with a spear in one hand, an axe resting
on his right shoulder, and a bunch of roots in the other hand. He flung away the roots, the medicine, for they were
useless now. Tears rolled down my cheeks as I stared at the sad face of my mother, sitting there and weeping over
her child, the second to die. She lay down, sobbing and pleading,
“Oh God, I am already dying, why did you not let me die instead, and let my little child live.” And she kept on
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pleading as though she expected God to say,
“All right, woman, here is your child. He is going to live, and you are going to die right now.”
She was very thin, and certainly ill. My father was also much thinner than he was the last time I had seen him.
My sister was all right, except that when they were taking my brother to the grave, she cried violently, apparently
thinking they were throwing him away. I had to hold her with all my might, for she struggled and kicked, almost
tearing herself apart. I stayed there with them for about a week. When I returned home, I found that the rest of our
garden had been hoed and planted with maize. The people in the village had worked on it as a token condolence.
A month later my mother recovered and came back home.
*
There were no roads in our area at that time, and whenever a white man happened to be passing by, there
would be scores of Africans carrying his luggage, and sometimes carrying him. Our chief had received word that
a white Government official would be visiting our area and the other parts of the district, and he picked out
several men from the village to carry his loads. My father was among them.
The journey was long and tedious, and it took them a long time before they finally got to our village, as the
white man and his carriers were going from village to village, spending a night in each. I had never seen a white
person before, and when the day arrived when he was due in our village, hundreds of us stood beside the path,
awaiting his arrival. I saw a line of tired men, my father included, all carrying on their shoulders or on their heads
chairs, tables, a tent, boxes, and many other things. It looked as though the white man was moving to some other
place.
Slowly they passed us with no words and no smile on their faces. Behind these men was a suntanned white
couple. The man was walking elegantly, not seeming to care about his heavily burdened carriers. His wife was
lying luxuriously on a stretcher held by four of the strongest men of the group. They passed us, and we followed
them until we came to a river where I saw the white man, who did not like to wade across the river, jump up on
the back of an African. I watched the bearer as he staggered across the river, and wondered what would happen if
that man slipped and fell, dropping his burden. But he did not.
We followed them still farther to the place where the carriers had set up the tent. I saw the chief bringing a fat
bull as a gift to the white man, and other people bringing eggs, chickens, onions, and other gifts. I wondered how
really important he was that people would so willingly give him bulls and chickens and other precious things.
My mother and others in the village had told us children that he owned the country, and the way they told us it
sounded as though not only was he a ruler but also the creator of our country. Little did I know that he was a
foreigner, an exploiter, a man using us and our land for his own advantage under the guise of protecting us.
Protecting us against what? Against progress? I did not know that any of those tired black faces, sitting
innocently there, had, with the right tools, the right of occupying the office that man and his wife held. Anyway,
for the time being I was satisfied with the false belief that he was my master, my mother’s master, and every other
African’s master.
The following morning, he and his carriers left our village and went to the next one. When my father and his
friends got home, they told us about an incident that happened on the way. My father and three others were
walking behind the white people, and, being tired and hungry, they sat down to rest. One of them was carrying a
big fat cooked chicken for the whites. Since they were hungry he suggested to the others that they should steal a
thigh and eat it. They did. My father, who probably enjoyed it more than the others, asked why not just eat it all.
Because, he said, “we have eaten this thigh, and he is going to beat us because of that. If we eat it all, he is still
going to beat us. Why, then, don’t we eat it all, seeing that we are going to be beaten either way? And besides, that
way he is going to beat us with our stomachs full.” They all agreed with him, and they quietly enjoyed the whole
chicken and then resumed their walking.
The poor white man and his wife were hungry and they sat down waiting for their food. The men arrived.
“My food,” the European demanded, extending his arm to his food carrier.
He got his food, but no chicken. Before he could ask what had happened to it, his food carrier told him they
had eaten it.
“You poor little devils,” the white fellow murmured, ordering them to lie down while he went to fetch his stick.
They had a very nice beating on their bare buttocks. We laughed, hearing of four such big men as our fathers
being beaten by one man, but we advised them not to do it again, “lest he shoot you!”
*
We were approaching the season of harvest. All the gardens in the area were heavy with maize, and beside
each one you could see a man or a woman or a whole family, sitting there patiently all day guarding their gardens
against the intrusion of monkeys, who had the nasty habit of coming down the hills to steal maize. Nthope and I
would sit beside our garden and scream when the monkeys came down. They would be frightened and would run
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back or sneak into somebody else’s garden.
We enjoyed doing this. As for me, I felt somewhat proud to be able to guard a garden that I had worked so hard
to prepare. One day as we were sitting down waiting for the monkeys, Nthope fainted. I did not know what to do.
I ran to my mother’s cousin, whose garden was next to ours, and begged her to come and help me. She carried my
sister back to the village while I remained, in case the monkeys should come down. During the following three
weeks my sister was sick some days and all right others. Then the fourth week she began a turn for the worse.
One Saturday morning my father left for the medicine man. I went to do my usual job, watching our garden.
My mother stayed at home with my sister. I came home in the afternoon carrying a basket of green maize. I found
my mother’s aunt, Nacaro Nyakawonga, holding Nthope on her lap while my mother was sitting with her head
supported by her right hand. I saw that she was worried and guessed that my sister had really turned for the worse.
My mother handed me a plate of sima which Nacaro had brought her and which she was not able to eat. I sat
down and began eating it.
Then I heard my sister cough, a sharp strong cough, and neither my mother nor her aunt nor myself could
doubt that she was indeed struggling with death. Her eyes opened and her mouth was still open from the cough.
My mother motioned me to leave the room. With a lump of sima in my mouth and another in my hand, I stepped
out. I spat out the sima in my mouth and threw away the lump in my hand. As I walked slowly toward a house
belonging to one of my mother’s cousins, I heard a sharp cry from our house, then another. The two women were
crying. My sister was dead.
Soon there was a big crowd of men and women, and already one was beating the drum. My father came from
the medicine man, carrying in one hand his spear, in the other bunch of roots, and on his right shoulder, his axe.
He flung away the roots as he came into the house, but this time he threw away his spear and his axe as well.
Although I was young, I could not fail to be struck by the similarities between the deaths of these two children.
They died on a Saturday, except that one died in the morning and the other in the evening. They both died when
my father was away begging for some medicine, and then, on each occasion, he had flung it away because it was
too late.
*
Unable to understand, I walked aimlessly around the area. There was a big noise as the women wept. It being
late in the evening, my sister was going to be buried the following morning. That night in a quiet anger I
wondered why she died, and for that matter, why did three members of the family die? I could not answer the
question and I exploded into a violent crying and cursing. Oh yes, I even cursed the Lord Himself. I had been told
many times that there was God who was all good and all kind.
“Is this what you call kindness?” I asked the empty space in front of me, pointing my finger at it as if I saw
Him there. “Is this kindness, letting other people’s children die?” But that empty space before me did not answer.
“Tell me!” I finally shouted in extreme anger, and aroused the attention of the men sleeping In the same room
with me.
“We all die,” they comforted me. “Of course, some die sooner than others, but sooner or later, we all die.” I
had known my sister much more than I had known either Tennyson or Kamuntu, and I just could not admit to
myself that she was dead.
“Perhaps,” I wildly imagined, “God is going to be kind this time and bring her back to life before dawn.”
But at dawn she was as dead as yesterday. When they were carrying her to be buried, I walked behind that
multitude of women and men and could not help but think of the days when she and I played together. I
remembered when she had cooked something for her doll, and when her doll would not eat she became angry, and
we laughed at her. She became more angry. Like a carpenter who curses when he hits his finger with a hammer, or
someone who beats his car because it will not start, she was so angry that she destroyed her doll and even set our
house on fire.
I remembered the time she saved me a good beating when I had refused to do something my father asked. He
was ready to whip me and my sister came with a stone in hand to stone him if he whipped me. He didn’t.
Now she was dead, and in a few minutes she would all be buried.
2
It was around 1946 when I first went to school. That same year, we had very late rains. We had waited for
weeks and weeks for the coming of the rains, but there were none. The village headman announced that he had set
aside a day when all the people in the village would gather together and ask our ancestors to send us rain.
On that sunny morning of the appointed day all people in the village swept clean their houses and extingujshed
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all the fire according to the custom that had been observed by our people for centuries when praying for rain.
Then we all gathered, and the leading men in the village made fire by rubbing two sticks together. Drums were
drummed, and we danced and cheered, while our leading men said their prayers. Immediately after that each
family took some fire and rushed to their houses.
Pretty soon we saw a dark cloud yonder on the horizon, and it slowly spread all over the sky. The lightning
flashed and the thunder rolled and the mountains echoed back, and there was rain! It rained and poured until the
rivers were flooding high. Was that rain a result of our prayers, or was it natural?
*
The following morning, when many were collecting their hoes and seeds to go to work in their gardens, I was
joining the other boys going to school for the first time. There was a three year school run by the Church of
Scotland about three miles away from home, and there men and women were taught the art of reading and writing
and our language and also some elementary arithmetic such as addition and subtraction. There were many pupils
but very few teachers, and it was decided that those who were going to school for the first time should have their
classes in the afternoon, and the others in the morning. So I was placed in the afternoon classes. The school fee
was not very high; six pennies per year, but it took my parents several months before they were able to sell
enough groundnuts to give me this money.
At school we had no books, no paper, and no pencils, and we did our work either on the ground with our
fingers, or on our thighs with a piece of grass or of wood. The teachers had blackboards on which they wrote the
work we were supposed to do each day. At the end of the day we could go home and show our parents what we
had done at school.
*
At that time pupils brought food to the teachers.
This was done in turns, and I remember one time when it was my turn my mother was not home, and when I
went to school without the food I was sent home. The next day I cooked some potatoes and put them in an old
ditty basket. The other boys were laughing at my ditty basket as I carried it to school, but the teachers ate all the
potatoes and never complained about the basket.
Besides bringing food to them, pupils were expected to work in the teachers’ gardens or do any other kind of
work around their houses. They claimed that since they spent most of their time teaching at school, they had no
time left to do their other jobs, and so each day they would send so many pupils to do such jobs.
On one occasion the teacher asked us to bring hoes to school the next day, and several of us brought hoes as
requested, and there were many others who did not bring any. The teacher said that those who had brought hoes
should give them to those who did not bring them, and that each person should be the overseer of the person to
whom he gave the hoe. I gave mine to one of the biggest boys in the group and collected several sticks for myself.
He was a hard worker, and he worked as hard as he was able to, but I was never satisfied with his work, and I kept
on beating him as he was working until he worked no longer but simply sat down and cried.
Then the teacher announced that those who were working should give back the hoes to the owners and be their
overseers. I was scared to death at the thought that the boy I had just been beating so much would now be my
overseer. What would he do? Was he going to avenge himself? I saw him wipe away his tears and laugh aloud
with joy. Well, he collected several sticks and before he was able to beat me I ran home and did not show up at
school for three days.
It had been very unnecessary for me to beat him just because he did not work to my satisfaction. Indeed, I
believe I did not beat him because he did not work as well as I wanted him to, but because I had power, the power
that the teacher had vested in me as an overseer of someone else. Many people have lost their heads because of
power, and I lost mine too.
*
Few of the boys in the village went to school. Most of them were taking care of the cattle and were therefore
unable to find time to go to school. This presented a great problem for me, because I liked to play with these boys
out in the fields or go out hunting with them instead of going to school. The school itself meant very little to me at
that time, and I would have been most happy if there had been no school at all. The teachers, too, seemed like
cruel people who could punish or whip when one was late or did not bring food to them, and this discouraged me
very much. Although I had been at school for less than a year I was already tired of it, and I was planning to quit,
but my parents insisted that I continue, not that they knew the value of school more than I did, but because they
did not want to waste the sixpence they had paid for my school fees. With much reluctance I finished that school
year.
The following year there were six of us from the village going to school and there were many others from the
surrounding villages. Unfortunately, all six of us did not like going to school that year. We were simply forced by
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our folk. We were able, though, to leave our homes and say we were going to school while in reality we would
stop somewhere on the way and play there all day until late in the afternoon, when we would return home and
report we had gone to school.
However, things were made difficult for us later on because at school we were given slates, and our parents
now wanted us to prove to them each evening that we had gone to school by showing them what we had written at
school. In other words, after writing whatever we were supposed to write at school, we would let the teacher mark
our slates with his piece of chalk, and we would ron home without erasing our slates to prove to them we had
gone to school.
Then one day one of us had an amazing discovery. It was simple, but it worked for us.
“You know, fellows, our parents cannot read!” our discoverer observed.
“So?”
“So we can hide in the woods again and play,” he said, “then toward the end of the afternoon, we can write
whatever we please, and show it to them. They’ll believe it.”
“But where shall we get chalk to write like a teacher? You know we have to have our slates marked by him.”
“I have that answered too,” he said, producing a piece of an old and well burnt bone. “See how it writes?” It
wrote exactly like a piece of white chalk.
Now we were able to hide in the woods all day and go home in the evening and still prove to them beyond
doubt that we had gone to school.
*
Somehow they found out that we were not going to school and they punished us. The punishment was not
severe, but it was hard enough to teach us to be honest. We had cheated, and had cheated nobody but ourselves.
Our folk were forcing us to go to school, not for their own sake, but for ours. They were trying to help us prepare
for our future, a future that would probably be better than theirs had been. They had never been given an opportunity to go to school themselves, but they knew very well that the knowledge of reading and writing and the ability
to use such knowledge made quite a difference between a person who possessed such a knowledge and the one
who did not have it. They knew, therefore, that if there was any chance for their children to go to school, they
would not let them miss it.
Our punishment was that we were made to march around the village all day singing Azungu nzeru apanga
ndegi (Clever Europeans make airplanes) as we marched, a guard behind us ready to strike if one of us did not
keep pace with the others. We were not allowed to stop for food or drink during the long march, and by the time
our punishment was over late in the evening, we unanimously promised we would never refuse to go to school
again.
A rumor went around the village saying that I had been responsible for passing out the information to the
parents that we were not going to school, but instead were hiding in the woods and playing, and this did not please
the other boys. They decided to punish me, and their punishment was to beat me. When we went out into the
woods the following Saturday, they attacked me, but fortunately a relative who had just returned from Bunna,
where he served during the Second World War, was cutting some trees nearby. He was a strong man, and a good
many people in the village were afraid of him. He heard my crying and came running to my rescue, and when the
boys saw him, they all ran away. In the evening they were caught and punished.
*
It was not too long before we were reconciled. We went to school together again. On Saturdays we would go
hunting wild animals for meat together, and in the evening we would all sit in front of a fire listening to stories
told by our grandmothers.
“Children,” the grandmothers would call out, “do you see that head on the moon?”
“Yea!” we would all yell out together.
“That is ——. She used to be our neighbor, but one day she worked on Sunday, and God punished her by
sending her to the Moon,” they would tell us.
“Too bad,” we would say with awe.
*
Going to school that year was no longer a hard thing. We loved to go and enjoyed being at school, and we
learned, still more, that if we did things that were pleasant to the teachers, we would no longer be punished or
whipped, and we made it our duty to do so. However, there was one thing that made us act contrary to our commitments, and this affected all the male pupils in the school.
The headmaster decided that all male pupils were to build a road running from the school to the main road,
which was being constructed about two miles away from the school itself. The road was to pass through a fairly
thick forest, and we were to work on the road for over four hours a day and be in class for about two hours. We
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started the job, and each day we labored there diligently.
But one of the teachers, who was also the village headman, sympathized with our toils, and instead of asking
the headmaster to cut down the number of hours that we were putting on building the road each day, he advised us
to strike and go home.
We were not familiar with strikes, and certainly we were neither ready nor organized for it, but we tried it and
it worked very well. We were in class for two hours one morning, then he sent us to work on the road. He himself
remained at school, and while we were on the road, we sent a delegation to him composed of two boys, asking
him to come and inspect our work, but before he and the two boys came, we all ran away.
When we returned to school the next morning, he never mentioned anything about the road or about what we
had done the previous day, and from that day on we never worked on the road. That was an easy strike, but why
did the headmaster abandon the whole project just after one strike?
In fact, we did not want to discontinue building the road, we were merely asking him to cut down the number
of working hours a day. If all strikes in the world ended like that, business would probably have collapsed
already! However, we were happier that way than we would have been otherwise.
*
That school year was a period of happiness and unhappiness, of gratification and disappointments, but we went
through it all right, and we were all happy when the summer holidays came. I spent my holiday at home, most of
the time hunting wild pigs with older men in the village.
I remember late that summer on a sunny Sunday morning, several men and three of us boys, armed with spears
and dogs, left the village and went hunting up in the hills. We hunted all day but did not see any wild animals.
Late in the afternoon we saw wild pigs. These pigs are good meat, but often they are dangerous, as they charge at
people when they are attacked.
The dogs began chasing them, and we ran behind the dogs, and when the dogs were barking, the pigs stopped
to fight the dogs, and we came nearer to spear them; and the pigs ran again, with the dogs following, and us
following the dogs, until we were able to kill one of the pigs.
We hid the pig in a small river and ran after the others until we were many miles from where we had hidden
the one killed. We were unable to kill another one, and being tired, we sat down and rested in an old deserted
house.
And there came a heavy rain, and it rained all evening, stopping only late at night. Rivers flooded high, and our
river quietly swept our pig down the slopes on the side of the hill opposite the one facing our village and
deposited it in someone’s garden down in the valley.
The next morning, finding that our pig was gone, we followed the river all the way down to the valley and
found the owner of the garden with his family busy trying to take the pig to their house. It was hard to convince
them that the dead pig was really ours, because they hardly believed our story. We threatened them that whether
they believed our story or not, we were still going to get back our pig. Realizing that they would never gain
anything by arguing, they yielded, and being kind people, we gave them a chunk of meat, about twenty pounds,
which was better than nothing.
*
That summer my mother’s cousin and her family moved to our village from another village about a hundred
miles away. Their son, Maynard Sinkonde, was as old as I was and became one of my greatest friends. From the
day we met in 1948 we played together, went to school together, lived in the same room, and shared our happiness
and disappointments until the day we parted after attending Livingstone Secondary School in 1958.
In the eyes of the many people who saw us together, we looked like brothers, and not just like plain brothers,
but twin brothers. Actually we did not look much alike, but still there were many people who could not tell
immediately who was Maynard and who was Didimu.
I owe much to my friend, especially in education. He showed a special interest in mathematics, and this is
something I was very weak in, especially during the first few years of school. I remember at one time the teacher,
seeing that we were great friends, feared that I would spoil him.
The next school year found Maynard and me at another school, called Wenya, which was then a junior primary
school, situated about eight miles away from our village. Each morning we walked to the school together, and
each evening we walked back home. It was a hard and tedious walk, and we seldom liked it. It became even
harder in winter or rainy season when sometimes the mornings would be very wet. By the time we got to school
we were very wet, and sometimes it would rain while we were already at school, and rivers would flood and we
would be unable to go back home, so we would have to sleep with other people in other villages. Besides, there
were many times when we got to school late, and we were either flogged on our backs or punished, and there
were many times when we went home before we were supposed to because we were tired, and we would be
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subject to the same beatings.
Food was a major problem. We seldom carried lunch with us, and by the time we got home in the evenings we
were starving.
*
Around this time my mother had twin babies, a girl and a boy. We named the girl Nthembwa and the boy
Kapampa, meaning that the girl was older than the boy.
My years at school, especially the first few years, were probably the unhappiest in my school history. My
family, being so poor, could hardly afford to give me things that most of my schoolmates were able to get from
their parents.
Maynard was slightly better off than I was. He had brothers and some relatives who in our society were
considered well-to-do people, and these relatives could help him in a number of ways. The school fees were high
at that school, and one year my school fees were paid in a rather unusual manner.
Mr. Zelenje’s cows had wandered into our garden and had trampled on some crops. My mother had run to
report to Zelenje’s wife and Zelenje’s wife welcomed mother with a couple of fists.
My mother had run to the court clerk to sue Mrs. Zelenje. A week later I had my school fees paid and my
mother could be seen displaying her new cloth.
*
It was, I think, April. We were sitting in the classroom doing our arithmetic. I had wanted to go to the lavatory
for a long time, but the teacher would not give me permission.
“May I go to the lavatory now, sir?” I would ask again.
“Not yet,” he would say. “Finish your work first.”
“I have finished now, sir,” I was able to say at the end.
“Have you really? Begin the next page.”
Without his permission I could not go, and when he finally gave me permission I really went. I jumped out of
the room in time, but no sooner had I started running to the lavatory than I was already helping myself. By the
time I got to the lavatory, I was ready to turn back and go to the classroom.
But could I? It was raining that morning, and all I was wearing was a piece of an old blanket about a foot long
and a foot wide given to me by a friend. It was all in a mess. I could have gone behind the lavatory and run home,
eight miles away, in that condition, or I could have run down to the stream and dipped myself into the water, but I
did neither.
Another boy coming from the other classroom carne running, and when he saw my trail on the ground he made
a hideous scream and the school was out. When all the pupils were about to gather around me in some kind of an
amazement, I almost smiled as if to suggest that these things are common and can happen to any person, but I was
utterly ashamed. I looked like a little bird in its nest on a rainy day. It trembles as though it is running short of
breath.
“My God!” one teacher was able to gasp.
“Go wash yourself in the stream,” my teacher commanded. I did.
I quit school because of this incident. I was the subject of talk at school that week. People started their
conversation in my name.
“Did you smell him that day?” or,
“What do you think of …?”
I quit school, and neither my father nor my mother would force me to go to school now. I was not going to go;
no, not to that school.
*
One of my mother’s cousins, Kantuwarya Kafunda, had two wives. One of his wives, Nyamukwasi, was
pregnant, and while I was staying home after quitting the school I was allowed to sleep in her house so I could
make fire for her at night. Kantuwarya himself went to sleep in his other wife’s house. One night I was awakened
by my mother.
“Get out,” she said, “there is a snake in the house.”
“Give me a stick and I will kill it,” I said, not knowing very much what I was talking about.
“You don’t kill snakes. Come on, let’s get out.” I went into the other house and slept there.
The next day I was interested to know that there had never been a snake in the house that night. They did not
want me to see the stork deliver his package to Nyamukwasi. I noted down the birth, in case at some future time
the boy should ask us when it was that he was welcomed into the world: May 13, 1952.
*
Before the end of May my father received a letter from the headmaster. He asked me to read it, and I told him
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that the headmaster wanted to see my father at school.
Actually the letter said that my father was being sued for neglecting to send me back to school. In a week or
so, he appeared before the court, a local court about three hundred yards away from the school. He was fined five
shillings but he could not pay it. He was to be detained at court and work there until he was able to pay the fine.
Our village headman loaned him five shillings and he was out of trouble. When he got home he raised hell on me.
And that is how I was finally sent back to school.
But the following year I was stranded again. I could not pay the school fees. However, this time the headmaster
promised father he would pay my fees and have father repay him by installments. This my father did.
*
My mother had a baby boy. We named him Zgora, meaning that those before him were twins.
Then came another problem.
My father began to feel uneasy about my well-being. During his beer errands he would meet a good many
people, his beer partners. These partners would whisper into his ears that if he let me go on with school, some
people in the village would feel jealous and bewitch me. He had not, however, forgotten that only a short time
back he was fined five shillings for neglecting to send me back to school, but he knew also that if I failed my
examinations I would not be permitted to go back to school except maybe under extreme conditions, such as if
there were not enough pupils to constitute a class.
This was his chance, he thought.
One day he called me to him. Sitting on his stool he began thus:
“I fear they are going to kill you, my son, because you are passing all your examinations. Do you know what
you should do?”
“What?”
“I am telling you that you should go and fail your forthcoming examinations. Write all the useless things you
can think of and never give the right answers, and that way you will fail and nobody will bother to think of you
anymore.”
“Oh sure, I will,” I promised him.
My mother was completely disturbed about it, and she asked how he knew they, the witches, were haunting me
because of my school work. I was not going to stick to my promise, because to me examinations were
competitions, the only times when I could also expect to stand on top of all or the majority of the pupils.
I could decide purposely to fail my examinations, but I would be laughed at by many. I could decide to pass
them, and I could be admired by many. I was, I decided, going to pass them and be admired rather than ridiculed,
and besides, I feared that everybody would not believe my failure.
Then came that irritating routine. My sister and brother, the twins, were ill. My parents took them to the
medicine man, the same medicine man, and still strange to say, it was again during the time when we begin
working in our gardens. This suggested right from the start that I would have to take care of the garden again as I
had done several years back. I was much bigger and I could do it better and more efficiently, but I had to think of
school too. Before, I was not at school and I had all the time one could need, but I was small. Now, I was big and
strong, but I had no time. I was going to work on Saturdays and once or twice during the week days I was going
to skip classes.
At school the headmaster announced we were going to build six houses at school for boys whose homes were
more than six miles away from school so they could board there. This order affected me. In one week, we had all
the six houses standing ready for occupation. The routine was that we would go home on Fridays to get more
supplies and come back on Sunday night and board there.
This left me with no time at all to work in the garden, and when I came back home on Friday I had to think of
preparing myself some flour to take to school on Sunday night. This was solved because my father’s cousin’s son,
Neckson Mukwala, was going to get me flour from his mother. When I learned that it was getting later and later
for the garden to be finished in time for the rains, I quit school for one week and worked in the garden, but I still
did not finish it.
Then one morning all the people who belonged to the African National Church, the Church my mother
belonged to, picked up their hoes and came to our garden, and by noon of that day the whole garden was done and
planted with maize.
*
I returned to school the following week. I was a few minutes late the first morning and had to sit in the very
back row of the big room during the morning prayers.
“Let’s pray,” said the headmaSter, and we all bowed down with our eyes closed. But some boys in the back
row kept on whispering and laughing, and the headmaster opened his eyes stealthily to note the boys. The whole
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of the back row, he decided.
“ … and in Jesus’ name, Amen,” said the headmaster finally.
“Will the boys in the back row come forward, please,” he commanded, and at the same time dispatched
another boy to get some whips.
We were Standing in front of the whole school and the whole school had already judged us mischievous for
making noise during the prayers. The whips were brought in, and one by one the boys were being flogged. It was
my turn to be flogged.
“May I explain something, sir, before I get whipped?” I asked with my right hand raised up before the presence
of the holder of the ultimate authority on the school grounds.
“You may.”
“You know, sir,” I began in trembling voice, “you know, I opened my eyes during the prayer, and I did so
because I heard these people talk and laugh, and I wanted to see who were talking and laughing so I could report
them to you, sir, at the end of the ceremony.”
“Very well,” said the voice of one with authority. “Very well, go back to your seat.” I had gone about two steps
when that same voice of one with authority, rang behind me.
“Wait a minute. You were not at school all last week, and do you have any explanation? I’m sure you do. Let’s
hear it.”
I stood at attention, my hand raised up, and I began to explain. My family was not home and I was left with the
job of hoeing the garden.
“That’s why, sir,” I said.
My explanation, he said, was satisfactory, but I was still going to be whipped because I had not asked his
permission to stay away.
*
The game we played most often at school was football, soccer, and in January 1953 my school went to play the
Nthalire School, some twenty miles away. The whole school went up there to cheer the players and it was exciting
to watch the two teams fight for their schools. Unfortunately we lost the game. It was expected, however, because
whenever we played Nthalire at Nthalire, we lost the game, and whenever they played us at Wenya they always
lost.
The next morning we started walking back home by way of my village. As we were approaching my village,
we could hear the drum, that same old drum that tells you right away that someone somewhere is dead. I was not
surprised when I found a number of people at home, getting ready to go to the place where my ailing sister and
brother were. I went with them and found it was Zgora who was dead.
Again I could not fail to recognize the similarities between the deaths of Kamuntu and Zgora. Whereas,
Kamuntu died on Saturday morning, Zgora died on Saturday night. When Kamuntu died, my family was staying
away because my mother was ill, and when Zgora died, my family was staying away because Nthembwa and
Kapampa were ill. And on both occasions, I had been left alone to till the garden, only to be helped at the end by
the villagers.
*
The following month I volunteered at school to go along with ten other boys to Bulambia, about seventy miles
away, to get school supplies. I realized that it was going to be a rough hike, and that if my mother and father were
home, they would never let me go, but I had never been up there before and I was eager to see it. Besides, that
was the school where those pupils who had completed the school I was then attending went, and it was within the
realm of possibility that I would go there too upon the completion of my schooling at Wenya. Also, there were
two boys attending that school from my village and they were close friends of mine, and I was anxious to see
them.
We carried our packs of corn meal and off we went. It took us fifteen hours of walking before we finally got
there. We were given our bundles of books to carry back to our school, and mine was one of the lightest because I
was the youngest of them all. It contained nine dozen textbooks, two dozen notebooks, one dozen rulers, and four
slates. It was the heaviest load that I had ever carried on such a long trip, and it was not very strange that I was the
slowest of them all. The trip took us more than fifteen hours to get back to our school. I stumbled on the way,
dropped my bundle to the ground, and hurt one of my toes on the right foot. I picked up my load and I found that
one slate was broken into numerous tiny pieces.
My toe hurt terribly, my load looked heavier than it really was, and I was extremely tired, too tired to walk
something like a mile without stopping for a rest or two. There were times when the other boys would leave me
about four or five miles behind, and they would stop and rest while waiting for me, and when I arrived they would
start again. At times when they were thus waiting for me, one of the older boys would run back after me and carry
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my load to the place where the rest were resting. We got home late at night and I immediately forgot all my
tiredness and pain when I learned that my brother and sister were well and that the family was back home.
*
I had always used Didimu as my first name, but while I was attending Wenya School, I noticed that most of my
schoolmates had English sounding first names.
Also at that time I was learning English, and I took quite a pride in the few words that I had mastered so far,
and I always boasted that I would learn as much English as possible and so be able to speak it much better than
those who were teaching me English.
To satisfy my pride I decided to coin an English sounding name for myself. One other fact that prompted me to
change my name was the fact that many people used to laugh at me. Didimu is also the name of Thomas, the
doubting disciple, and so sometimes the other boys and girls referred to me simply as “one of the twelve,”
meaning, of course, one of the twelve disciples, and sometimes they referred to me as Mr. River, meaning the
river in which I was tossed when I was a baby and from which I got the name of Didimu. My grandfather had
given me the name of Chalangani, which means useless or unintelligent, and I hated this name because I believed
I was not unintelligent, at least not as unintelligent as the name suggested.\fn{ It is not explained here, but he is likely to
have given him such a name to protect him from evil spirits and witchcraft; who, seeing his name meant that he was useless or stupid,
would not waste their time on someone who would be a failure anyway—in the same way as some Chinese mothers or ayahs will say
loudly to the apparently empty air that their baby is pock-marked, or deformed in some way, thus appeasing passing malevolent and
invisible spirits:H}

One day when I was still thinking of getting myself an English sounding name, the name Legson came into my
mind. I had never known anybody who had this name, and I do not know anybody who has it, and I cannot say
exactly why I stuck to this name and not another. Maynard, my friend, wrote on the walls of the houses in the
village and elsewhere with a piece of chalk in big letters: DIDIMU LERO NI LEGSON, that is to say, “Didimu
becomes Legson.”
I announced that I would fight any boy or girl who called me Didimu, and I would be most pleased if all men
and women in the village began calling me by the name of Legson.
So my name was changed, but my father always called me by my old name, and once in a while some boys
would forget and call me by the old name and this would result in fierce fighting. My brother and sister found it
hard to pronounce my name and they have always called me by the name that sounds like Ligisoni.
Later on, when I began to understand very well the reasons why the British are in Nyasaland and what they are
doing, I began to be more and more pleased if someone called me by my old name. I began to look upon anything
English with some reserve.
Didimu is the name, and the right name, for me. It is African in every respect, and it has all the meaning a
reasonable name should possess. I was born a proud African and was given a proud African name, but because of
the foolishness that sometimes befalls some men’s minds, I was inclined to change it and give myself some
foreign name that was void of any meaning. My father was very right to call me Didimu and refuse to call me
Legson, and the very fact that my brother and sister found it hard to pronounce this foreign name indicates how
really foreign it was, and who would care to keep such a name? Yes, it was indeed an error that I so rushingly
demoted my dignified and historical name.
*
The following year, instead of going to school in Bulambia as was normally the case, we went to Nthalire,
where the senior class had just been introduced.
This senior class was supposed to be put at Wenya, but for some petty reasons and after opposition to our side,
the class was put at Nthalire and so Nthalire automatically became a senior primary school while Wenya remained
a junior primary school. There were no boarding houses at Nthalire, and so we lived with families and went home
once every two weeks.
The headmaster, Mr. Morton Mughogho, who is now a school inspector, was a very intelligent teacher, and we
all liked him, although he often spanked us. During the first week of school he announced that he wanted every
boy at school to be in khaki shorts and a khaki shirt, and all girls to be in blue dresses. This was much more than
my family could afford, and I knew very well that no matter how I tried to tell the teacher about my situation, he
would not very likely understand me, as he had no idea at all about my background.
All I was wearing at that time was an old piece of white cloth, which was so old and so dirty that it was no
longer white and would never be white again no matter how much I washed it. As a matter of fact, it looked more
like khaki than white, and the teacher at one time asked me if I could just make a shirt out of it. This would have
been possible, but then I would have had no shorts to go with it and it would have been senseless to wear a shirt
without shorts, and besides, I used it as a blanket at night.
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Once again I quit school for several weeks. One of these days when I was out of school and working in our
garden, a man by the name of Eliah N’gambi, nicknamed Nairobi because he often talked about the days when he
had worked in Nairobi, saw me and asked why I was not at school. He gave me a pair of khaki shorts and a white
shirt and put me back at school again.
While at that school I was staying with a family about two hundred yards from the school grounds. I was able
to go home at noon and have lunch. The teacher gave us nicknames, and mine was “girl” because he claimed that
I looked like a girl.
During the first three-week holiday I went to Karonga Boma, a town, and worked. The following year found us
at Wenya again, that is, the senior class that was transferred to Wenya, so that although both Nthalire and Wenya
were senior primary schools, Wenya was higher in that it had one class higher than Nthalire.
In summer of that year I had worked at various jobs. I had worked at a dam, I had worked on the road, and I
had worked in the gardens digging bands.
The Agriculture Department demanded that people dig some sort of streams along or across their gardens.
These streams were to be one foot deep and three feet wide, and were to collect the running water after the rains
which otherwise would sweep away the soil. Owners of the gardens paid me for that. Then one day, late that
summer, some men in the village were going to sell their cattle in the southernmost tip of Tanganyika,\fn{ Tanzania’s name, prior to the federation of Tanganyika with Zanzibar in 1964:H } and they needed some boys or men who would
help take care of the cattle on the way to that place and then carry things they would buy there back to the village.
This was a long journey and they estimated it would take three to four weeks to get there and about a week to
get back. My father had thought of going with them, but he changed his mind because he was in the act of
building a house, and moreover, my mother had had twins, one of whom was already dead, and the other, who
was given the name of Masida meaning that they were born two but the other one is dead, was herself in poor
health. I was to go with them instead.
There were nine of us in all, and two of us, Diaford Nyirongo and myself, were to take charge of the sixteen
cows on the way. On a Monday morning my father bade me farewell.
*
We had been gone a week, when I remember one morning I woke up crying. It had been a cool night, and we
had slept outdoors, not very near any village. Once at night the other men had waked me, saying that I was crying.
I said I was not crying. I went back to sleep and got up crying. I had had a bad dream. I dreamed that my head had
been shaved and that I had been crying in protest against the shaving of my head, when suddenly I had seen in my
dream a lone man standing in front of me with his face turned away from me. I recognized this lone man to be my
father.
It was on Sunday, the Sunday following the Monday we left home, that my father, after a good drink of beer,
went out into the woods to get himself some construction material. A way into the bush, far away from home, we
were ascending and descending hills, and away in the woods my father was climbing a tree, higher and higher he
went until he could go no higher. He cut down some branches and after dropping his axe, he began climbing
down, but he had stepped on a dry branch which immediately broke, bringing him down with it. He fell on his
branches, breaking his hand, a compound fracture. His other hand landed on the axe and was badly cut, and his
head hit a rock and cracked.
Heaven knows how long he stayed there unconscious. But he regained his consciousness and staggered home,
sobbing and crying as he staggered. He got home and was carried to a dispensary eight miles away. He lived three
days, then died.
*
The men had sold their cows and they paid us eight shillings apiece. With this money I bought myself a
blanket. I thought my mother and father would be very proud to see me be the first member of the family to own a
blanket, but only a grave of father did I find.
I started a new garden not too far from our house. By the way, the house my father was building before he
died, was never completed. I had asked some friends to help me to do it because I was running short on time as
the schools would be starting soon. I had climbed a tree to cut down some branches, and I narrowly escaped being
knocked down by one of the branches as it came down. I came down too, and the other boys thought it would be a
good idea if we did not climb trees.
I was cutting down one tree while standing on the ground, and as I swung the axe, some little branch deflected
it and it came right on my right leg. I had cut myself, and I saw blood rushing out. I tied a string around my thigh
so I would not lose much blood and slowly walked home and one of the boys ran home to report my accident. A
group of men, women, and children came running to carry me home. My friend had exaggerated when telling
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them of my injuries, for upon hearing the report they thought I was in as bad a condition as my father when he fell
off the tree. And that is the reason why the men and the women came to carry me home. My mother was weeping
already before she saw me. I was taken to the same dispensary where my father had stayed during the last three
days of his life. Only I did not stay there.
I had not seen him when he lay in that dispensary after his accident, but from what I had heard, I knew that I
was not even half as seriously injured as he had been, but my mother, who had seen my father in that condition
and who saw me then, had a different idea. He fell off a tree, hurt himself and died, she reasoned. I cut myself
while felling a tree, therefore she concluded I was going to die. She hurried to a medicine man and asked his
advice.
“This is a simple case,” he told her. “You see, his father and all his relatives now dead are sad because they
think he is being troubled, so they want to free him of these troubles by letting him die.”
She came back more worried than she was before she went to him, for now she even blamed herself for having
ever gone to consult him in the first place, because, she reasoned, she would have felt better if she did not know
my fate. She even wished the doctor was not telling the truth. He had suggested to her that one remedy to this was
that we should move from the area to some other place.
*
I did not stay at the dispensary for long. I came home, and one more thing that still shook my mother and this
time, it shook me too, was an incident a short time after my accident.
I was sleeping on the same mat with a nephew of hers. Chapimba was his name. We were both covered with
the same blanket, and it happened that late at night there was a snake between us. As far as I can recollect now, it
appears that my friend shook first and got bit on the back.
Not knowing what had happened, he went out and sat on the verandah crying. When his mother heard him, she
came out and asked him why he was crying. He could not tell.
I heard them talking outside and I went out, leaving the blanket on the mat. Light was brought to check if there
was anything there, because it had been noticed that his back was swelling. A little black snake was lying on the
mat under the blanket. It had bitten him, and at that hour of the night there was little they could do in terms of
medicines. The little they did, did not help the matter, for it was not too long thereafter that our friend died.
Our doctor suggested that we should move to another area, because he said there the spirit of any of my dead
relatives would not find me. I was in my senior class and soon I would be going to a secondary school, and
secondary schools were far away. My mother was planning to move to some other area too, but I found it useless
to run away because I said,
“If the spirits of my dead relatives are trying to haunt me, I cannot escape them by running away.”
“You don’t understand,” responded my mother. “Let’s get out of this place while we have time.”
“And what’s it that I don’t understand?”
“What the doctor is telling us. He says we are all going to die if we don’t move soon.” I was not going to move
because he told me so, I said. She was getting angry, and she began packing.
“Why do you insist on staying here?” she asked.
“But where are you going?” I asked. “You have a house here, a garden here, you have friends here, and now
wherever it is that you are going, who do you think will build you a house, who do you think will begin a new
garden for you?”
“I don’t care. I don’t care at all,” she answered.
“You better care. You will not have a garden, and you will not have any food, and you will starve to death, and
that will be the death your doctor is predicting.”
*
She cooled down and unpacked her things. We stayed there in our good old village, and we enjoyed our stay
there as much as we could, much more than we would had we decided to move.
“Do you still want to move away?” I asked her two years later.
“Oh, yes. I certainly want to move away,” she replied. “But I just do not know where to.”
“Is it not madness to run away from your good home because a witch doctor tells you to?” I asked.
“It is indeed madness to stay there when he tells you to go,” she said.
“That may be true,” I said. “But let us stay here a little longer. I am sure it will be all right.”
*
I sat for my final examinations that year and I passed them. I had applied to a teachers college but was turned
down because they said I was too young to be a teacher. I applied for a bursary, or scholarship, from my district
and they granted me five pounds for my school fees at a secondary school, but that was not enough. Maynard got
help from his cousin who was then a teacher, and he was going to a secondary school. I just could not help
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thinking that I would have to loaf in the village because I could go neither to a teachers college because I was
young, nor to a secondary school because I did not have enough money.
But, then, I had a very rare chance, a rare good fortune which Providence gives to few people in a long time. I
received a letter from an Englishman named Petty, a missionary at Livingstonia Church of Scotland, an old and
famous mission school in the country founded by Dr. Robert Laws during the latter part of the last century\fn{ The
19th century is meant} and named after the Scottish explorer, none other than David Livingstone, who traveled far and
wide into the heart of Africa, exploring and pioneering for the abolition of the slave trade.
It was in 1859 that the weary missionary, after a great deal of traveling, set foot in the southern part of what is
now Nyasaland, thereby discovering Lake Nyasa. A little over a decade thereafter, Dr. Laws appeared in the
country and established the mission school in the northern part of Nyasaland and named it after that famous
missionary. The school started in poor buildings, with only a few students, but in time Dr. Laws, with his untiring
efforts, built new beautiful modern brick and stone buildings, which still retain much of their beauty and
modernness. Many years after Dr. Laws's death, the school developed into a secondary school, and the Reverend
Petty was living at that school although he was entrusted with the affairs of the schools in the Karonga District
whose headquarters was Livingstonia.
I had seen him several times when he visited our school, but I had never been introduced to him, and really
there was no reason why I should have been so privileged, so he did not know me, but I knew him. Only three
years before, he had been instrumental in introducing standard four at Nthalire school instead of at Wenya, thus
making Nthalire a senior school. Because of this, many of us in Wenya looked to him with some indifference
because we were never satisfied with the reasons why he and others had done so. But that year this man we had
been indifferent to was doing a favor for me, my village and my area, and possibly my country.
After the final examinations Mr. Petty, being in charge of the schools in my district, had a copy of the list of
the names of those people who had passed, and when he saw my name high up on the list, he inquired what my
plans were. The people he asked, happening to know much about me, replied that I would be able neither to join
the teachers college because I was too young nor to enter a secondary school because of my financial incapability.
Losing no time he mailed a letter to me with a stamped and self-addressed envelope enclosed for my reply.
I was very excited when I received the letter because at that time I was not used to receiving any and it was
one of the few that I had received in my whole life. Actually I had written and read many letters, not my letters,
but letters belonging to those people who could neither read nor write. When such people received letters from
their friends or relatives working or living in distant places, I was called upon to read them for them, and
whenever they wanted to write letters to their friends I was asked to write them. Taking a pencil and paper, I
would write down what they dictated to me as though I were their secretary.
But this letter was different. It was mine! I opened it with trembling fingers, wondering where it came from
and what message it carried. I spread it open and began reading.
“Dear Legson,” it began, “You have passed your examination with high marks, and I understand you do not
have money to go to a secondary school. I talked to Mr. Russell (headmaster) of Livingstonia Secondary School,
and when he saw your marks, he immediately agreed to reserve a place for you here … I shall help you through
secondary school so that you in turn will help someone.”
I read the letter over and over again, and I was filled with joy. …
12.212 Waiting For A Turn\fn{by Ken Lipenga (1952- )} Chringa, Philombe District, Southern Region, Malawi
(M) 3
All roads lead to Sapitwa. All traffic moves toward Sapitwa. Rivers cross-cross and point in different directions. But all rivers flow into Sapitwa pool. Tears of laughter and tears of sorrow flow into Sapitwa pool. All
enemies meet and shake hands at Sapitwa.
*
There was no question that my Mbambande Tailoring Shop was the most successful in town. Everyone, from
platformed young men and bewigged girls to respectable big shots, came to my shop for their clothes. Everyone
who wanted the very latest fashion came to Mbambande. Wives refused dressed from their husbands unless they
carried the “Mbambande “ label. Girls ignored a young man unless they were convinced that his suit was from
Mbambande. Children refused to go to school until ababa\fn{Father.} bought their school uniforms from Mbambande. Anything without the Mbambande label was old-fashioned. Fragile marriages collapsed beneath the weight
of the “Mbambande” label. In short no one was anyone unless they were clothed by Mbambande Tailoring Shop.
Such was my success.
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All this was a pleasant surprise. There were times, I admit, when I felt genuinely alarmed at my success. For I
had not expected anything of the sort when, a few months after leaving the university, I resigned from that
insurance job. And here I must give you a little more detail.
I had resigned for two reasons. First, I could not understand why after spending years at the university, I found
myself living from day to day, without the slightest sign that I would ever become rich. I am the get-rich-quick
type and hadn’t the patience to wait till I had crept through all the usual acrobatics that one must perform in order
to get raises and rises. I also have a flighty temper, a weakness which wouldn’t let me stand being bossed around
by someone for the rest of my life.
I saved some money and resigned, planning to start a business of my own where I could boss myself and
control the pace of my progress to the top.
I chose tailoring. I don’t quite know why. It may have to do with the fact that I had always been one for fashions in clothing. But at the time of my decision, I scarcely knew how to operate a sewing machine. I had to take a
one-month course at one of the city tailoring shops. Thus I was in every way a novice in the business, and the
success which soon came my way was a great surprise.
I think the hunchback appeared at about the time when I was approaching the peak of success and I needed
more tailors. He came one morning, and before the day was over we all saw that he was exceptional. Exception in
his skill and hard work. Give him a piece of cloth to be made into trousers and they would be ready within an
hour. Get suspicious and look for faults and you would find none. Customers always went away satisfied. Oh,
such a clever, fast tailor I had never seen before.
I was, of course, delighted; not only because his example infected the rest of my staff, but also because I felt
his presence would make my business boom. I could already see rival firms withering away as I shot to the top.
*
Then came the shock. After a week hunchback came to ask if he could live in the shop, as he could find no
accommodation elsewhere. He was serious.
But how could I allow this? My shop was on the city’s main street, and to allow a hunchback, no matter how
skilled and hardworking, to live there would be bad for business. Even without this problem the whole idea was
unthinkable. So I said “No,” as I am sure any other sane man would have done; but I also told him that I would
look into the problem. He said nothing in reply.
The next morning Hunchback came in with his two wives and thirteen children. There was no word of
explanation but it was clear that he had decided to move into the shop whether I liked it or not. The arrival of that
army of children caused chaos; they roamed everywhere, pulling at the clothing, turning everything upside down,
and causing panic and confusion among my tailors. Such rascals I had never seen before. But life is an unpleasant
business, and I know such trials ought not surprise anyone. I found it all very painful.
I told Hunchback to leave. But he quietly refused to budge, and generally behaved as though he was only
exercising a natural right.
Well, I have already confessed that I am not a saint when it comes to keeping my temper on a leash. I kicked
the hunchback with a heavy right boot, and, well, I swear I had never thought he was so light. My modest kick
sent him clear into the street where he landed on his head, more or less.
I now seemed to be possessed by some evil spirit for I followed him and started clobbering him severely in
front of all those people on the street. At this point his thirteen children, all of them very small and apparently of
the same age, swarmed over me and started tearing at my clothes.
And the people who had quickly gathered in a crowd gasped in amazement. They opened their mouths wide
and although they did not say anything in particular I understood the message.
Hunchback, my exceptional tailor, disappeared with is two wives and thirteen children. Where he went, I knew
not.
*
But immediately my business began to decline. It seemed that people disapproved of my beating up Hunchback. They also seemed to think that it would have done my business no harm at all to allow the hunchback and
his family to live in my shop on Main Street.
I see no harm in begging to differ but, oh, why is life so unpleasant? People stopped coming to Mbambande
Tailoring Shop and the ugliest things were said about me. People were earnestly warned off for fear of assault.
Some ingenious fellow made the sudden discovery that we were not in fact good tailors at all, that my shop had
from the start produced the lousiest tailoring in town.
The new spread. Husbands pulled the Mbambande label from the clothes in their households for fear of having
them burnt by angry wives. Girls scornfully ignored boys wearing Mbambande clothes. All around I saw smaller
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shops booming and growing. My tailors complained that their wives threatened to leave them unless they stopped
working for “the murderer”. The tailors proved how they loved their wives by dropping out one by one.
Darkness settled on my shop. The sewing machines began to rust; a ghostly silence crept in; spiders built
empires in dark corners; lizards played on the walls; grass grew fast outside: Mbambande Tailoring Shop was no
more.
My wife, an imaginative woman, began to wonder why there was no bread no margarine no meat no soap no
this no that in the house. She then proceeded to conclude that I was squandering my money on other women, and
even claimed that she knew I had been doing this all along.
I kicked my wife with my favorite right boot, and I had not thought she was so light. My modest kick sent her
flying through the door; I followed and angrily beat her up. My children pulled at my clothes, and the people from
the neighborhood, who had quickly gathered in a crowd, opened their mouths wide and although they said nothing
specific I could see that they were not on my side.
My imaginative wife disappeared with the children, took them to her people. Ah, life is an unpleasant business.
Well, there was no going back now. I went into the kitchen and smashed the china. I came out and smashed all
the furniture in the lounge. It didn’t help. I piled up all my clothing and blankest and set them on fire. The smoke
filled my eyes with tears, I turned on the radio full blast, went into a corner of the bedroom, and cried like a sixyear-old. That didn’t help either, so I took the radio outside and set it on fire while the crowd watched. They
watched me in silence, their mouths agape, and when they were satisfied that I had destroyed all several rushed
off in a hurry. I knew where they were going.
But they couldn’t make a fool of me, for I had already sized up the situation and made the inevitable decision.
None in the crowd dared come near me.
I set out for the mountain.
*
I lifted my bruised limbs and turned round to look back. It had been a great climb. Looking back at the world
was like looking down a deep well; everything seemed so infinite. I tried to recall a picture of life down there, to
come to terms with it, and mark its place in time. But time vanished and desolation grew. I abandoned the effort
and became myself again.
I turned to face my new landscape. So the rocky massif glimmering in heavenly silver before me was Sapitwa.
School geography books had merely said this was the highest peak in the area, without suggesting any spiritual
power. How thrilling it was! How elevating! What better site could I have chosen? Here on Sapitwa I was at the
apex, here on Sapitwa I was (at least physically!) above mortals, and this though made my blood surge with joy. I
kept reminding myself that no other mortal had ever thought of this idea.
Long ago, when I was very young in the village, I asked my grandmother why she held the mountain in such
reverence, indeed at times even worshiping it.
“Because, son,” she said, “the spirits of the ancestors dwell there.”
“Where exactly?”
She had laughed before she realized that I was serious.
“Near the top,” she had answered.
“But why not on the top itself, grandmother?”
“Because on the very top, son, dwell the Great Spirits themselves, guarding the Great Abyss.”
Imagine! I had selected for the site of my deed the dwelling place of the Great Spirits themselves! I had not
been thinking of the conversation with my grandmother when I made that inevitable decision. I only remembered
it on arrival before the peak. I was thrilled at the idea of being received by sacred entities. It added a divine
dimension to my plan. And this was what I had wanted: an original kind of departure, not something ready-made
which you only had to put on when the time arrived. No, a ready-made life was to be rewarded with an original
death.
From the landscape it was easy to guess where it must be, the East. There was something ominously inviting
about the East, some mystical spell about this region which was associated with sunrise and the Magi. And that
was only proper, for was not the leap itself a step toward spiritual renewal? Would not that simple act let me live
in the world of the Great Spirits? I walked on toward the Abyss, oblivious to all but the spiritual ecstasy eating up
my inside. Closer and closer to the Abyss I went, and all along I readied myself for the leap.
*
But from nowhere four hands suddenly grabbed my neck and arms. A dizzy spell pinned my soul to the
ground; I felt like a grasshopper under the elephant’s foot. I had feared at the start that I was being followed but
had never expected anyone to come this far. I sank into delirium.
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Hello my exceptional tailor hello my imaginative wife! Glad to see you two again! What can I do for you? I’ll
do the impossible for you. Just wait here a moment while I fetch the impossible. But why are your friends’ mouths
gaping? Why doesn’t anything come out of those mouths? Why don’t they say something?
My captors had given me some time to recover from the shock, for when I came to they were sitting patiently
on a rock beside me. I looked at them, two heavy figures in a strange uniform, and my eyes begged for an
explanation.
“Sorry, uncle,” said one in a voice all its own. “We didn’t mean to be rough with you., Only we thought you
might need some help.”
His voice was a hen’s scratch on a healing wound: it provoked a nausea from the distant past which had
somehow managed to pocket itself away. I felt insulted, extremely insulted. I mumbled something about privacy;
something about rights to my own property; something about Hunchback being a man. But my voice failed, my
will vanished when I realized that the two men did not follow what I was saying.
“Sorry, uncle,” said the spokesman. “We don’t understand what you are saying, but we don’t believe we’ve
anything to do with it. We only want to clear up a certain misunderstanding. I … er … I take it you’re on your
way to the Abyss?”
I nodded.
“Then please come this way. You must take your place in the queue … I take it you’re aware of the queue?”
There was something hovering at the doorway of my mind which I struggled to pin down. The man’s voice
made me feel as if I was cutting a ludicrous figure in a crowd. I felt like a clown. I felt I was being laughed at.
Someone had found that I was a clown and spread the news. It seemed that I was about to be the victim of some
mysterious force.
“I take it you’re aware of the queue?”
All roads lead to Sapitwa. All traffic roars toward Sapitwa. Rivers criss-cross and point in different directions.
But all rivers flow into the Sapitwa pool. Tears of laughter and tears of sorrow flow into Sapitwa pool. Blood
sweat and tears flow into Sapitwa pool. The wind blows all fires toward Sapitwa. All roads lead to Sapitwa.
Deadly enemies seal their mouths with the sap of the kachere tree and swear never to talk to each other. But all
enemies meet and shake hands at Sapitwa.
In my head, pictures of a clever Hunchback shrouded in smoke.
“I take it you’re aware of the queue.”
*
It was a still, multicolored thread which disappeared into the distance on both sides, a silent river made of
faces, black faces, brown faces, white faces, yellow faces, young faces, old faces, middle-aged faces, rich and
poor faces looking bored, grim faces of business men and beggars, faces of red-eyed prostitutes and professors,
faces of bus drivers, faces of drunken old women, faces of banana sellers, faces of international politicians, faces
of spear-brandishing warriors, faces of mourning mothers side by side with faces of pilots of bomber planes, faces
of convicted thieves, tired faces, happy faces, angry faces, frightened faces, faces, faces, faces; faces of all kinds,
standing still in that endless line.
“You see,” spokesman was saying, “you’ve to wait for all these people in front of you. They came here before
you. You mustn’t jump the queue. It isn’t proper. Quite against the rules here.”
A mystical experience. We walked on.
“These people you see all came here long before you. Er … I wouldn’t be wrong to assume that you too, uncle,
are on the Quest … I mean for a … er … shall we call it a parting of your own?”
The feeling you get is of transparent nakedness, a feeling such as you experience in a dream where, walking
around amid a crowd a short distance from your house, you discover that you are going about stark naked.
“In that case, as you can see, you have company. But we believe in being orderly here. Hence the queue. I take
it you don’t mind?”
Every particle of the experience hovered on the threshold, like a memory struggling to come clear.
“Good. I thought so. You see, uncle, the moment you appeared there, I knew you were one of us. You have
company, you have company. I tell you, it used to be all chaos here, before things were organized. People fighting
to get a place at the edge to leap to their end. Some even getting killed before they got a chance to die their chosen
death. It was survival of the fittest then, crude brute behavior. That’s why it was necessary to have a kind of
system.”
I think we walked for a year or so. I could not measure the time or distance. But in the end my captor said:
“Aha, we’re here at last, uncle. This is your place in the queue. Stay here, and wait for your turn.”
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175.17 Excerpt from Spirit Walker\fn{by Michelle Paver (1960- )} Blantyre, Balntyre District, Southern Region,
Malawi (F) 11
The auroch\fn{The great wild ox, the ancestor of domestic cattle } appeared quite suddenly from the trees on the other
side of the stream. One moment Torak was gazing at sun-dappled willows—the next, there she was. She stood
taller than the tallest man, and her great curving horns could have skewered a bear. If she charged, he was in
trouble.
By bad luck, he was upwind of her. He held his breath as he watched her twitch her blunt black muzzle to taste
his scent. She snorted. Pawed the earth with one massive hoof.
Then he saw the calf peering from the bracken, and his belly turned over. Aurochs are gentle creatures- except
when they have calves. Without a sound, Torak drew back into the shade. If he didn’t startle her, maybe she
wouldn’t charge.
Again the auroch snorted, and raked the ferns with her horns. At last she seemed to decide that he wasn’t hunting her after all, and slumped down in the mud to have a wallow.
Torak blew out a long breath. The calf wobbled toward its mother, slipped, bleated, and fell over. The cow
auroch raised her head and nosed it to its feet, then lay back to enjoy herself.
Crouching behind a juniper bush, Torak wondered what to do. Fin-Kedinn, the Clan Leader, had sent him to
retrieve a bundle of willow bark that had been soaking in the stream; he didn’t want to return to camp without it.
Neither did he want to get trampled by an auroch.
He decided to wait for her to leave. It was a hot day at the beginning of the Moon of No Dark, and the Forest
was drowsy with sun. The trees echoed with bird song; a warm southeasterly breeze carried the sweetness of lime
blossom. After a while, Torak’s heartbeats slowed. He heard a clutch of young green finches squealing for food in
a hazel thicket. He watched a viper basking on a rock. He tried to fix his thoughts on that, but as so often
happened, they drifted to Wolf.
Wolf would be nearly full-grown by now, but he’d been a cub when Torak had known him: falling over his
paws, and pestering Torak for lingonberries. …
Don’t think about Wolf, Torak told himself fiercely. He’s gone. He’s never coming back, never. Think about the
auroch, or the viper, or—
That was when he saw the hunter. He was on this side of the water, twenty paces downstream, but downwind
of the auroch. The shade was too deep to make out his face, but Torak saw that like him, he wore a sleeveless
buckskin jerkin and knee-length leggings, with light rawhide boots. Unlike Torak, he wore a boar tusk on a thong
around his neck. Boar Clan.
Ordinarily, Torak would have been reassured. The Boars were fairly friendly with the Raven Clan, with whom
he’d been living for the past six moons. But there was something very wrong about this hunter. He moved with an
awkward, lurching gait, his head lolling from side to side. And he was stalking the auroch. Two slate throwing
axes were stuck in his belt—and as Torak watched in disbelief, he pulled one out and hefted it in his hand.
Was he insane? No man hunts an auroch on his own. An auroch is the biggest, strongest prey in the Forest. To
attack one on your own is asking to be killed.
The auroch, happily unaware, grunted and rubbed deeper into the mud, relishing the relief from the troublesome midges. Her calf nosed a clump of willow herb, waiting for her to finish.
Torak rose to his feet and warned the hunter with urgent slicing motions of his palm:
Danger! Go bock!
The hunter didn’t see him. Flexing his brawny arm, he took aim-and hurled the axe. It whistled through the air
and thudded into the ground a hand’s breadth from the calf.
The calf fled. Its mother gave an outraged bellow and lumbered to her feet, casting about for the attacker. But
the hunter was still downwind; she didn’t catch his scent. Incredibly, he was reaching for his second axe.
“No!” Torak whispered hoarsely. “You’ll only hurt her and get us both killed!”
The hunter wrenched the axe from his belt.
Torak thought swiftly. If the axe found its mark, the auroch would be unstoppable. But if she was startled
instead of wounded, maybe she would merely make a mock charge, and flee with her calf. He had to get her out
of range of that axe, fast. Taking a deep breath, he jumped up and down, waving his arms and yelling,
“Over here! Over here!”
It worked—in a way. The auroch gave a furious bellow and charged at Torak—and the axe hit the mud where
she’d stood a heartbeat before. As she splashed toward Torak, he threw himself behind an oak tree.
No time to climb it—she was almost upon him. He heard her grunt as she heaved herself up the bank—he felt
her heat on the other side of the tree trunk. At the last moment she swerved, flicking up her tail and blundering off
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into the Forest, her calf galloping after her.
*
The silence when she’d gone was deafening.
Sweat poured down Torak’s face as he leaned against the oak. The hunter stood with his head down, rocking
from side to side.
“What were you doing?” panted Torak. “We could’ve been killed!”
The hunter did not reply. Lurching across the stream, he retrieved his axes and stuck them in his belt, then
shambled back again. Torak still couldn't see his face, but he took in the hunter’s muscled limbs and jagged slate
knife. If it came to a fight, he’d lose. He was just a boy, not even thirteen summers old.
Suddenly the hunter stumbled against a beech tree and began to retch.
Torak forgot his alarm and ran to help him. The hunter was on hands and knees, spewing up yellow slime. His
back arched—he gave a convulsive heave—and he spat out something slippery and dark, the size of a child’s fist.
It looked … it looked like hair.
A gust of wind stirred the branches, and in a shaft of sunlight Torak saw him clearly for the first time. The sick
man had yanked handfuls of hair from his scalp and beard, leaving patches of raw, oozing flesh. His face was
crusted with thick honey-colored scabs like birch canker. Slime bubbled in his throat as he spat out the last of the
hair—then sat back on his heels, and began scratching a rash of blisters on his forearm.
Torak edged backward, his hand moving to his clan-creature skin: the strip of wolf fur sewn to his jerkin. What
was this?
Renn would know.
“Fevers,” she’d once told him, “are most common around Midsummer, because that’s when the worms of sickness have longest to work: creeping out of the swamps during the white nights when the sun never sleeps.” But if
this was a fever, it was unlike any Torak had ever seen. He wondered what he could do. All he had was some
coltsfoot in his medicine pouch.
“Let me help you,” he said shakily. “I have some—ah no, stop! You’re hurting yourself!” The man was still
scratching, baring his teeth as people do when the itching is so unbearable that they’d rather turn it into outright
pain. All at once, he dug in his fingernails and savaged the blisters, leaving a swathe of bloody flesh.
“Don’t!” cried Torak.
With a snarl, the man sprang at him, pinning him down. Torak stared up into a mass of crusted sores; into two
dull eyes filmed with pus.
“Don’t—hurt me!” he gasped. “My name—is Torak! I’m-Wolf Clan, I—” The man leaned closer.
“It—is—coming,” he hissed, in a blast of putrid breath. Torak tried to swallow.
“What—is?” The cankered face twisted in terror.
“Can’t you see?” he whispered, flecking Torak with yellow spit. “It is coming! It will take us all!”
He staggered to his feet, swaying and squinting at the sun. Then he crashed through the trees as if all the
demons of the Otherworld were after him. Torak raised himself on one elbow, breathing hard. The birds had fallen
silent. The Forest looked on, appalled.
*
Slowly, Torak stood up. He felt the wind veering around to the east, turning chill. A shiver ran through the
trees. They began to murmur to one another. Torak wished he knew what they were saying. But he knew what
they were feeling, because he felt it too: something rising and blowing through the Forest.
It is coming.
Sickness.
Torak ran to fetch his quiver and bow. No time to retrieve the willow bark. He had to get back to camp, and
warn the Ravens.
*
“Where’s Fin-Kedinn?” cried Torak when he reached the Raven camp.
“In the next valley,” said a man gutting salmon, “gathering dogwood for arrowshafts.”
“What about Saeunn? Where’s the Mage?”
“Casting the bones,” said a girl threading fish heads on sinew. “She’s on the Rock; you’d better wait till she
comes down.”
Torak ground his teeth in frustration. There was the Raven Mage perched high on the Guardian Rock: a small,
birdlike figure scowling at the bones, while beside her the clan guardian folded its stiff black wings and uttered a
harsh cark!
Who else could he tell? Renn was out hunting. Oslak, whose shelter he shared, was nowhere in sight. By the
smoking-racks he spotted Sialot and Poi, the Raven boys closest to him in age—but they were the last ones he’d
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approach; they didn’t like him because he was an outsider. Everyone else was too busy, getting in the salmon to
listen to some wild tale about a sick man in the Forest. And as Torak looked about, he almost began to doubt it
himself. Everything seemed so normal.
The Ravens had built their camp where the Widewater crashes out of a shadowy gorge and thunders past the
Rock, then over the rapids. It was up these rapids that the salmon fought their way each summer on their
mysterious journey from the Sea to the Mountains. Always they were driven back by the fury of the river, and
always they tried again, hurtling through the foaming chaos in twisting, shining leaps—until they died of
exhaustion, or reached the calmer waters beyond the gorge, or were speared by the Ravens.
To catch them, the clan sank poles in the riverbed, and spanned the Widewater with a wicker walkway just
strong enough to support a few fishermen with spears. It was skilled work, and anyone falling in risked crippling
injury or worse, for the river was relentless, the rocks jutting from the rapids as sharp as broken teeth.
But the prize was great. The Ravens’ shelters stood empty; everybody was at the smoking-racks, getting in the
day’s haul before it spoiled. Men, women and children scraped off scales and gutted fish, while others sliced strips
of orange flesh from the bones, leaving them joined at the tail for easy hanging on the racks. Sialot and Poi
pounded juniper berries, which would be mixed with the dried, shredded meat to keep it sweet—or mask its taste
if it was not. Nothing was wasted. The skins would be cured and fashioned into waterproof tinder pouches; the
eyes and bones would make glue; the livers and roe would provide a delicacy at nightmeal, and an offering for the
guardian and the spirits of the salmon.
Elsewhere in the Forest, other clans camped by other rivers to take part in the bounty. Boar Clan; Willow,
Otter, Viper. And where the people did not camp, other hunters came: bears, lynx, eagles, wolves. All celebrating
the running of the salmon, which gave them new strength after the rigors of winter. This was how it had always
been since the Beginning. Surely, thought Torak, one sick man couldn’t change all that.
Then he remembered the cankered face and the pus-filmed eyes.
At that moment, Oslak emerged from their shelter, and Torak’s heart leaped. Oslak would know what to do.
But to his astonishment, Oslak hardly listened as he blurted out his story, seeming more engrossed in retying the
binding on his fishing spear.
“You say the man was Boar Clan,” he said, frowning and scratching the back of his hand: “Well then, his Mage
will take care of him. Here.” He tossed Torak the spear. “Get down to the stepping-stones and let me see you take
a salmon.” Torak was bewildered.
“But Oslak—”
“Go on, go!” snapped Oslak.
Torak gave a start. It was unlike Oslak to get cross. In fact, it never happened. He was a huge, gentle man with
a tangled beard and a slightly alarming face, having lost one ear and a chunk of cheek in a misunderstanding with
a wolverine. It was just like him not to blame the wolverine.
“My fault,” he’d say if anyone asked. “I gave her a fright.”
That was Oslak. He and his mate Vedna had been the first to offer Torak a place in their shelter when he came
to live with the Ravens, and they’d always been kind to him. But Oslak was also the strongest man in the clan, so
Torak made no further protest, and took the spear. As he did, he saw something that stopped him dead.
The back of Oslak’s hand was covered in blisters.
“What’s—that on your hand?” he said.
“Midge bites,” said Oslak, scratching harder. “Worst I’ve ever had. Kept me awake all night.”
“They don’t look like midge bites,” said Torak. “Do they—hurt?”
Oslak was still scratching.
“Strange. Feels as if my name-soul’s leaking out. But that can’t be, can it?” He peered at Torak as if the light
hurt, and his face was fearful and childlike. Torak swallowed.
“I don’t think you can lose your name-soul through a cut; only through your mouth, if you’re dreaming, or—
sick.” He paused.
“Are you sick?”
“Sick? Why would I be sick?” A shiver shook Oslak’s whole body. “But I can’t hold on to my souls.”
Torak’s hand tightened on the spear.
“I’ll fetch Saeunn.”
Oslak scowled.
“I don’t need Saeunn! Now go!” Suddenly he wasn’t Oslak anymore. He was a big man looming over Torak,
clenching his fists. Then he seemed to come to himself.
“Just—leave me be, eh? Go on. Thull’s waiting.”
“All right, Oslak,” said Torak as levelly as he could. He was halfway to the river’s edge when he turned and
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looked back. Oslak was still scratching.
“Leaking out,” he muttered. Then he went inside the shelter—and Torak saw the raw patch behind his
remaining ear where the hair had been yanked out: the thick honey-colored scab, like birch canker.
Torak felt a coldness settle inside him. He raced down to the stepping-stones, where Oslak’s younger brother
squatted to clean his knife.
“Thull!” he cried. “I think Oslak’s sick!” His tale came out in a breathless jumble, and Thull wasn’t impressed.
“Torak, those are midge bites. It happens every summer, they drive him mad.”
“It isn’t midges,” said Torak.
“Well, he’s fine now,” said Thull, pointing at the walkway.
Sure enough, there was Oslak, crouching with a spear—and on the end of it, a wriggling salmon. Biting his lip,
Torak glanced about. It all seemed so normal. Children played with glittering handfuls of fish scales. Reckless
young ravens teased the dogs by pecking their tails. Thull’s son Dari, five summers old, splashed in the shallows
with the pine-cone auroch that Oslak had made for him.
Filled with misgiving, Torak clutched his spear and waded in. The stepping-stones were four boulders between
the walkway and the rapids where beginners learned to keep their balance. Thull pointed to the first stone, but
Torak made his way precariously to the fourth, placing himself midriver, and downstream from Oslak. He didn’t
know what he expected; only that he had to keep watch.
“Keep your eyes on the salmon,” shouted Thull from the bank, “not on the water!”
Torak found that impossible. The rocks were slippery with lichen, and around him the green water boiled, with
now and then a silver flash of salmon. The fishing spear was long and heavy, making it hard to balance. It had two
barbed antler prongs for gripping and holding the fish—if Torak caught any, which he hadn’t in all previous
attempts. When he’d lived with his father, he’d only fished with a hook and line. With a spear, as Sialot never
tired of remarking, he was as clumsy as a child of seven summers. He forced himself to concentrate. Stabbed with
his spear. Missed. Nearly toppled in.
“Let them get past you before taking aim!” yelled Thull. “Catch them on their way down, when they’re tired!”
Torak tried again. Again he missed. From the smoking-racks came a hoot of laughter. Torak’s face flamed.
Sialot was enjoying this.
“Better!” called Thull with more kindness than truth. “Keep at it! I’ll come back later.” He went off to feed the
fires, leaving Dari in the shallows, crooning to his auroch.
For a while Torak forgot everything as he strove to catch a fish without either dropping the spear or falling in.
Soon he was soaked in spray. And the river was angry. Every so often it hurled a huge wave against his rock.
Suddenly he heard a shout from the walkway. He jerked up his head-then breathed out in relief. Oslak had
speared another salmon. With one blow he killed it, then knelt to pull it off the spear. He’s all right, Torak told
himself.
As he watched, Oslakscratched his hand. Then he reached behind his ear and clawed at the scab. The salmon
slithered off the walkway. Oslak bared his teeth, wrenched off the scab—and ate it. Torak recoiled and nearly fell
in. The sun went behind a cloud. The water turned black. The discarded salmon slid past, glaring at him with a
dull dead eye.
He shot a glance at the shallows. Dari was gone. Another cry from upriver. He turned.Dari was on the walkway, tottering, toward his uncle—who wasn’t waving him back, but beckoning.
“Come to me, Dari!” he shouted, his face disvtorted by a horrible eagerness. “Come to me! I won’t let them
take our souls!”
*
On the banks, none of the Ravens had seen what was happening. Torak had to do something. As he stood on
the stepping-stone gripping his spear, he saw two people emerge from different parts of the Forest. From the east
came Renn, her beloved bow in one hand, a brace of wood pigeons in the other. From downriver came FinKedinn, limping slightly and leaning on his staff, with a bundle of dogwood sticks over one shoulder. In a
heartbeat both grasped what was happening, and quietly set down their loads. To stop Oslak noticing them, Torak
called out to him.
“Oslak, what’s wrong? Tell me. Maybe I can help.”
“Nobody can help!” shouted Oslak. “My souls are leaking out! Being eaten!”
Now people turned to stare. Dari’s mother leaped forward with a cry. Thull held her back. Oslak’s mate Vedna
jammed her knuckles in her mouth. On the Rock, Saeunn stood motionless. Renn had reached the walkway—but
despite his limp, Fin-Kedinn was there before her. Silently he handed her his staff.
“Who’s eating your souls?” Torak called to Oslak.
“The fish!” Yellow froth flew from Oslak’s lips. “Teeth! Sharp teeth!” He pointed to where the thrashing
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salmon endlessly broke and remade his name-soul.
Torak felt a twinge of fear. That happened to everyone’s name-soul if you leaned over the river, and it didn’t do
any harm—unless you were sick, when it could make you so dizzy that you fell in.
“Soon it will be gone,” moaned Oslak, “and I will be nothing but a ghost! Come, Dari! The river wants us!”
The child hesitated—then moved toward him, clutching the pine-cone auroch to his chest. Torak risked a
glance at Fin-Kedinn. The Raven Leader’s face was still as carved sandstone. Putting a forefinger to his lips, he
caught Torak’s eye.
You’re between them and the rapids. Catch them.
Torak nodded, bracing himself on the rock. His feet. were numb with cold. His arms were beginning to shake.
At last Dari reached Oslak, who tossed away his spear , and snatched him up: The wicker sagged dangerously.
“Oslak,” called Fin-Kedinn. His voice was low, but somehow he made himself heard above the rapids. “Come
back to the bank.”
“Get away!” screamed Oslak.
Torak saw to his horror that Oslak had tied a woven-bark rope to the poles supportIng the end of the walk-way:
one hard pull, and the whole structure would go crashing down, taking him and Dari with it. Torak couldn’t bear
it.
“Oslak, this is me, Torak! Don’t—” Oslak turned on him.
“Who are you to tell me what to do? You’re not one of us! You’re a cuckoo! Eating our food, taking our shelter! I’ve heard you sneaking into the Forest to howl for your wolf! We’ve all heard you! Why don’t you give up?
He’s never coming back!”
Renn flinched in sympathy, but Torak didn’t move. He’d seen what Oslak had not: Fin-Kedinn limping onto
the walkway. At that moment Oslak swayed, and the wicker rocked. Dari’s mouth went square, and he began to
howl. Fin-Kedinn stood firm.
“Oslak,” he called. Oslak lurched backward.
“Stay away!”
Fin-Kedinn raised his hands to reassure him that he wasn’t coming any closer. Then, as the clan watched in
taut silence, he sat cross-legged on the wicker. He was six paces from the bank, and if Oslak pulled the rope, the
walkway would collapse; but he looked as calm as if he were sitting by the fire.
“Oslak,” he said, “the clan chose me for Leader to keep it safe. You know that.”
Oslak licked his lips.
“And I will,” said Fin-Kedinn. “I will keep you safe. But put Dari down. Let him come to me. Let me take him
to his mother.”
Oslak’s face went slack.
“Put him down,” repeated Fin-Kedinn. “It’s time for his nightmeal.”
The power of his voice began to work. Slowly Oslak unwound the boy’s arms from his neck and lowered him
onto the wicker. Dari gazed up at him as if seeking permission, then turned and crawled toward Fin-Kedinn. FinKedinn shifted onto one knee and reached for him. The pine-cone auroch slipped from Dari’s fist and into the
water. With a squeal Dari grabbed for it. Fin-Kedinn caught him by the jerkin and swept him into his arms. On the
bank, the Ravens breathed out. Torak’s knees sagged. He watched the Raven Leader rise and edge sideways
toward the bank. When he drew near, Thull grabbed Dari and held him tight. On the walkway, Oslak stood like a
stunned auroch. The rope slipped from his hand as he gazed at the churning water. Silently Fin-Kedinn went back
for him and took him by the shoulders, speaking in words no one else could hear. Oslak’s body slumped, and he
let Fin-Kedinn lead him to the bank—where men seized him and forced him down. He seemed puzzled, as if
unsure how he’d got there.
Torak found his way to the shallows, dropped his spear in the sand, and began to shake.
“Are you all right?” said Renn. Her dark-red hair was wet with spray, her face so pale that her clan-tattoos
were three dark stripes on her cheeks. He nodded. But he knew she wasn’t fooled. Farther up the bank, FinKedinn was speaking to Saeunn, who’d climbed down from the Rock.
“What’s wrong with him?” he said as the clan gathered around them. The Raven Mage shook her head.
“His souls are fighting within him.”
“So it’s some kind of madness,” said Fin-Kedinn.
“Maybe,” replied Saeunn. “But not a kind I’ve ever seen.”
*
“I have,” said Torak. Quickly he told them about the Boar Clan hunter. As the Mage listened, her face grew
grim. She was the oldest in the clan by many winters. Age had blasted her, polishing her scalp to the color of old
bone, sharpening her features to something more raven than woman.
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“I saw it in the bones,” she rasped. “A message. ‘It is coming.’”
“There’s something else,” said Renn. “When I was hunting, I met a party of Willow Clan. One of them was
sick. Sores. Madness. Terrible fear.” Her eyes were dark as peat pools as she turned to Saeunn.
“The Willow Clan Mage sends you word. He too has been reading the bones, and for three days they’ve told
him one thing, over and over. ‘It is coming.’”
People made the sign of the hand to ward off evil. Others touched their clan-creature skins: the strips of glossy
black feathers sewn to their jerkins. Etan, an eager young hunter, stepped forward, his face perplexed.
“I left Bera on the hill, checking the deadfalls. She had blisters on her hands. Like Oslak’s. I did wrong to
leave her, didn’t I?”
Fin-Kedinn shook his head. His face was unreadable as he stroked his dark-red beard, but Torak sensed that his
thoughts were racing. Swiftly the Raven Leader gave orders.
“Thull, Etan. Get some men and build a shelter in the lime wood, out of sight of camp. Take Oslak there and
keep him under guard. Vedna, you’re not to go near him. I’m sorry, but there’s no other way.” He turned to
Saeunn, and his blue eyes blazed.
“Middle-night. A healing rite. Find out what’s causing this.”
*
The Mage’s apprentice took an auroch-horn ladle and scooped hot ash from the fire. She poured it, still smoking, into her naked palm. Torak gasped. The apprentice didn’t even wince. At her feet, Oslak clawed the dust, but
the bindings held fast. He was strapped to a horse-hide litter, awaiting the final charm. Bera had already undergone it, and was back in the sickness shelter: screaming, sicker than ever.
The Raven Mage and her apprentice had tried everything. The Mage had daubed the sick ones’ tongues with
earth blood to draw out the madness. She had tied fishhooks to her fingers and gone into a trance to snare their
drifting souls. She’d shrouded them in juniper smoke to chase away the worms of sickness. Nothing had worked.
Now a hush fell on the Ravens as she prepared for this final charm. Firelight flickered on their anxious faces. It
was a hot, clear night, with a gibbous moon riding high above the Forest. The wind had dropped, but the air was
full of noises. The creak of the smoking-racks. The caws of the ravens in the gorge. The roar of the rapids.
The Mage stepped toward the litter, her bony arms reaching to the moon. In one hand she gripped her amulet;
in the other, a red flint arrow. Torak darted a glance at the Mage’s apprentice, but her face was a blank mask of
river clay. She didn’t look like Renn anymore.
“Fire to cleanse the name-soul,” chanted Saeunn, circling the litter.
Renn squatted beside Oslak and trickled hot ash onto his naked feet. He moaned, and bit his lips till they bled.
“Fire to cleanse the clan-soul …” Renn poured ash over his heart.
“Fire to cleanse the world-soul …” Renn smeared ash on his forehead.
“Burn, sickness, burn …”
Oslak screamed with fury, and spattered the Mage with bloody foam. A ripple of dismay ran through the clan.
The charm wasn’t working. Torak held his breath. Behind him the Forest stilled. Even the alders had ceased their
fluttering to await the outcome. He watched Saeunn touch the arrow to Oslak’s chest, tracing a spiral.
“Come, sickness,” she croaked. “Out of the marrow—into the bone. Out of the bone-into the flesh …”
Suddenly Torak clutched his belly in pain. As the Mage chanted the words, something sharp had twisted inside
him. Slowly she drew the spiral over Oslak’s heart.
“Out of the flesh-into the skin. Out of the skin-into the arrow …”
Again that pain, as if her words were tugging at his insides. Is this the sickness? he thought. Is this how it
starts? A firm hand gripped his shoulder. Fin-Kedinn stood beside him, watching the Mage.
“Out of the arrow,” cried Saeunn, rising to her feet, “and into the fire!” She plunged the arrow into the embers.
Green flames shot skyward. Oslak screamed. The Ravens hissed. Saeunn’s arms dropped to her sides. The spell
had failed. Torak clutched his belly and fought waves of blackness.
Suddenly, a dark shape flew into the firelight. It was the clan guardian, heading straight for him. He tried to
duck, but Fin-Kedinn held him steady. Just in time, the raven swerved. It was angry: its clan was under attack.
Torak had no idea why it had flown at him. He tried to catch Renn’s eye, but she was kneeling by Oslak, peering
at the marks he’d clawed in the dust.
*
Twisting out of Fin-Kedinn’s grip, Torak ran between the watchers, out of the camp, and into the Forest. He
reached a moonlit glade and collapsed against an ash tree. The giddiness came again. He doubled up and began to
retch. …
An owl hooted. Torak raised his head and stared at the cold stars glinting through the black leaves of the ash
tree. He slid to the ground with his head in his hands. The dizziness had subsided, but he was still shaking. He felt
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frighttened and alone. He couldn’t even tell Renn about this. She was his friend, but she was also the Mage’s apprentice. She mustn’t know. No one must know. If he was sick, he’d rather die alone in the Forest than strapped to
a litter.
Then a terrible suspicion took hold of him. They are eating my souls, Oslak had said. Was that the rambling of
a madman, or did it hide a kernel of truth?
Shutting his eyes, he tried to lose himself in the night sounds. The warble of a blackbird. The wheezy cries of
the fledgling robins in the undergrowth. All his life, Torak had roamed the hills and valleys with his father,
keeping separate from the clans. The creatures of the Forest had been his companions. He hadn’t missed people. It
was hard, living with the Ravens. So many faces. So little time alone. He didn’t belong. Their ways were too
different from how he’d lived with Fa.
And he missed Wolf so much. It had been after Fa was killed that he’d found the cub. For two moons, they’d
hunted together in the Forest, and faced terrible dangers. At times Wolf had been like any other cub, getting in the
way, and poking his muzzle into everything. At others he was the guide, with a mysterious certainty in his amber
eyes. But always he was a pack-brother. Being without him hurt. Often, Torak had thought about going in search
of him, but deep down he knew he’d never find the Mountain again. As Renn had said with her usual bluntness,
“Last winter was different. But now? No, Torak, I don’t think so.”
“I know that,” he’d replied, “but if I keep howling, maybe Wolf will find me.”
In six moons, Wolf had not found him. Torak had tried telling himself that that was a good sign: it meant Wolf
must be happy with his new pack. But somehow, that hurt most of all: Had Wolf forgotten him?
*
Faint and far away, voices floated on the wind. Torak sat up. It was a wolf pack. Howling to celebrate a kill.
Torak forgot his dizziness—forgot everything—as the wolf song flowed over him like a river. He made out the
deep, strong voices of the lead wolves; the lighter howls of the rest of the pack, weaving respectfully around
them; the cubs’ wobbly yowls as they tried to join in. But the one voice that he longed to hear was not among
them. He had known that it would not be Wolf—his Wolf—ran with a pack far to the north. The wolves he heard
now were in the east, in the hills bordering the Deep Forest. But he still had to try. Shutting his eyes, he cupped
his hands to his mouth and howled a greeting.
Instantly the wolves’ voices tightened.
Where do you hunt, lone wolf? howled the lead female. Sharp. Commanding.
Many lopes from you, Torak replied. Tell me. Is there sickness in your range? He wasn’t certain he’d got that
right, and sure enough, the wolves didn’t seem to understand.
Our range is a good range! they howled, offended. The best range in the Forest!
He hadn’t really expected them to grasp his meaning. His knowledge of wolf talk was not precise, his ability to
express himself even less so. And yet, he thought with a pang, Wolf would have understood.
Abruptly the wolf song ceased. Torak opened his eyes. He was back in the moonlit glade among the dark ferns
and the ghostly meadow—sweet. He felt as if he’d woken from a dream. A shallow thrumming of wingbeats, and
he turned to see a cuckoo on a snag, staring at him with a yellow-ringed eye. He remembered Oslak’s sneer.
You’re not one of us! You’re a cuckoo!
The rambling of a madman, but with a kernel of truth. The cuckoo gave a squawk and flew off. Something had
startled it. Noiselessly Torak rose to his feet. His hand crept to his knife. In the bright moonlight, the glade seemed
empty. A short way to the east, a stream flowed into the Widewater. Quietly he searched the bank for tracks. He
found none; nor any hairs caught on twigs, or subtly displaced branches. But someone was here. He could feel it.
He raised his head and stared into the beech tree above him.
A creature glared down at him. Small. Malevolent. Hair like dead grass, and a face of leaves. He saw it for an
instant. Then a gust of wind stirred the branches and it was gone.
*
That was how Renn found him: standing rigid with his knife in his hand, staring upward.
“What’s wrong?” she said. “Why did you run away? Are you—did you eat something bad?” She didn’t want to
voice her fear that he might have the sickness.
“I’m all right,” he replied—which clearly wasn’t true. His hand shook as he sheathed his knife.
“Your lips have gone gray,” said Renn.
“I’m all right,” he said again. As he sat beneath the beech tree, she glanced at his hands, but couldn’t see any
blisters. She tried not to show her relief.
“Maybe a bad mushroom?” she suggested.
“The Hidden People,” he cut in. “What do they look like?”
“What? But you know as well as I do. They look like us, except when they turn their backs, they’re rotten—”
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“Their faces, what about their faces?”
“I told you, like us! Why? What’s this about?” He shook his head.
“I thought I saw something. I thought—maybe it’s the Hidden People who are causing the sickness.”
“No,” said Renn. “I don’t think it is.” She dreaded having to tell him what she’d learned at the healing rite. It
wasn’t fair. After everything he’d done last winter …
To put it off, she went to the stream and washed the clay from her face, then chipped away the thick layer on
her palms, which had allowed her to carry the hot ash without getting burned. Then she grabbed a clump of wet
moss and took it back for Torak.
“Put this to your forehead. It’ll make you feel better.” Sitting in the ferns beside him, she shook some hazelnuts
from her food pouch and began cracking them on a stone. She offered one to Torak, but he declined. She sensed
that neither of them wanted to talk about the sickness, but both were thinking of it. Torak asked how she’d found
him. She snorted.
“I may not speak wolf talk, but I’d know your howl anywhere.” She paused. “Still no word of him?”
“No,” he said shortly. She ate another nut. Torak said,
“The healing rite. It didn’t help, did it?”
“If anything, it made things worse. Oslak and Bera seem to think the whole clan’s against them.” She frowned.
“Saeunn says she’s heard of sicknesses like this in the deep past, after the Great Wave. Whole clans died out. The
Roe Deer. The Beaver Clan. She says there may have been a cure long ago, but it was lost. She says—it’s a
sickliess rooted in fear. That it grows fear. As trees grow leaves.”
“Like leaves on a tree,” murmured Torak. He reached for a stick and began peeling off the bark. “Where does
it come from?”
She couldn’t put it off any longer. She had to tell him.
“Do you remember,” she began reluctantly, "what Oslak said on the walkway?” His fingers tightened on the
stick.
“I’ve been thinking that too. ‘Eating my souls …’” He swallowed. “Soul-Eaters.”
The birds stopped singing. The dark trees tensed.
“Is that what you mean?” said Torak. “Do you think the Soul-Eaters have something to do with the sickness?”
Renn hesitated.
“Maybe. Don’t you?” He leaped to his feet and paced, dragging the stick over the bracken.
“I don’t know. I don’t even know who they are.”
“Torak—”
“All I know,” he said with sudden fierceness, “is that they were Mages who went bad. All I know is that my
father was their enemy—although he never told me anything.” He slashed at the bracken. “All I know is that
something happened that broke their power, and people thought they were gone, but they weren’t. And last
summer …” He faltered. “Last summer, a crippled Soul-Eater made the bear that killed Fa.”
Savagely he stabbed the earth. Then he threw away the stick.
“But maybe you’re wrong, Renn, maybe they didn’t—”
“Torak—no. Listen to me. Oslak scratched a sign in the dust. A three-pronged fork for snaring souls. The mark
of the Soul-Eaters.”
*
The Soul-Eaters.
They were woven into his destiny, and yet he knew so little about them. All he knew was that there were seven:
each from a different clan, each warped by his hunger for power.
Down by the river, a vixen screamed. In the shelter, Vedna tossed and turned, worrying about her mate. Torak
lay in his sleeping-sack, thinking of the evil that could send a sickness to ravage the clans.
To rule the Forest … but no one could do that. No one could conquer the trees, or stop the prey from following
the ancient rhythms of the moon. No one could tell the hunters where to hunt.
When at last he slept, his dreams were haunted. He crouched on a dark hillside, frozen in horror as a faceless
Soul-Eater crawled toward him. He scrambled back. His hand met a scaly softness that wriggled and bit. He tried
to run. Tree roots coiled clammily about his ankles. A winged shadow swooped with a leathery thwap. The SoulEaters were upon him, and their malice beat at him like flame …
He woke. It was dawn. The breath of the Forest misted the trees. He knew what he had to do.
“Is Oslak any better?” he asked Vedna as he left the shelter.
“The same,” she said. Her eyes were red, but the glare she gave him warded off sympathy. He said,
“I need to talk to Fin-Kedinn. Have you seen him?”
“He’s downriver. But you leave him be.”
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He ignored her. Already the camp was busy. Men and women crouched on the walkway with spears, while
others woke the fires for daymeal. In the distance came the tockltocklofhammer on stone. Everyone was trying not
to think about Oslak and Bera, tied up in the sickness shelter.
Torak followed the path downstream: past the rapids, and around a bend that took him out of sight of the camp.
Here the Widewater flowed less turbulently, and the salmon were fleeting silver darts in the deep green water. FinKedinn sat on a boulder by the river’s edge, making a knife. His tools lay beside him: hammerstones, shapers,
beaker of mack, boiled pine-blood. Already a sinall pile of needle-sharp stone flakes nestled in moss at his feet.
As Torak approached, his heart began to pound. He admired the Raven Leader, but was scared of him too. FinKedinn had taken him in after Fa was killed, but he’d never offered to foster him. There was a remoteness about
him, as if he’d decided not to let Torak get too close. Clenching his fists, Torak stood on the bank.
“I need to talk to you,” he said.
“Then talk,” said Fin-Kedinn without looking up. Torak swallowed.
“The Soul-Eaters. They sent the sickness. It’s my destiny to fight them. So that’s what I’m going to do.”
Fin-Kedinn went on studying a round, buff-colored stone the size of his fist. It was a Sea egg: a rarity in the
Forest. The Ravens used mostly slate, antler or bone for their weapons, because flint—in the form of Sea eggs—
was found only on the coast, where the Sea clans traded them for horn and salmon-skins.
Frustrated, Torak tried again.
“I have to stop them. To put an end to this!”
“How?” said Fin-Kedinn. “You don’t know where they are. None of us does.” With his hammer-stone he
tapped the Sea egg, checking from the sound that the flint was free from flaws. Torak flinched. That fock! Fock!
brought back painful memories. He’d grown up to the sound of Fa knapping stone by the fire. It had made him
feel safe. How wrong he had been. He said,
“Renn told me there have been powerful sicknesses like this in the past—but also a cure. So maybe—”
“That’s what I’ve spent all night trying to find out,” said Fin-Kedinn. “There’s a rumor that one of the Deep
Forest Mages knows a cure.”
“Where?” cried Torak. “How do we get it?” Fin-Kedinn struck the Sea egg a hard blow that took the top clean
off. Inside, the flint was the color of dark honey, threaded with scarlet.
“Not so fast,” he told Torak. “Think first. Impatience can get you killed.”
Torak threw himself down on the bank, and tore at the grass. Using a small antler club, Fin-Kedinn struck
flakes off the core, deftly controlling their size by the speed and slant of the blow. Tock! Lock! went the hammer,
telling Torak to wait. Eventually, Fin-Kedinn spoke.
“In the night, an Otter woman came in a canoe. Two of them have fallen sick.”
Torak went cold. The Otter Clan lived far in the east, on the shores of Lake Axehead.
“Then it’s everywhere,” he said. “I have to get to the Deep Forest. If there’s even a chance …”
Fin-Kedinn sighed.
“Who else could you send?” said Torak. “You’re needed here. Saeunn’s too old for the journey. Everyone else
has to guard the sick, or hunt, or catch salmon.” Fin-Kedinn chose a thumb-length antler shaper, and sharpened a
flint flake with delicate grinding motions.
“The people of the Deep Forest rarely concern themselves with us. Why do you think they’d help?”
“That’s why it should be me!” insisted Torak. “My mother was Red Deer Clan! I’m their bone kin, they’d have
to listen to me!”
But he’d never known his mother, who had died when he was born, and he spoke with more assurance than he
felt. A muscle worked in Fin-Kedinn’s jaw as he took up the haft of the knife: a length of reindeer shinbone with a
groove in it to take the flint. Dipping a sharpened flake in pine-blood, he slotted it into the bone.
“Has it not occurred to you,” he said, “that this might be exactly what the Soul-Eaters want?” He raised his
head, and his blue eyes burned with such intensity that Torak dropped his gaze.
“Last winter after you fought the bear, I forbade anyone to speak of it outside the clan. You know this.” Torak
nodded.
“Because of that, the only thing the Soul-Eaters know is that someone in the Forest has power. They do not
know who.” He paused.
“They don’t know who, Torak. Nor do they know the nature of that power. None of us does.”
Torak caught his breath. Fin-Kedinn’s words echoed what Fa had said as he lay dying. All my life I’ve kept you
apart. Stay away from men! If they find out—what you can do …
But what could he do? For a time he’d thought Fa had meant his ability to speak wolf; but from what FinKedinn had said, there had to be more.
“This sickness,” said the Raven Leader, “it could be a trick: the Soul-Eaters’ way of forcing you into the open.”
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“But even if it is, I can’t just do nothing. I have to help Oslak. I can’t stand seeing him like this!” The hard face
softened.
“I know. Neither can I.”
There was silence while Fin-Kedinn slotted in more flint, and Torak stared across the river. The sun had risen
above the trees, and the water was dazzling. Squinting, he made out a heron on the far bank; a raven wading after
scraps of salmon.
The blade was complete: about a hand long, and as jagged and sharp as a wolverine’s jaw. To finish it, Fin;
Kedinn wound finely split pine root around the haft to make a warm, sure grip.
“Now,” he said. “Show me your knife.” Torak frowned.
“What?”
“You heard. Show it to me.”
Puzzled, Torak unsheathed the knife that had been his father’s, and handed it over. It had a beautiful leafshaped blade of blue slate, and an antler haft bound with elk sinew. Fa had told him that the blade was of Seal
Clan making. Fa’s mother had been a Seal, and she’d given it to him when he’d reached manhood; he’d fitted the
hilt himself. As he lay dying, he had given the knife to Torak. Torak was very proud of it. But as the Raven Leader
handled it, he shook his head.
“Too heavy for a boy. A Mage’s knife, made for ceremony.” He handed it back. “He was always too casual
about such things.”
Torak longed for him to say more, but he didn’t. Instead he set the new knife across his forefinger, appraising it
with a critical eye. It lay level, perfectly balanced. Beautiful, thought Torak. The Raven Leader flipped it around,
caught it by the blade, and held it out.
“Take it. I made it for you.”
After a moment’s astonishment, Torak took it. Fin-Kedinn cut short his thanks.
“From now on,” he said, rising to his feet with the aid of his staff, “keep your father’s knife hidden. Your
mother’s medicine horn, too. If anyone asks about your parents, don’t speak of them.”
“I don’t understand,” said Torak.
But Fin-Kedinn wasn't listening. He’d gone still, staring at the river. Torak shaded his eyes with his hand, but
couldn’t see much for the glare. Only the heron on the far bank, and a log in midstream, sliding downriver. In the
camp, a woman began to keen: a tearing sound that rose above the rapids and chilled Torak’s blood. Men and
women came running down the trail. Torak gasped.
That wasn’t a log floating downriver. It was Oslak.
*
Oslak had taken no chances. He’d gnawed through his bindings, slipped out of the sickness shelter, and
climbed the Guardian Rock. Then he’d thrown himself off. The fall had probably killed him. At least, Torak hoped
so. He couldn’t bear to think of him being alive when he’d hit the rapids.
The Raven camp was stunned into silence when he reached it. Vedna had stopped keening and stood stony
faced, watching the men bring the body on a litter. They took great care not to touch it with their bare hands. No
one wanted to risk angering the dead man’s souls, which were still in the camp. As they set down the litter by
Oslak’s shelter, Saeunn crouched beside it, and—with her finger protected by a leather guard—daubed the Death
Marks in red ochre on the body, to help the souls stay together on their journey. Soon the Ravens would carry him
into the Forest. It was vital that this be done swiftly, so that his souls would not be tempted to stay in camp.
Fin-Kedinn stood a little apart, his face a mask of granite. He betrayed no grief as he gave orders to double the
watch on Bera, and to empty Oslak’s shelter of all but his belongings, which would be burned when it was put to
the fire. But Torak could tell that he was taking it hard. The Raven Leader had told Oslak that he would keep him
safe. He would not easily forgive himself for having failed.
Guilt. Torak felt it too, weighing him down. Well, the time for doing nothing was over. When the Ravens took
the body into the Forest, he would stay behind, not being part of the clan—and that would be his chance to slip
away: to make for the Deep Forest, and seek the cure.
But first there was something he had to do. As the rites began and women fetched clay for the mourning marks,
he made his way quietly to the foot of the Guardian Rock. If his suspicion was right—if the creature with the face
of leaves had had anything to do with Oslak’s death—then it might have left tracks.
The Guardian Rock was almost sheer on the side that faced the river, but on its eastern side it was more like a
steep hill, which could be climbed if one was careful. Many feet had trampled the mud at its base, and some had
tracked mud up this eastern flank. The message in the mud was confused, but Torak made out a faint line of
narrow, day-old prints: that was Saeunn, climbing to the top. He saw paw marks criss-crossed by sharp little fourtoed prints: that was a dog scampering up, and being teased by a raven. And over there, a man’s prints. Torak saw
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only the toes and the balls of the feet. Oslak had been running as fast as he could.
A lump rose in Torak’s throat. He forced it down. Grieve later, when you’re on your way. Slowly he followed
Oslak’s tracks up the rock. Oslak had dislodged pebbles and moss as he ran. At one point he’d slipped, grazing
himself: here was a tiny smear of blood. Then he’d run on. He was running as fast as he could, thought Torak. As
if all the demons of the Otherworld were after him.
At the top, Torak found what he’d been dreading. Another set of prints: much smaller than Oslak’s. They were
faint, but he saw enough to know that whatever had made them had not been running—but standing: standing
quite still, a short way back from the edge. Watching Oslak leap to his death. The footprints were small, like those
of a child of maybe eight or nine summers.
Except that this print had claws.
The clan was getting ready to leave when Torak found Renn by the long-fire, grinding earth blood for the
burial rites. Her face was streaked with river clay—the Raven way of mourning—but tears had cut runnels down
her cheeks. Torak had never seen her cry. As he approached, she blinked hard.
“Renn,” he said, squatting beside her and speaking softly so as not to be overheard, “there’s something I’ve got
to tell you. I went up the Guardian Rock. I—”
“What were you doing up there?”
“I found tracks.” Saeunn called to Renn from across the clearing.
“Come! We’re leaving!”
“There’s something in the camp,” Torak said urgently. “I saw it!”
Again the Raven Mage summoned Renn.
“Torak, I’ve got to go!” she said. Pouring the ground ochre into her medicine pouch, she got to her feet. “We
won’t be gone long. Tell me when I get back. Show me the tracks.”
Torak nodded, but didn’t meet her eyes. He wouldn’t be here when she got back. And he couldn’t tell her he
was going, because she’d try to stop him, or insist on coming too. He couldn’t let her do that. If Fin-Kedinn was
right, if there was even a chance that he was walking into a Soul-Eater trap, he wasn’t going to risk her life as well
as his own.
“I’m sorry you can’t come too,” said Renn, making him feel worse. Then she ran to take her place at the head
of the clan beside her uncle, Fin-Kedinn.
The Ravens moved off, and Torak watched them go. He knew that they would carry Oslak’s body a good
distance from the camp before building the Death Platform: a low rack of rowan branches on which they would
lay the corpse, facing upriver. Like the salmon, Oslak’s souls would make their final journey upstream, toward the
High Mountains. The rites at the Death Platform would be brief, and after saying farewell, the clan would leave
his body to the Forest. As he’d fed on its creatures in life, so they would feed on him in death. Three moons later,
Vedna would gather his bones and take them to the Raven bone-ground. But for the next five summers, neither
she nor anyone else would speak his name out loud. This was strict clan law: to prevent the dead man’s souls from
troubling the living.
Standing in the clearing; Torak watched till they were gone. When the last Raven had been swallowed by the
Forest, the camp felt eerily lonely. Only the dogs remained to guard the salmon.
*
Quickly, Torak ran to fetch his things. He crammed his light wicker pack with his few belongings: cookingskin; medicine pouch; tinder pouch; fishhooks; his quiver and bow; his rolled-up sleeping-sack; Fa’s knife,
wrapped in rawhide; his mother’s medicine horn.
As he stuck his small basalt axe in his belt, he tried not to think of the last time he’d been forced to pack in a
hurry. It had been last autumn, as Fa lay dying. Torak’s hand tightened on the hilt of the knife Fin-Kedinn had
made for him. It was lighter and easier to use than his father’s; but nothing would ever replace Fa’s knife.
Don’t think about that now, he told himself. Just get out of here before they come back. And this time, don’t
forget food.
After what had happened to Oslak, he couldn’t face salmon: not the smoked meat, nor the Ravens’ flat cakes of
dried flesh pounded with juniper berries. Instead, he cut some strips of elk meat hanging from the rafters in
Thull’s shelter. They’d keep him going till he reached the Deep Forest.
But how long would that take? Three days? Five? He didn’t know. He’d never been near it, and had only
encountered two Deep Forest people: a silent Red Deer woman with earth blood in her hair, and a wild-eyed
Auroch girl, her scalp weirdly caked in yellow clay. Neither had shown any interest in him, and despite what he’d
told Fin-Kedinn, he didn’t expect much of a welcome.
On his way out of camp, he passed the Leader’s shelter—and that was when it hit him. He was leaving the
Ravens, perhaps for good. First you lost Fa, then Wolf. Now Oslak, and Fin-Kedinn and Renn …
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*
It was dark inside the shelter. Fin-Kedinn’s corner was neat and spare, but Renn’s was a mess: her sleepingsack crumpled and littered with arrows she hadn’t finished fletching. She would be furious that he’d gone without
her, and there was no way of saying good-bye.
He had an idea.
Outside the shelter he found a flat white pebble. Running to the nearest alder tree, he muttered a thanks to its
spirit, cut off a strip of bark, and chewed. Spitting the red mix of saliva and tree-blood into his palm, he painted
his clan-tattoo on the stone: two dotted lines, one with a break in the middle. The break wasn’t part of the tattoo, it
was a small scar on his cheek, but when Renn saw it she would know it was from him.
As he finished making the sign, he stopped. His finger was stained red with alder juice: the same juice he’d
used last autumn, in Wolf’s naming rite. He’d daubed it on the cub’s paws, and been exasperated when Wolf kept
licking it off.
“Don’t think about Wolf!” he cried aloud. “Don’t think about any of them!”
The empty camp mocked him silently.
You’re on your own now, Torok.
Hurriedly he shoved the pebble under Renn’s sleeping-sack, then ran into the sunlight.
The Forest was full of birdsong, and achingly beautiful. He could take no joy in it.
Shouldering his bow, he turned east, and started for the Deep Forest. …
270.176 Excerpt from The Boy Who Harnessed The Wind\fn{by William Kamkwamba (1987- )} Dowa, Dowa
District, Central Region, Malawi (M) 8½
1
Before I discovered the miracles of science, magic ruled the world.
Magic and its many mysteries were a presence that hovered about constantly, giving me my earliest memory as
a boy—the time my father saved me from certain death and became the hero he is today.
I was six years old, playing in the road, when a group of herd-boys approached, singing and dancing. This was
in Masitala village near the city of Kasungu, where my family lived on a farm. The herd-boys worked for a nearby
farmer who kept many cows. They explained how they’d been tending their herd that morning and discovered a
giant sack in the road. When they opened it up, they found it filled with bubble gum. Can you imagine such a
treasure? I can’t tell you how much I loved bubble gum.
“Should we give some to this boy?” one asked. I didn’t move or breathe. There were dead leaves in my hair.
“Eh, why not?” said another. “Just look at him.”
One of the boys reached into the bag and pulled out a handful of gumballs, one for every color, and dropped
them into my hands. I stuffed them all in my mouth. As the boys left, I felt the sweet juice roll down my chin and
soak my shirt.
The following day, I was playing under the mango tree when a trader on a bicycle stopped to chat with my
father. He said that while on his way to the market the previous morning, he’d dropped one of his bags. By the
time he’d realized what had happened and circled back, someone had taken it.
The bag was filled with bubble gum, he said. Some fellow traders had told him about the herd-boys passing
out gum in the villages, and this made him very angry. For two days he’d been riding his bicycle throughout the
district looking for the boys. He then issued a chilling threat.
“I’ve gone to see the sing’anga, and whoever ate that gum will soon be sorry.”
The sing’anga was the witch doctor.
I’d swallowed the gum long before. Now the sweet, lingering memory of it soured into poison on my tongue. I
began to sweat; my heart was beating fast. Without anyone seeing, I ran into the blue gum grove behind my
house, leaned against a tree, and tried to make myself clean. I spit and hocked, shoved my finger into my throat,
anything to rid my body of the curse.
I came up dry. A bit of saliva colored the leaves at my feet, so I covered them with dirt. But then, as if a dark
cloud had passed over the sun, I felt the great eye of the wizard watching me through the trees. I’d eaten his juju
and now his darkness owned me.
That night, the witches would come for me in my bed. They’d take me aboard their planes and force me to
fight, leaving me for dead along the magic battlefields. And as my soul drifted alone and forsaken above the
clouds, my body would be cold by morning.
A fear of death swept over me like a fever.
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I began crying so hard I couldn’t move my legs. The tears ran hot down my face, and as they did, the smell of
poison filled my nose. It was everywhere inside me.
I fled the forest as fast as possible, trying to get away from the giant magic eye. I ran all the way home to
where my father sat against the house, plucking a pile of maize. I wanted to throw my body under his, so he could
protect me from the devil.
“It was me,” I said, the tears drowning my words. “I ate the stolen gum. I don’t want to die, Papa. Don’t let
them take me!”
My father looked at me for a second, then shook his head.
“It was you, eh?” he said, then kind of smiled.
Didn’t he realize I was done for?
“Well,” he said, and rose from the chair. His knees popped whenever he stood. My father was a big man.
“Don’t worry. I’ll find this trader and explain. I’m sure we can work out something.”
That afternoon, my father walked eight kilometers to a place called Masaka where the trader lived. He told the
man what had happened, about the herd-boys coming by and giving me the stolen gum. Then without question,
my father paid the man for his entire bag, which amounted to a full week’s pay.
That evening after supper, my life having been saved, I asked my father about the curse, and if he’d truly
believed I was finished. He streaightened his face and became very sereious.
“Oh yes, we were just in time,” he said, then started laughing in that way that made me so happy, his big chest
heaving and causing the wooden chair to squeal.
“William, who knows what was in store for you?”
*
My father was strong and feared no magic, but he knew all the stories. On nights when there was no moon,
we’d light a lamp and gather in our living room. My sisters and I would sit at my father’s feet, and he’d explain
the ways of the world, how magic had been with us from the beginning.
In a land of poor farmers, there were too many troubles for God and man alone. To compensate for this
imbalance, he said, magic existed as a third and powerful force. Magic wasn’t something you could see, like a
tree, or a woman carrying water. Instead, it was a force invisible and strong like the wind, or a spider’s web spun
across the trail. Magic existed in story, and one of our favorites was of Chief Mwase and the Battle of Kasungu.
In the early nineteenth century, and even today, the Chewa people were the rulers of the central plains. We’d
fled there many generations before from the highlands of southern Congo during a time of great war and sickness,
and settled where the soil was reddish black and fertile as the days were long.
During this time, just northwest of our village, a ferocious black rhino began wreaking terror across the land.
He was bigger than a three-ton lorry, with horns the length of my father’s arms and points as sharp as daggers.
Back then, the villagers and animals shared the same watering hole, and the rhino would submerge himself in the
shallows and wait. Those visiting the spring were mostly women and young girls like my mother and sisters. As
they dipped their pails into the water, the rhino would attack, stabbing and stomping them with its mighty hooves,
until there was nothing left but bloody rags. Over a period of months, the feared black rhino had killed over a hundred people.
One afternoon, a young girl from the royal Chewa family was stomped to death at the spring. When the chief
heard about this, he became very angry and decided to act. He gathered his elders and warriors to make a plan.
“This thing is a real menace,” the chief said. “How can we get rid of it?”
There were many ideas, but none seemed to impress the chief. Finally one of his assistants stood up.
“I know this man in Lilongwe,” he said. “He’s not a chief, but he owns one of the azungu’s guns, and he’s very
good at magic. I’m certain his magical calculations are strong enough to defeat this black rhino.”
This man was Mwase Chiphaudzu, whose magic was so superior he was renowned across the kingdom. Mwase was a magic hunter. His very name meant “killer grass” because he was able to disguise himself as a cluster of
reeds in the fields, allowing him to ambush his prey. The chief’s people traveled a hundred kilometers to Lilongwe and summoned Mwase, who agreed to assist his brothers in Kasungu.
One morning, Mwase arrived at the watering hole well before the sun. He stood in the tall grass near the shores
and sprinkled magic water over his body and rifle. Both of them vanished, becoming only music in the breeze.
Minutes later, the black rhino thundered over the hill and made his way toward the spring. As he plunged his
heavy body into the shallows, Mwase crept behind him and put a bullet into his skull. The rhino crumpled dead.
*
The celebrations began immediately. For three days, villagers from across the district feasted on the meat of
the terrible beast that had taken so many lives. During the height of the festivities, the chief took Mwase to the top
of the highest hill and looked down where the Chewa ruled. This hill was Mwala wa Nyenje, meaning “The Rock
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of the Edible Flies,” named after the cliffs at its summit and the fat delicious flies that lived in its trees. Standing
atop the Rock of the Edible Flies, the chief pointed down to a giant swath of green earth and turned to Mwase.
“Because you killed that horrible and most feared beast, I have a prize for you,” he said. “I hereby grant you
power over this side of the mountain and all that’s visible from its peak. Go get your people and make this your
home. This is now your rule.”
So Mwase returned to Lilongwe and got his family, and before long, he’d established a thriving empire. His
farmland produced abundant maize and vegetables that fed the entire region. His people were strong, and his warriors were powerful and feared.
*
But around this time, a great chaos erupted in the Zulu kingdom of South Africa.
The army of the Zulu king, Shaka, began a bloody campaign to conquer the land surrounding his kingdom, and
this path of terror and destruction caused millions to flee.
One such group was the Ngoni.
The Ngoni people marched north for many months and finally stopped in Chewa territory, where the soil was
moist and fertile. But because they were constantly on the move, hunger visited them often. When this happened,
they would travel farther north and ask for help from Chief Mwase, who always assisted them with maize and
goats. One day, after accepting another of Mwase’s handouts, the Ngoni chiefs sat down and said,
“How can we always have this kind of food?” Someone replied,
“Eliminate the Chewa.”
The Ngoni were led by Chief Nawambe, whose plan was to capture the Rock of the Edible Flies and all the
land visible from its peak. However, the Ngoni did not know how magical Chief Mwase was.
One morning, the Ngoni came up the mountain dressed in animal skins, holding massive shields in one hand
and spears in the other. But of course, Chief Mwase’s warriors had spotted them from miles away. By the time the
Ngoni reached the hill, the Chewa warriors had disguised themselves as green grass and slayed the intruders with
knives and spears.
The last man to die was Chief Nawambe. For this reason, the mountain was changed from the Rock of the
Edible Flies to Nguru ya Nawambe, which means simply “The Deadly Defeat of Nawambe.” This same hill now
casts a long shadow over the city of Kasungu, just near my village.
*
These stories had been passed down from generation to generation, with my father having learned them from
my grandpa.
My father’s father was so old he couldn’t remember when he was born. His skin was so dry and wrinkled, his
feet looked like they were chiseled from stone. His overcoat and trousers seemed older than he was, the way they
were patched and hung on his body like the bark of an ancient tree. He rolled fat cigars from maize husks and
field tobacco, and his eyes were red from kachaso, a maize liquor so strong it left weaker men blind.
Grandpa visited us once or twice a month. Whenever he emerged from the edge of the trees in his long coat
and hat, a trail of smoke rising from his lips, it was as if the forest itself had taken legs and walked.
The stories Grandpa told were from a different time and place. When he was young—before the government
maize and tobacco estates arrived and cleared most of our trees—the forests were so dense a traveler could lose
his sense of time and direction in them. Here the invisible world hovered closer to the ground, mixing with the
darkness in the groves. The forest was home to many wild beasts, such as antelope, elephant, and wildebeest, as
well as hyenas, lions, and leopards, adding even more to the danger.
When Grandpa was a boy, his grandmother was attacked by a lion. She was working in her fields at the forest’s
edge, scaring away some monkeys, when a female lion came upon her. Villagers heard her cries and quickly
sounded the drum—not the fast, rhythmic beat for dances or ceremonies, but something slow and serious. They
call this emergency beat the musadabwe, meaning, “Don’t ask questions, just come!”
It’s like dialing 911, but instead of police, you’re calling other villagers.\fn{ The first 911 call was made on February
21, 1968:W}
By the time Grandpa and others arrived with their spears and bows and arrows, it was too late. They saw the
lion—its body the size of a cow—drag his grandmother into the thorny trees, then toss her body into the bush like
a mouse. It then turned and faced its challengers, let out a terrible roar, and disappeared with its kill. The poor
woman’s body was never recovered.
Grandpa says that once a lion gets a taste for human blood, it won’t stop until it’s eaten an entire village. So the
next morning someone notified the British authorities, who still controlled our country. They sent soldiers into the
forest and shot the lion. Its body was then displayed in the village square for all to see.
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Not long after, Grandpa was hunting alone in the forest and came upon a man who’d been bitten by a cobra.
The snake had been hiding in the trees and struck the man’s head as he passed. His skin quickly turned gray, and
minutes later, he was dead. Grandpa alerted the nearest village, who arrived with their witch doctor.
The wizard placed one foot atop the dead man’s chest and tossed some medicines into the forest. Seconds later,
the moist ground came alive as hundreds of cobra slithered out from the shadows and gathered around the corpse,
hypnotized by the spell.
The wizard crouched on the dead man’s chest and drank a cup of magic porridge, which flowed through his
feet and into the lifeless body. The dead man’s fingers began to move, then his hands.
“Let me stand up,” he said, then stood and faced the army of serpents.
Together, they checked the fangs of every cobra in attendance, searching for the one that had killed the man.
Usually, the wizard would quickly cut off the head of the guilty snake, but this time, the dead man took pity and
allowed the cobra to live.
For his services, the wizard was paid three British pounds. My grandpa saw this with his own eyes.
*
When my father was a young man, he often went hunting with his father. Even then, the forest was so
dangerous that hunters observed a sacred ritual before their outings.
Hunts were usually initiated by one man, the mwini chisokole, or owner of the hunt, who called together all the
willing men from the surrounding villages. The owner decided where and when the hunt would take place, and in
the event of a kill, he’d receive the choicest portion of the meat, usually the hindquarter. Grandpa was often this
person.
On the night before the hunt, the leader wasn’t allowed to sleep with his wife, not even in the same room. The
purpose was to keep the man’s focus and attention as sharp as possible, and to guarantee a solid night’s rest.
Losing focus made you careless in the forest, and worst of all, left you open to bewitching.
That night, sleeping alone at a neighbor’s house, or in a separate hut with his sons, the leader would boil a pot
of red maize mixed with certain roots and medicines, which he’d distribute the following morning to each hunter
in the party. This was part of the magic, because everyone believed this protected them from danger.
Before setting out, the hunters also instructed their wives to stay indoors until the hunt was over, preferably
lying in bed and sleeping. They thought this would cause the animals to sleep as well, allowing the hunters to
sneak up on them with ease.
*
Walking through the forest as a boy, I didn’t worry so much about cobras or lions, since most of them had vanished. But other dangers were waiting in the forests that remained, and along the quiet, empty fields where the
ghosts of trees seemed to whisper their sadness. Walking there alone, one of my greatest fears was the Gule Wamkulu.
The Gule Wamkulu were a secret gang of dancers. They performed at the chief’s request at funerals and initiation ceremonies, when many Chewa boys become men.
The Gule Wamkulu were said to be the spirits of our dead ancestors, resurrected from the afterworld and sent
to roam the earth. No longer human, they shared the skin of animals, and their faces resembled the beasts of hell
—twisted devil birds and demons howling in fright.
When the Gule Wamkulu performed, you dared to watch only from a distance. Often they appeared from the
bush walking on stilts, towering above the crowd and screaming in different tongues. Once, I even saw one of
them climb a blue gum pole while upside down, like a spider. And when they danced, one thousand men seemed
to inhabit their bodies, each moving in the opposite direction.
When the Gule Wamkulu weren’t performing, they traveled the forests and marshes looking for young boys to
take back to the graveyards. What happened to you there, I never wanted to know. It was bad luck to even speak
about the Gule Wamkulu. And God help you if you were ever caught doubting them, saying,
“Look at their hands, they have five fingers like me. These guys are not real.”
Doing this would surely get you bewitched, and since the Gule Wamkulu answered only to the chief, there’d be
no one to defend you. When they appeared in the village, every woman and child dropped what they were doing
and ran.
Once when I was very young, a magic dancer appeared in our courtyard, strutting like a cock and hissing like a
snake. His head was wrapped in a flour sack with a black hole for a mouth and a long trunk for a nose. My mother
and father were in the fields, so my sisters and I ran for the trees, only to watch this passing ghost steal one of our
chickens.
(Donkeys are the only creatures not afraid of Gule Wamkulu. If the donkey sees one of these dancers, it will
chase them into the bush and kick them with its mighty legs. Don’t ask me why, but the donkey is very brave.)
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I tried to be courageous like my friend the donkey whenever I walked through the forest. But witches and
wizards never reveal their identity, so you never know where their traps lie waiting. In these places where they
practice, their potent magic takes on many shapes. Men with bald heads, twenty feet tall, are said to appear on the
roads outside of Ntchisi, a few at first, then dozens all around.
Ghost trucks drive the same roads at night, coming on fast with their bright lights flashing and engines revving
loud. But as the lights pass by, no truck is attached. No tire marks are left on the road, and if you’re driving a car,
your engine will die until morning.
Magic hyenas wander the villages at night, snatching several goats at once in their razor jaws and delivering
them to the doorsteps of wizards. Magic lions are sent to kill delinquent debtors, and snakes the size of trac tors
can lie in wait for you in your fields.
But the dangers for children are even greater. As I mentioned, these wizards command great armies of children
to do their witchcraft, and each night they prowl the villages for fresh recruits. They tempt them with delicious
meats, saying it’s the only way to heaven. Once the children devour the tasty morsels, it’s revealed as human
flesh. By then it’s too late, for once the wizard’s evil is inside your body, it controls you forever.
In addition to casting spells for curses and revenge, the witches often battle one another. This leads to great
confusion in the kingdom of the devil, and this strife leaves many dead and injured, which is why children make
the perfect soldiers.
The children pile aboard witch planes that prowl the skies at night, capable of traveling to Zambia and London
in a single minute. Witch planes can be anything: a wooden basin, a clay pot, a simple hat. Flying about on magic
duty, the children are sent to homes of rival wizards to test their powers. If the child is killed in the process, the
wizard can determine the weapon of his enemy and develop something stronger. Other nights, the children visit
camps of other witches for competition. Here, mystical soccer matches are played on mysterious fields in places
I’ve never heard of, where the cursed children use human heads as balls and compete for great cups of flesh.
*
After escaping the bubblegum vendor, I became terribly afraid of being captured, and I tried to think of ways
to protect myself. I knew witches and wizards were allergic to money because the presence of cash is like a rival
evil. Any contact with money will snap their spell and revert them back to human form—usually naked. For this
reason, people often plaster their walls and bed mats with kwacha notes to protect themselves during the night. If
they’re suddenly awoken by a naked man trying to escape, their suspicions are correct.
Another way of protecting yourself is to pray your soul clean each night at the foot of your bed, and I’d done
that, too. Homes of the prayerful are concealed from witch planes that fly overhead. It’s like passing through a
cloud.
“Papa, please, some kwacha notes for my walls,” I begged my father one afternoon. “I can’t sleep at night.”
My father knew a lot about witchcraft, but he had no place for magic in his own life. To me, this made him
seem even stronger. My parents had raised us to be churchgoing Presbyterians who believed God was the best
protection. Once you opened your heart to magic, we were taught, you never knew what else you might let inside.
We respected the power of juju, even feared it, but my family always trusted our faith would prevail. My father
was mending a fence around the garden and stopped what he was doing.
“Let me tell you a story,” he said.
“In 1979 when I was trading, I was riding in the back of a pickup going to Lilongwe to sell dried fish in the
market. Several others were with me. The truck suddenly lost control, pitching us all into the air. When we landed,
we saw it rolling straight for us. I said at that moment,
“‘I’m dying now. This is my time.’
“But just before the truck rolled over my body and crushed me like an ant, it skidded to a stop. I could reach
out and touch it. Several people were dead in the grass, but I didn’t have a scratch.”
He turned to face me, making his point.
“After that happened, how can I believe in wizards and charms? A magic man would have tried these things
and died. I was saved by the power of God. Respect the wizards, my son, but always remember, with God on your
side, they have no power.”
*
I trusted my father, but wondered how his explanation accounted for Rambo and Chuck Norris, who came to
the trading center that summer and created a lot of controversy. These men were appearing in films shown in the
local theater, which was really just a thatch hut with wooden benches, a small television, and a VCR. For this
reason, everyone called it the video show.
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At night, wonderful and mysterious things began happening in this place, but since I was forbidden to be out
after dark, I missed them all. Instead, I relied on the stories I heard from my mates who lived close by and whose
parents weren’t so strict. These boys, such as Peter Kamanga, would find me the next day when I arrived.
“Last night I watched the best of all movies,” Peter said. “Rambo jumped from the top of the mountain and
was still firing his gun when he landed. Everyone in front of him died and the entire mountain exploded.”
He clutched a phantom machine gun and sent a burst of deadly rounds into the maize mill.
“Oh,” I said, “when will they ever show these films during the day? I never see anything.”
The exploits of Rambo and Delta Force became confusing to some, who’d never imagined men escaping entire
armies, while still managing to kill so many people. The night Terminator came to the video show was simply
shocking. When Peter found me the next morning, he was still in a state.
“William, last night I watched a movie that I still don’t understand,” he said. “This man was shot left, right,
and center, yet he still managed to live. His enemies blew off his arms and legs, even his head, yet his eyes were
still alive. I’m telling you, this man must be the greatest wizard who ever lived.”
It sounded fantastic.
“Do you think these azungu from America have such magic?” I asked. “I don’t believe it.”
“This is what I saw. I’m telling you it’s true.”
Although it would be several years before I finally saw one of these films in the video show, they started to
influence many of the games we played back home. One of them was played with toy guns we made from a
mpoloni bush.
It was called USA versus Vietnam.
To make these guns, we removed the core from the mpoloni’s stem, much like disassembling a ballpoint pen,
and used it as both a ramrod and trigger. After removing the core, we chewed up bits of maize pith and shoved
them down the barrel, followed by paper spitballs to create a seal. When the ramrod was forced down behind, it
created enough pressure to spray an opponent with a shower of slimy gunk.
I was captain of one team, while my cousin Geoffrey was captain of the other. Along with some other cousins
and neighbors, we split into teams of five, then hunted one another in the maize rows and across the dirt courtyard
that separated our house from Geoffrey’s.
“You go left, I’ll go right!” I instructed my comrades one such afternoon, then scrambled on knees and elbows
through the red dirt. We were never clean.
I spotted a bit of Geoffrey’s trouser from around the corner of the house, so I snuck around the opposite way
without spooking the chickens. Once I was clear, I bolted around the corner. It was an easy ambush.
“ Tonga!”
I jammed the ramrod down the barrel and released a shower of white saliva and mush, spraying my cousin
square in the face. He fell to the ground, holding his heart.
“Eh, mayo ine! I’m dead.”
Usually, whichever team won first got to be America the following round, since America always defeated
Vietnam in the video show.
*
We were a solid gang of three: myself, Geoffrey, and our friend Gilbert, whose father was the chief of our
whole Wimbe district. Everyone called Gilbert’s father Chief Wimbe, even though his real name was Albert Mofat.
When we got bored with playing USA versus Vietnam, Geoffrey and I went to find Gilbert. Going over to Gilbert’s house always guaranteed a show, as the chief’s work was never done.
As usual, we found a line of truck drivers, market women, farmers, and traders waiting outside under the blue
gum trees to share their concerns and grievances. Each held a chicken under one arm, or a small bit of cash in
hand as a gift for their great leader. During these personal encounters with the chief, people addressed him as
“Charo,” the ruler of all the land.
“Odi, odi,” said a farmer at the doorstep, meaning “Hello, can I come in”
The chief’s messenger and bodyguard, Mister Ngwata, stood at the door in his short pants and army boots,
dressed as a policeman. It was Mister Ngwata’s job to protect the chief and filter all of his visitors. He also
handled all the chickens.
“Come, come,” he said.
The chief sat on the sofa, dressed in a crisp shirt and nice trousers. Chiefs usually dressed like businesspeople,
never in feathers and hides. That’s in the movies.
Chief Wimbe also loved his cat, which was black and white but had no name. In Malawi, only dogs are given
names, I don’t know why. The cat was always in the chief’s lap, purring softly as the charo stroked its neck.
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“Charo, Charo,” the farmer said, bending to one knee and gently clapping his hands as a sign of respect. “We
have an issue that requires your intervention. The land you granted me fifteen years ago is being encroached upon
by my brother’s son. I need you to help so there’s no bloodshed.”
“Very well,” the chief replied. “Let me think about this and carry out some research. Come back on Sunday
and I’ll have an answer.”
“Oh, zikomo kwambiri, Charo. Thank you, with respect.” We waited until the farmer left and approached
Mister Ngwata.
“We’re here to see Gilbert,” we said as we passed through the door.
“Hmmph.”
Gilbert was in his room with a tape deck singing to Billy Kaunda, who’d just been voted Malawi’s best musician of the year. For a boy, Gilbert had a beautiful singing voice and would later record two albums in Blantyre.
My voice sounded like one of the guinea fowl that screeched in our trees as it pooped, but I never let that stop me.
“Gilbert, bo?”
“Bo!”
“Sharp?”
“Sharp!”
This was our slang, strictly observed at every meeting. The word bo was short for bonjour, started by some
chaps learning French in secondary school and wanting to show off. I don’t know where “sharp” came from, but it
was like saying, “Are you cool?” If you were feeling really good, you could even go a bit further:
“Sure?”
“Sure!”
“Fit?”
“Fit!”
“Ehhh.”
“Let’s go to trading,” I said, meaning the trading center. “I hear the drunkards were spilling out of Ofesi last
night.”
This was the Ofesi Boozing Centre, a forbidden and therefore fascinating place. Ofesi sat on the outskirts of
the trading center, one of the last shops before the road opened toward Chamama town. Loud, thumping music always played inside the dark doorway, even at noon. It was where men with screwed-up eyes would appear in the
doorframe, smoking cigarettes, then toss out empty cardboard cartons of booze to join the mountain of others in
the dirt. Whereas most people saw garbage in those cartons, we saw treasure and possibility.
Although Geoffrey, Gilbert, and I grew up in this small place in Africa, we did many of the same things children do all over the world, only with slightly different materials. And talking with friends I’ve met from America
and Europe, I now know this is true. Children everywhere have similar ways of entertaining themselves. If you
look at it this way, the world isn’t so big.
For us, we loved trucks. It didn’t matter what kind of trucks: four-ton lorries that rumbled past from the estates
kicking up dust, or the half-ton pickups that traveled back and forth to Kasungu town, just an hour’s drive away,
with passengers squeezed in back like a pen full of chickens. We loved all trucks, and each week, we’d compete to
see who could build the biggest and strongest one. While my friends from America could find miniature trucks
already assembled in their shopping malls, we had to build ours from wire and empty cartons of booze. Even still,
they were just as beautiful.
The cartons discarded by the drunkards at Ofesi once held Chibuku Shake Shake, a kind of beer made from
fermented maize that is popular in Malawi. It’s sour tasting and contains bits of maize that settle at the bottom,
requireing you to shake it up before enjoying, hence the name. Believe it or not, it’s actually nutritious. I’m not a
drinker myself, but I’ve been told it takes several cartons of Shake Shake to get a person drunk, so of course,
people in Ofesi drink as many as possible before tossing them into the road.
After washing out the booze, these cartons were ideal for making the chassis of a toy truck. We used beer bottle caps for wheels, which also doubled as counters at school (“Three Coca-Cola plus ten Carlsberg equals thirteen”).
We picked mangoes from the neighbor’s trees and traded them for lengths of wire, which we used to make
axles and attach the bottle cap wheels. We later discovered that plastic cooking oil caps worked much bet ter as
wheels, enabling the trucks to last much longer. We even took our fathers’ razor blades and cut designs into the
plastic to give each vehicle its own signature treading. That way, when you saw a tire track in the dirt, you knew
instantly if it belonged to the great fleets of Kamkwamba Toyota, for instance, or Gilbert Company LTD.
Soon we were building our own monster wagons, called chigirigiri, that resembled something like a go-cart in
America. The frames were thick tree branches forked at one end, where a person could sit at the junction. We then
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dug up large, round tuber roots called kaumbu and carved them into wheels, using blue gum poles as axles. All the
loose parts were then lashed together with vine and tree bark. Taking a rope, one person pulled the car while the
driver steered with his feet. With two cars side by side, we held monster derbies down the dirt road.
“Let’s race.”
“For sure.”
“Last one to reach Iponga’s will go blind!”
“GO!”
*
Iponga Barber Shop was the first of its kind in the Wimbe trading center, and where I got all my haircuts.
When my father brought me there each month, Mister Iponga would drape me in a tattered sheet and say,
“What will it be?”
Pictures of men with many different styles hung from the wall—styles such as the Tyson, after the famous
American boxer, in addition to the English Cut, the Nigeria, and the Buddha, which was totally bald. I usually
went for the Office Cut, which was close all over without any frills. I think it was the cheapest, too.
Of course, the problem with getting haircuts in the trading center was the frequent power outages that plagued
the country. These could easily happen while Iponga held his electric clippers to your head.
“Oops, lost the power. Come back in a few hours.”
“But …”
The best idea was to bring a hat, or else go at night, so you could slip home under the cover of darkness and
return the next morning to have it fixed.
If we had some pocket change from our parents, we stopped by Mister Banda’s shop for a cold bottle of Fanta
or a handful of Dandy sweets, which Banda kept in a glass jar below the shelves of Drews liver salts and Con Jex
cough tabs, Top Society Luxury lotions, Easy Black hair dye, long ribbons of Blue Band margarine, bars of
Lifebuoy soap, and packets of Cowbell powdered milk.
Or if we were hungry, we pooled our money and headed to the kanyenya stand, which was really just a giant
vat of boiling grease over a fire, next to the boozing center. There we bought delicious pieces of fried goat and
chips for just a few kwacha. The man working the vat grunted, “How much?” and you answered,
“Five kwacha.”
He sawed off a good chunk from a carcass hanging on the gallows, causing the swarm of black flies to circle
once, then land again. He dropped the meat into the oil, added a few more sticks to his fire to get a raging boil,
then threw in a handful of sliced potatoes. When everything was finished, he tossed them onto the counter, along
with a small pile of salt for dipping.
“You mother is a good cooker,” said Gilbert. “But she’s never made anything as good as this.”
“For sure.”
But most of the time we had no money, so we spent our afternoons in hunger and dreams. On our way home
we played a certain game with the mphangala bush. Its bright red flowers made the perfect crayons for children,
but its stems could also tell your fortune. One person uprooted the stem, then tried to split it down the middle by
pulling it apart. If you did this without breaking the stem in half, you’d have meat for dinner waiting for you at
home.
“Eh man, you’re lucky. Let me come over!”
But if you broke the stem, that was a different story.
“Oh, sorry, friend, your mother’s at a funeral. You’ll find only water at home! HA! HA!”
*
Evenings in the village, just after the sun disappeared over the blue gums, were my favorite time of day. This
was when my father and Uncle John—Geoffrey’s father—finished work in the maize and tobacco fields and
returned home for supper.
My mother and older sister Annie would be busy in the kitchen preparing the food, sending out all the
delicious smells riding on the breeze. All my cousins would gather in the courtyard between my house and
Geoffrey’s house to kick the soccer ball—made from plastic shopping bags we called jumbos, which we then
bound in twine. And as the light faded, perhaps a farmer from the next village would stop by.
“Mister Kamkwamba, I have something from my garden,” he’d say, opening a bundle of papers to reveal some
nice tomato plants. They’d negotiate a price and my father would plant them behind the house.
During the rainy season when the mangoes were ripe, we filled our pails with fruit from the neighbor’s trees
and soaked them in water while we ate our supper. Afterward, we passed the fruits around, biting into the juicy
meat and letting the sweet syrup run down our fingers.
*
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If there wasn’t any moonlight to continue playing, my father gathered all the children inside our living room,
lit a kerosene lamp, and told us folktales.
“Sit down and hush up,” he said. “Have I told the one about the Leopard and the Lion?”
“Tell it again, Papa!”
“Okay, well … one day long long ago, two girls were walking from Kasungu to Wimbe when they became too
tired to continue.”
We sat on the floor, hugging our knees against our chests and hanging on every word. My father knew many
stories, and the Leopard and the Lion was one of my favorites. It went like this:
Rather than taking a nap in the dirt, the two young girls looked for a clean, quiet place to sleep. After some
time, they came across the house of an old man. After making their request, the old man said,
“Of course you can stay here. Come on in.”
That night when the girls were fast asleep, the old man snuck out the door and walked into the dark forest.
There he found his two best friends, the Leopard and the Lion.
“My friends, I have some tasty food for you. Just follow me.”
“Why thanks, old man,” the Leopard said. “We’re coming straightaway.”
The old man led his two friends through the forest and back to his house. The Leopard and the Lion were so
excited for their meal they even started singing a happy tune. But as they were approaching, the two girls
happened to wake up. They felt refreshed after their nap and decided to continue on their journey. Not seeing the
old man, they left a kind note thanking him for the bed.
Finally, the old man arrived at the house with the Leopard and the Lion.
“Wait here and I’ll go and get them,” he said.
The old man saw the bed was empty. Where did they go? he wondered. He looked for the girls but couldn’t
find them. Finally, he discovered the note and knew they were gone. Outside, the Leopard and the Lion were
growing impatient.
“Hey, where’s our food?” said the Leopard. “Can’t you see we’re salivating out here?” The old man called out,
“Hold on, they’re here someplace. Let me find them.”
The old man knew if the Leopard and the Lion discovered that the girls had gone, they would surely eat him
for supper instead. The old man kept a giant gourd in the corner of his house for drinking water. Seeing no other
option, he jumped inside and hid. Finally, after waiting so long, the Lion said,
“That’s it. We’re going in!”
They broke open the door and found the house empty. No girls, no old man, no supper.
“Hey, the old man must’ve tricked us,” said the Leopard. “He’s even left himself.”
Just then, the Leopard spotted a bit of the old man’s shirt hanging out from the gourd. He motioned to the Lion,
and together they tugged and tugged until the old man came flying out.
“Please no, I can explain,” cried the old man.
But the Leopard and the Lion had no patience for stories and quickly ate him. My father clapped his hands
together, signaling the end of the story. Then he looked around to all of us children.
“When planning misfortune for your friends,” he said, “be careful because it will come back to haunt you. You
must always wish others well.”
“Tell another, Papa!” we shouted.
“Hmm, okay … what about the Snake and the Guinea Fowl?”
“For sure!”
Sometimes my father would forget the stories halfway and make them up as he went along. These tales would
spiral on for an hour, with characters and motives ever changing. But through his own kind of magic, the stories
would always end the same. My father was a born storyteller, largely because his own life had been like one
fantastic tale. …
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St. Peter’s Anglican Cathedral, Lakoma Island, Northern Region, Malawi

The Cathedral of St. Michael and All Angels, Blantyre, Southern Region, Malawi
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The mosque in Lilongwe, Lilongwe, Central Region, Malawi

The Sanctuary of Hope Presbyterian Church, Mteza Congregation, Lilongwe, Central Region, Malawi
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